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SUMMARY
Classical vertex coloring problems ask for the minimum number of colors needed
to color the vertices of a graph, such that adjacent verticesus different colors. Vertex
coloring does have quite a few practical applications in communication theory, industry
engineering and computer science. Such examples can be found in the book of Hansen and
Marcotte [23].
Deciding whether a graph is 3-colorable or not is a well-knowNP-complete problem,
even for triangle-free graphs. Intuitively, large girth may help reduce the chromatic number.
However, in 1959, Erdős [13] used the probabilistic methodt prove that for any two
positive integersg andk, there exist graphs of girth at leastg and chromatic number at least
k. Thus, restricting girth alone does not help bound the chromatic number. However, if we
forbid certain tree structure in addition to girth restriction, then it is possible to bound the
chromatic number. Randerath determined several such tree structures, and conjectured that
if a graph is fork-free and triangle-free, then it is 3-colorable, where afork is a starK1,4
with two branches subdivided once.
The main result of this thesis is that Randerath’s conjecturis true for graphs with odd





We study colorablility of graphs in terms of forbidden subgraphs. In this chapter, we in-
troduce notation and terminology that we use in this thesis,and review several classical
coloring results. We will then discuss the notion ofVizing bound, and state a related con-
jecture of Randerath on 3-coloring. We conclude this chapter by stating our main result,
and outlining its proof.
1.1 Notation and Terminology
We only consider simple graphs unless specified, as multipleedges don’t effect coloring.
Given a finite, simple, undirected graphG, we useV(G) to denote the vertex set ofG, and
E(G) to denote the edge set ofG. Also, we use|V(G)| to denote the number of vertices in
G, and|E(G)| to denote the number of edges inG.
Given a graphH, if V(H) ⊆ V(G), andE(H) ⊆ E(G), thenH is a subgraph ofG,
denotedH ⊆ G. Given two initial graphsG1 andG2, we writeG = G1 ∪ G2 if V(G) =
V(G1) ∪ V(G2) andE(G) = E(G1) ∪ E(G2); G = G1 ∩ G2 if V(G) = V(G1) ∩ V(G2) and
E(G) = E(G1) ∩ E(G2). ForS ⊆ V(G), let G[S] be the graph with vertex setS, and whose
edges are those ofG with both ends inS, and we call it the subgraph ofG inducedby S. A
graphH is aninducedsubgraph of a graphG, if there exists a setA ⊆ V(G) such thatG[A]
is isomorphic toH. An induced subgraph that is a complete graph is called aclique. We
useω(G) to denote the maximum size of a clique inG. For convenience a graphG without
an induced subgraphH is calledH-free.
A pathin G is a sequence of distinct vertices in which consecutive vertices are adjacent.
A cycle is a sequence of verticesv1v2 · · · vkv1, such that consecutive vertices are adjacent.
Let Ck denote a cycle withk vertices. A cycle with an odd number of vertices is called
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odd cycle. Thegirth of a graph is the length of a shortest cycle contained in the graph, and
theodd girth is the length of a shortest odd cycle, denote byog(G). A cut is a partition of
the vertices of a graph into two disjoint subsets. Theedge-cutof the cut is the set of edges
whose end points are in different subsets of the partition. Theedge-connectivityis the size
of a smallest edge cut.
Let G be a graph. For anyu, v ∈ V(G), the distance betweenu andv in G is the number
of edges in a shortest path connecting them, and we denote it by d(u, v). For anyu ∈ V(G),
let Ni(u) = {v ∈ V(G) : d(u, v) = i} for any i ∈ N. For anyH ⊆ G andu ∈ V(G), define
d(H, u) = min{u′ ∈ V(H) : d(u′, u)}, let Ni(H) = {v ∈ V(G) : d(H, v) = i} for any i ∈ N. For
any graphH andG, defineG−H as the graph obtained fromG by deletingH ∩G. For any
u ∈ V(G), G − u is the graph obtained fromG by deletingu and all the edges adjacent to
u. For anye ∈ E(G), G − e is the graph obtained fromG by deletinge. Givenu ∈ V(G),
the degree ofu is the number of edges incident to the vertex, and denoted byd(u). Define
Vk = {v ∈ V(G) : d(v) = k} for all k ∈ Z. For anyX ⊆ V(G), G/X is defined as contracting
all vertices inX.
Let δ(G) denote the minimum degree ofG, and∆(G) denote the maximum degree of
G. Given two verticesu, v ∈ V(G), we useu ∼ v denote thatu is adjacent tov, andu / v
denote thatu is not adjacent tov. Similarly, givenS ⊆ G andu ∈ V(G), we useu ∼ S to
denote thatu is adjacent to at least one vertex inV(S), and useu / S to denote thatu is not
adjacent to all vertices ofV(S). For terminology and notation not defined here we refer to
[43].
A vertex coloringof G is an assignment of colors to the vertices ofG such that no
two adjacent vertices share the same color. A coloring usingat mostk colors is called a
k-coloring. The smallestk such thatG admits ak-coloring is called thechromatic number
of G, and is denoted byχ(G). We say that the graphG is k-chromaticif χ(G) = k; and
k-colorableif χ(G) ≤ k.
Similarly, anedge coloringof a graphG is an assignment of colors to the edges ofG
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such that no two adjacent edges share the same color. An edge-coloring using at mostk
colors is called ak-edge-coloring. The smallestk such thatG admits ak-edge-coloring is
thechromatic indexof G, and is denoted byχ′(G).
A graph is said to becritical, if χ(G) > χ(H) for every proper induced subgraphH of
G. Moreover, ifχ(G) = k andG is critical, thenG is k-critical.
The line graphL(G) of the graphG is the graph with vertex setE(G), and two vertices
of L(G) are adjacent if and only if their corresponding edges inG are adjacent. Thus, by
definition,χ(L(G)) = χ′(G).
Let G be a graph and for eachv ∈ V(G), let L(v) be a set of colors. Alist coloring
of G is a function that maps every vertexv of G to a color in the listL(v), such that no
two adjacent vertices receive the same color. A graph isk-choosable(or k-list-colorable)
if it has a list coloring no matter how one assigns a list ofk colors to each vertex. The
choosability(or list colorability or list chromatic number) of G, denoted bych(G), is the
least numberk such thatG is k-choosable. Obviously,ch(G) ≥ χ(G), since ak-coloring of
G is ak-list-coloring ofG such that all vertices are assigned the same list ofk c lors.
It is easy to see that a tree has chromatic number at most 2. However, a graph may have
large chromatic number even if it locally looks like a tree. We will be studying chromatic
number of graphs with certain trees forbidden as induced subgraph.
1.2 Vertex Coloring
In general, it is NP-hard to decideχ(G) for an arbitrary graphG, even for triangle-free
graphs. Therefore, much effort has been spent on determining bounds onχ(G) for various
classes of graphs.
The most well known result on graph coloring is the Four ColorTheorem [4, 5, 6, 7] that
every planar graph is 4-colorable. The Four Color Theorem was first proven by Appel and
Haken in 1976 using computer, and efficient algorithms have been found for 4-coloring
maps inO(n2) time, wheren is the number of vertices. In 1996, Robertson, Sanders,
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Seymour, and Thomas found a better proof, and improved a coloring algorithm based on
Appel and Hakens proof [34, 35]. Chudnovsky, Robertson, Seymour and Thomas [11]
also solved the famous conjectureStrong Perfect Graph Conjecturein 2002: a graphG
is perfect if and only if neitherG nor its complement̄G contains an induced odd cycle of
order at least five.
In 1959, Grötzsch [18] proved that every triangle-free planar graph is 3-colorable. Later
in 1963, Grünbaum generalized Grötzsch’s theorem by showing that if a planar graph has
at most three triangles then it is 3-colorable [19]. There exists graphs with four triangles
whose chromatic number is 4, such as the complete graphK4. Indeed, there exists a planar
graph without 4-cycle whose chromatic number is 4.
From definition, we see thatch(G) ≥ χ(G) for any graphG. Actually,ch(G) cannot be
bounded by any function of chromatic number. In 1996, Gravier [17] showed that there
exist graphs withχ(G) = 2 and arbitrarily largech(G). However, for a planar graphG,
Thomassen [37, 38] showed thatch(G) ≤ 5, andch(G) ≤ 3 if girth of G is at least 5. Alon
and Tarsi proved thatch(G) ≤ 3 if G is a bipartite planar graph [3].
Grötzsch’s theorem cannot be generalized to nonplanar triangle-free graphs. There exist
triangle-free nonplanar graphsG with χ(G) > 3, such as the Grötzsch graph [42] and the
Chvátal graph [41]. In 1955, Mycielski constructed triangle-free graphs with arbitrarily
large chromatic number [29]. In 1959, Erdős [13] proved that for any two positive integers
g andk, there exist graphs of girth at leastg and chromatic number at leastk. Therefore,
restricting girth alone need not help to bound chromatic number of nonplanar graphs.
Chromatic number is related to other graph invariants. For exampleχ(G) ≤ max{δ(H)|H ⊆
G}+1, andχ(G) ≤ 12+
√
2|E(G)| + 14, see [12]. While it’s easy to show thatχ(G) ≤ ∆(G)+1
for any graphG, in 1941, Brooks showed the following (Lovász [28] and Bryant [10] gave
simplified proof of Brooks’ theorem separately):
Theorem 1.1 (Brooks [9]). If G is neither a complete graph nor an odd cycle, thenχ(G) ≤
∆(G).
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Brooks’ colorings can be found in linear time, and efficient algorithms are also known
in parallel and distributed computing [16, 22]. Vizing [40]extended Brooks’ Theorem to
list coloring:ch(G) ≤ ∆(G) if G is neither clique nor odd cycle. In 1999, Reed [33] proved
that for large∆(G), ∆(G) − 1 colors suffice to colorG if and only if the given graph is
∆(G)-clique free.
The following result on critical graph will be useful:
Theorem 1.2 (Gallai [15]). Let G be a k-critical graph and Low(G) denote the graph of G
induced by the vertices of G of degree k− 1. Then every 2-connected induced subgraph of
Low(G) either is an odd hole (odd cycle of length greater than 3) or iscomplete.
While it is difficult to get better bound onχ(G) for general graphs, Brooks’ Theorem
may be improved by forbidding triangles as subgraphs. For example, Brooks [9] showed
that if G is a triangle-free andK1,r-free graph, thenG is r-colorable unlessG is isomorphic
to an odd cycle or a complete graph with at most two vertices. Al o for triangle-free graphs,
or more generally graphs in which the neighborhood of every vtex is sufficiently sparse,
the chromatic number isO(∆/log∆) [2].
If we forbid additional structures from the graph, we could extend triangle-free version
of Brooks’ Theorem. Anr-sunshade(with r ≥ 3) is a complete bipartite graphK1,r with
one edge subdivided once. The 3-sunshade is calledchair and the 4-sunshadecross. There
are several results proved by Randerath [32]. LetG be a connected and triangle-free graph,
If G is chair-free, thenχ(G) ≤ 3; and the equality holds if and only ifG is an odd hole [31].
If G is cross-free graph, thenχ(G) ≤ 3 [32]. If G is r-sunshade free graph withr ≥ 3, and
G is not an odd cycle, thenχ(G) ≤ r; χ(G) ≤ 2 if ∆(G) ≥ 2r − 3; χ(G) ≤ r − 1 if r ∈ {3, 4}
or ∆(G) ≤ r − 1, see [30].
1.3 Edge Coloring
Although the problem we will work on is about vertex coloringof graphs, it was motivated
by edge-colorings of graphs. One of the classical theorems on edge-coloring is due to
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Vizing:
Theorem 1.3 (Vizing [39]). Let G be a multi-graph, then∆(G) ≤ χ′(G) ≤ ∆(G) + µ(G).
Hereµ(G) denotes the maximum number of edges joining two vertices in G. I particular,
∆(G) ≤ χ′(G) ≤ ∆(G) + 1 if G is simple.
Vizing’s proof provides a polynomial time algorithm to color a graphG using∆(G) +
µ(G) colors. If G is bipartite orG is planar with large minimum degree, thenχ′(G) =
∆(G) [1]. However, the general problem of determining chromatic index of a graph is
NP-complete. There are a number of practical applications of edge colorings, such as
scheduling problems and frequency assignment for fiber optic networks, see [14].
By the definition of a line graph, we know thatχ′(G) = χ(L(G)), and∆(G) = ω(L(G)).
Thus, Vizing’s Theorem can be reformulated as:χ(L(G)) ≤ ω(L(G)) + 1. Therefore, if
χ(G) ≤ ω(G) + 1 thenG is said to satisfy theVizing Bound. So line graphs satisfying
Vizing bound.
In 1968, Beineke [8] gave an characterization of line graphsin terms of nine forbidden
induced subgarphs. (A different characterization is given in [27]).
Theorem 1.4 (Beinek [8]). A graph is a line graph if and only if no subset of its vertices
induces one of the nine graphs in Fig.1.
In [24], it is shown that graphs which areK1,3-free and (K5 − e)-free satisfy the Vizing
bound. Randerath studied the problem of finding all pairs (A, B) of connected graphs, such
that if G has no induced subgraph isomorphic toA r B, thenG satisfies the Vizing bound.
Such a pair (A, B) is called a Vizing pair.
1.4 Vizing Pair
Let A, B be connected graphs. We say that (A, B) is agood vizing pairif (A, B) is a Vizing
Pair, and there are graphs that areA-free orB-free, but does not satisfy the Vizing bound.


















































































































































































































































































K1,3 K5 − e
Figure 1: Beineke Graphs
A′ andB ⊂ B′ we haveA  A′ andB  B′. Those concepts are introduced in [31]. We
summarize some of the results in [31].
Theorem 1.5. If (A, B) is a good Vizing-pair, then A has to be a tree, A⊆ P4 and A, P4,
and B∈ {K5 − e,HVN,K4,K3,P,D}. See Fig.2.
Let A be a connected graph such that every A-free graph G withω(G) ≤ 3 satisfies
χ(G) ≤ ω(G) + 1 ≤ 4. Then A is an induced subgraph of the chair.
Let B be an induced subgraph of the HVN or the K5 − e and let G be a B-free and
chair-free graph, thenχ(G) ≤ ω(G) + 1.
In his Ph.D. thesis, Randerath examined good Vizing pairs fotriangle-free graphs.
Determine all pairs (A, B) of connected graphs such that, ifG is A-free andB-free, thenG
is 3-colorable [32]. The absence ofK4 is a necessary condition for 3-colorability. LetB be
an induced subgraph ofK4. ThenB  K4 andB  K3 (B = K1,K2 is not interesting). By
Theorem1.5,A must be a tree if (A, B) is to be a good pair. Randerath showed that (K4,P4)









































































































































































































K5 − eHVN K4 K3
PD = K4 − e chair
Figure 2: Extremal Graphs
Thus, the caseB  K4 is settled. Randerath proved several results for triangle-fre


















































































































































Figure 3: Forbidden Graphs
Theorem 1.6 ([32]). Let (A, B) be a saturated pair of connected forbidden induced sub-
graphs implying 3-colorability. Then A∈ {K3,K4} and B⊂ B′ ∈ {P4,H, f ork}. Moreover,
if A  K4, then B P4. In case that A K3, then B H or B is an induced subgraph of
the fork.
Theorem 1.7 ([32]). There are four good pair(A, B) of connected forbidden induced sub-
graphs implying 3-colorability:(K4,P4), (K3,H), (K3,E), (K3, cross).
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Vizing bound is a special case ofχ-bound. A familyF of graphs isχ-bounded if there
exists a functionf , such that for anyG ∈ F , χ(G) ≤ f (ω(G)). Gyárfás [20] and Sumner
[36] independently conjectured that, for every forestT, he family of graphs which areT-
free isχ-bounded. In 1980, Gyárfás, Szemerédi, and Tuza [21] proved the conjecture for
triangle-free graphs when the radius of the treeT is at most two. Later in 1994, Kierstead
and Penrice [25] proved this Gyárfás-Sumner conjecture for all graphs as long as the radius
the treeT is at most two. Recently, Kierstead and Zhu [26] further extended this result by
proving it for any radius three tree obtained from a radius two tree by making exactly one
subdivision in every edge adjacent to the root.
1.5 Problem and main result
To complete the characterization of all saturated pairs (A, B) for 3-colorability, one need
to decide if (K3, f ork) is a good vizing pair. Thus, Randerath proposed the following
conjecture.
Conjecture 1.8 ([32]). Let G be a triangle-free and fork-free graph. Thenχ(G) ≤ 3.
The main result of this thesis is the following which proves Conjecture 1.8 for graphG
with odd girth no less than 7.
Theorem 1.9. Let G be a fork-free graph such that og(G) ≥ 7. Thenχ(G) ≤ 3.
Let us give an outline of our proof. Suppose there is a minimumcounterexampleG.
ThenG is fork-free,og(G) ≥ 7, andχ(G) ≥ 4. The main body of work is to show thatG
has two subgraphsH andK, such thatG = H ∪ K, andK contains a shortest odd cycleC
of G with additional properties.S := H ∩ K, S ⊆ C, andS consists of vertices of degree 3
in G. In Chapter 3, we show thatC contains at least one degree 4 vertex. In Chapter 4, we
show that any 4-cycle inG contains at least two degree 4 vertices. These two results wil
be used in Chapter 5 and 6 to determine the structure aroundC: given any vertexu ∈ K,
the distance fromu to C is at most 2 with some additional conditions. By the minimality
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of G, H has a 3-coloring, which induces a 3-coloring onS. In Chapter 2, we show that the
3-coloring onS could be extended toK, which meansG is 3-colorable, a contradiction.





Let G be a fork-free graph withog(G) ≥ 7, and letC = v1 . . . vgv1 be a shortest odd cycle
in G. SupposeV(G) = V(C) ∪ N1(C) ∪ N2(C), and we say thatC is aweaklydominating
cycle inG. Moreover, assume that for anyu ∈ N2(C) there exist 1≤ i ≤ g and two paths
uu1vi−1 anduu1vi+1, and we say thatu is associated with vi. All operations in the subscript
are modulog. We derive properties (1)–(7) below about the structure ofG.
(1) If u ∈ N2(C) is associated withvi and if w ∈ N(u) ∩ N1(C), thenN(w) ∩ V(C) ⊆
{vi−3, vi−1, vi+1, vi+3}.
Let uu1vi−1, uu1vi+1 be paths, and suppose there existw ∈ N(u)∩N1(C) andvj ∈ N(w) \
{vi−3, vi−1, vi+1, vi+3}. Then sinceog(G) ≥ 7 andC is a shortest cycle inG, w , u1 and
w / {vi−2, vi, vi+2}. Then eitherwuu1vi+1vi+2 . . . vj−1vjw or wuu1vi−1vi−2 . . . vj+1vjw is an odd
cycle shorter thanC, a contradiction.
(2) For eachu ∈ N2(C), if u is associated withvi andvj for somei , j then vj ∈
{vi−2, vi+2}.
For, supposeu is associated withvi andvj, and letuu1vi−1, uu1vi+1, uw1vj−1, anduw1vj+1
be paths. By (1),vj−1, vj+1 ∈ {vi−3, vi−1, vi+1, vi+3}; sovj ∈ {vi−2, vi, vi+2}. Thus, ifvj , vi we
havevj ∈ {vi−2, vi+2}.
(3) No vi can be associated with two distinct vertices inN2(C).
Supposeu,w ∈ N2(C) such thatu , w andu,w are associated withvi. Let uu1vi−1,
uu1vi+1, uw1vi−1, anduw1vi+1 be paths inG. Thenu1 / w to avoid the fork (u1u, u1w, u1vi−1vi−2,
u1vi+1vi+2), andw1 / u to avoid the fork (w1u,w1w,w1vi−1vi−2,w1vi+1vi+2). In particular,
u1 , w1. Now, using the minimality ofC, it is easy to see that (vi+1vi , vi+1vi+2, vi+1u1u, vi+1w1w)
is a fork inG, a contradiction.
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(4) Let u,w ∈ N2(C) be associated withvi, vj, respectively such thatu , w. Then
vj < {vi−2, vi, vi+2}, and ifu ∼ w thenvj ∈ {vi−3, vi−1, vi , vi+1, vi+3}.
Let uu1vi−1, uu1vi+1, uw1vj−1, uw1vj+1 be paths inG. By (3), vj , vi. If vj ∈ {vi−2, vi+2}
then by symmetry letvj = vi+2; nowu1 , w1 by the minimality ofC, and hencevi+1vi, vi+1vi+2,
vu1u, vw1w) is a fork, a contradiction. Sovj < {vi+2, vi−2}. Thus, ifvj < {vi−3, vi−1, vi+1, vi+3},
then it is easy to check that eitheruu1vi−1vi−2 . . . vj+2vj+1w1u (when j−i is odd) oruu1vi+1vi+2 . . .
vj−2vj−1w1u (when j−i is even) is an odd cycle inG which is shorter thanC, a contradiction.
(5) G[N2(C)] is a linear forest, i.e., each component ofG[N2(C)] is a path.
Let xyz be a path inG[N2(C)], and assume thatx, y, z are associated withvi , vj , vk,
respectively. By (4) and by symmetry, we may assume thatvj ∈ {vi+1, vi+3}. Then by (4)
and (3),vk ∈ {vj+1, vj+3}, and if vj = vi+1 thenvk = vj+3. If vj = vi+3 thenvk = vj+1; for if
vk = vj+3 then letxu1vi−1, zw1vk+1 be paths; nowxu1vi−1vi−2 . . . vk+2vk+1w1zyxis an odd cycle
shorter thanC, a contradiction. So by symmetry, we may assumevj = vi+1 andvk = vj+3.
By (3) and (4),y has degree 2 inG[N2(C)]. Therefore,∆(G[N2(C)]) ≤ 2. It remains to
show thatG[N2(C)] is acyclic.
SupposeD is a cycle inG[N2(C)], and letD = x1x2x3 . . . xtx1. Thent ≥ 4 asog(G) ≥ 7.
By the argument we have forxyz, we may assume without loss of generality thatx1, x2 are
associated withv1, v2, respectively. Then by (3) and (4) and apply the argument forxyzto
x2x3x4, x3, x4 are associated withv5, v6, respectively. Ift = 4 then letx1u1vg andx4w1v7 be
paths; nowx1x4w1, v7v8 . . . vgu1x1 is an odd cycle which is shorter thanC, a contradiction.
So t ≥ 5, and by (4) and (3),x5 is associated withv9. Let x1u1vg andx5wv10 be paths. Now
x1x2x3x4x5wv10v11 . . . vgu1x1 is an odd cycle shorter thanC, a contradiction.
The argument in the proof of (5) actually proves the following.
(6) If x1x2x3 . . . xt, t ≥ 3, is a component ofG[N2(C)], then t ≤ 4 and (by relabeling
x1x2 . . . xt if necessary) we may assume that for some 1≤ i ≤ g, x1, x2 are associated with
vi , vi+1, respectively,x3 is associated withvi+4, and if t = 4 thenx4 is associated withvi+5.
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Our objective is to produce a 3-coloring ofG, with certain vertices ofC pre-colored.
For this, we divide the neighbors of eachvi not onC into several groups. Let
Xi,1 := {v ∈ N(vi) \ V(C) : N(v) ∩ V(C) = {vi} andN(v) ∩ N({vi−3, vi+3}) = ∅}
X+i,2 := (N(vi) ∩ N(vi+2)) \ V(C), X
−





X+i,3 := {v ∈ N(vi) \ V(C) : N(v) ∩ (N(vi+3) \ V(C)) , ∅},








i=1 Xi,1, X2 :=
⋃g
i=1 Xi,2, andX3 :=
⋃g
i=1 Xi,3. Then
(7) X1∩ (X2∪X3) = ∅, and for 1≤ i ≤ g, N(vi) \V(C) = Xi,1∪Xi,2∪Xi,3, |Xi,1| ≤ 1, and
X+i, j ∩ X
−
i,k = ∅ for j, k ∈ {2, 3}.
It is easy to see from the definition thatX1 ∩ (X2 ∪ X3) = ∅.
Now letv ∈ N(vi) \V(C) where 1≤ i ≤ g such thatv < Xi,1. If N(v)∩N({vi−3, vi+3}) , ∅
then by definition,v ∈ Xi,3. So assumeN(v) ∩ N({vi−3, vi+3}) = ∅. ThenN(v) ∩ V(C) , {vi}
as v < Xi,1. Hence by the minimality ofC, N(v) ∩ {vi−2, vi+2} , ∅; so v ∈ Xi,2. Thus,
N(vi) = Xi,1 ∪ Xi,2 ∪ Xi,3.
If |Xi,1| ≥ 2 then letx, y ∈ Xi,1 be distinct. We see that (vi x, viy, vivi−1vi−2, vivi+1vi+2) is a
fork, a contradiction. So|Xi,1| ≤ 1.
Finally, it is easy to check, using the minimality ofC, thatX+i, j ∩ X
−
i,k = ∅ for 1 ≤ i ≤ g
and j, k ∈ {2, 3}.
Lemma 2.1. Let G be a fork-free graph with og(G) ≥ 7, and let C = v1 . . . vgv1 be a
shortest odd cycle in G such that V(G) = V(C) ∪ N1(C) ∪ N2(C) and each vertex in N2(C)
is associated with some vi. Let S := V2(G) ∩ V(C) such that
(i) if some vertex in N1(vi) is adjacent to two vertices in N2(C), one associated with one
of {vi−3, vi−1} and other associated with one of{vi+3, vi+1}, then vi−1, vi+1 < S ,
(ii ) if Xi,1 , ∅ and vj ∈ {vi−1, vi+1} ∩ S then vj is not associated with any vertex in N2(C),
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(iii ) if vi is associated with some vertex in N2(C) which is adjacent to some vertex in
Xi+1,1 ∪ X+i+1,2 ∪ X
+




i−1,3) then vi < S or vi+3 < S
(respectively, vi−3 < S ).
Then any 3-coloring of G[S] can be extended to a 3-coloring of G.
Proof. Let cS : S→ {1, 2, 3} be a 3-coloring ofG[S]. We now extendcS to a 3-coloringc
of G in four steps: colorC first, thenX2 ∪ X3, thenX1, and finallyN2(C).
Step1. If S , ∅ we simply extendcS to a 3-coloringc of C so that each component of
C − S, sayvsvs+1 . . . vt, is 2-colored and uses at least one of the colors{c(vs−1), c(vt+1)}. If
S = ∅ then, since|C| is odd and by (3), (4) and (6), there exists somevi such thatvi−1, vi+1
are not associated with any vertex inN2(C). Without loss of generality, we may assume
thatv1 is such a vertex (i.e.v2, vg are not associated with any vertex inN2(C)). Let c be the
3-coloring onC such thatc(v1) = 3 and, for 2≤ i ≤ g, c(vi) = 1 if i is odd, andc(vi) = 2 is
i is even. Thus,c is a 3-coloring ofC.
Step2. We extendc to a 3-coloring ofG[V(C) ∪ X2 ∪ X3] as follows: for eachv ∈
X+i,2 ∪ X
+




i,3, let c(v) = c(vi−1).
By (7), we haveX+i, j ∩ X
−
i,k = ∅ for j, k ∈ {2, 3}; soc is well defined. We now prove that
c is a 3-coloring ofG[V(C) ∪ X2 ∪ X3].
First, we show that for anyv ∈ X2 ∪ X3, if v ∼ vi for some 1≤ i ≤ g thenc(v) , c(vi).
Assumev ∈ X2. Thenv ∈ X+j,2 for some 1≤ j ≤ g. So by definition and by the minimality
of C, N(v) ∩ V(C) = {vj, vj+2} andi ∈ { j, j + 2}. Hencec(v) = c(vj+1) , c(vi). Now assume
thatv < X2. By symmetry we may further assume thatv ∈ X+j,3 for some j. Then j = i and
soc(v) = c(vj+1) , c(vi).
Next, we show thatc(v) , c(w) for any v,w ∈ X2 ∪ X3 with vw ∈ E(G). First, as-
sumev,w ∈ X2, and letv ∼ vi, v ∼ vi+2, w ∼ vj and w ∼ vj+2 such that 1≤ i ≤
j ≤ g. Sinceog(G) ≥ 7, {vi, vi+2} ∩ {vj, vj+2} = ∅. If vj = vi−1 then c(v) = c(vi+1) ,
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c(vi) = c(w), and if vj = vi+1 thenc(v) = c(vi+1) , c(vi+2) = c(w). Hence we may as-
sume thatvj < {vi−2, vi−1, vi, vi+1, vi+2}. Thenvvi+2vi+3 . . . vj−1vjwv (when j − i is even) or
vvivi−1 . . . vj+3vj+2wv (when j − i is odd) is an odd cycle shorter thanC, a contradiction.
Thus by symmetry, letw ∈ X+3 with w ∼ vj andw
′ ∈ N(w) ∩ N(vj+3). If v ∼ vj+3
thenv ∈ X−j+3,3 (sincev ∼ w); so c(v) = c(vj+2) , c(vj+1) = c(w); and if v ∼ vj+1 then
c(v) , c(vj+1) = c(w). So we may assumev / {vj+1, vj+3}. Note thatv / {vj, vj+2} as
og(G) ≥ 7. Let v ∼ vi; sovi < {vj , vj+1, vj+2, vj+3}. By symmetry, let 1≤ j + 3 < i ≤ g.
Then eithervwvjvj−1 . . . vi+1viv (wheni − ( j + 3) is even) orvww′vj+3vj+4 . . . vi−1viv (when
i − ( j + 3) is odd) is an odd cycle shorter thanC, a contradiction.
Step3. We further extendc to a 3-coloring ofG[V(C) ∪ N1(C)] by coloring vertices
in X1. A band in G is a maximal sequencevswsvs+1ws+1 . . . vtwt such thatwi ∈ Xi,1 for
i = s, s+ 1, . . . , t, andwi ∼ wi+1 for i = s, s+ 1, . . . , t − 1. Let vswsvs+1ws+1 . . . vtwt be a
band.
If S , ∅, then letc(wi) = c(vi−1) (respectively,c(vi+1)) whenwi is adjacent to some
vertex inN2(C) that is associated with somevj ∈ {vi−3, vi−1} (respectively,vj ∈ {vi+1, vi+3}),
and otherwise letc(wi) = c(vi−1) for i = s + 1, . . . , t, andc(ws) = c(vs+1) (so if t = 1
thenc(wt) = c(vt+1)). Note thatc is well defined, as by (i) and by the coloring in Step 1,
c(vi−1) = c(vi+1) if one of {vi−1, vi−3} and one of{vi+1, vi+3} are associated with vertices in
N2(C).
If S = ∅ then letc(wi) = 3 if i ∈ {2, g}, c(wi) = 1 if i = 1 andN(wi)∩(X+i+1,2∪X
+
i+1,3) , ∅,
c(wi) = 2 if i = 1 andN(wi) ∩ (X−i−1,2 ∪ X
−
i−1,3) = ∅, andc(wi) = c(vi−1) for all otheri. Note
thatw1 cannot be adjacent to two vertices inN2(C), one associated withv2 and the other
associated withvg; for otherwiseG would have a fork usingv1v2, v1vg and two paths of
length 2 fromv1 to N(w1) ∩ N2(C). Hencec is well defined. Also note that with the
possible exceptions ofwg,w1,w2, all colorsc(wi) alternate between 1 and 2.
We now show that onG−N2(C), c is a proper coloring. By (7), ifvi is adjacent to some
vertex inX1 then it is adjacent to exactly one such vertex, saywi, andc(vi) , c(wi) as by
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definitionc(wi) ∈ {c(vi−1), c(vi+1)}.
Note that if two vertices inX1 are adjacent, then they are contained in a band, say
vswsvs+1ws+1 . . . vtwt. We need to show thatc(wi) , c(wi+1). First, assumeS = ∅. If vi = v1
thenc(wi+1) = 3 = c(vi) , c(wi); and if vi+1 = v1 thenc(wi) = 3 = c(vi+1) , c(wi+1). So
by symmetry we may assumev1 < {vi, vi+1, vi+2}; so c(vi) = c(vi+2), and hencec(wi+1) =
c(vi) , c(wi). Now assumeS , ∅. If c(wi+1) = c(vi) or c(vi) = c(vi+2) then we see that
c(wi+1) , c(wi). So we may assume thatc(wi+1) = c(vi+2) andc(vi+2) , c(vi). Thus by
the definition ofc, wi+1 is adjacent to somex ∈ N2(C) associated withvi+2 or vi+4. If x is
associated withvi+2 then by (ii) we havevi+2 < S, and soc(vi+2) = c(vi), a contradiction.
So x is associated withvi+4, and letxui+1vi+5 be a path. Similarly, we may assume thatwi
is adjacent to somey ∈ N2(C) which is associated withvi−3, and letyuivi−4 be a path. By
(3), vi−3 , vi+4. Thusxwi+1wiyuivi−4vi−5 . . . vi+6vi+5ui+1x is an odd cycle shorter thanC, a
contradiction.
Now let w ∈ X2 ∪ X3 such thatw ∼ wi wherewi belongs to some bandvswsvs+1ws+1
. . . vtwt. Thenw / {vi−3, vi+3}, as otherwisewi ∈ X3, a contradiction. Thus,w ∼ {vi−1, vi+1}
by the minimality ofC and by the fact thatog(G) ≥ 7. By symmetry, letw ∼ vi+1. If c(w) =
c(vi) thenc(w) , c(wi). So assumec(w) , c(vi). So by definition,c(w) = c(vi+2) , c(vi),
andw ∈ X+i+1,2∪X
+




i+1,3 = ∅. Thus,vi+2 ∈ S,
or S = ∅ andv1 ∈ {vi , vi+2}.
SupposeS , ∅. Thenc(wi) ∈ {c(vi−1), c(vi+1)}. If c(wi) = c(vi+1) or c(vi−1) = c(vi+1)
thenc(wi) , c(w). Thus we may assume thatc(wi) = c(vi−1) , c(vi+1). Thus,vi−1 ∈ S. So
by the coloring in Step 1,c(vi) = c(vi+2) or c(vi−1) = c(vi+1), a contradiction
Now assumeS = ∅ andv1 ∈ {vi , vi+2}. If vi = v1 thenc(wi) = 1 andc(vi+2) = 2 by
definition; soc(w) , c(wi). If vi+2 = v1 thenc(w) ∈ {1, 3} while c(wi) = 2 by definition.
Again,c(wi) , c(w).
Step4. We extendc to a 3-coloring ofG by coloring all vertices inN2(C). Letu ∈ N2(C)

















Moreover, also by the minimality ofC, if w ∈ N(u) ∩ N(vi+3) thenw ∈ X−i+3,2 ∪ X
−
i+3,3, and
if w ∈ N(u) ∩ N(vi−3) thenw ∈ X+i−3,2 ∪ X
+
i−3,3.
Case1. S = ∅.
Let u ∈ N2(C) be associated with somevi such that|c(N(u) ∩ N1(C))| is maximum, and
let w ∈ N(u) ∩ N1(C). By (1), N(w) ∩ V(C) ⊆ {vi−3, vi−1, vi+1, vi+3}.
Supposei = 1. If w ∼ vi+3 thenc(w) = 2 by definition ofc. If w ∼ vi+1 then by
definition ofc, c(w) = 3 whenw ∈ X1, andc(w) ∈ {2, 3} whenw ∈ X2 ∪ X3. If w ∼ vi−3
thenc(w) = 1 by definition ofc. If w ∼ vi−1 then by definition ofc, c(w) = 3 whenw ∈ X1,
andc(w) ∈ {1, 3} whenw ∈ X2 ∪ X3. SinceN(u) ∩ N(vi+3) = ∅ or N(u) ∩ N(vi−3) = ∅, and















we conclude that|c(N(u) ∩ N1(C))| ≤ 2.
Now assume thati , 1. By symmetry, we may assume that 1≤ i < g− i. By definition
of c, if w ∼ vi+3 thenc(w) = c(vi+2) = c(vi), and if w ∼ vi+1 thenc(w) ∈ {c(vi), c(vi+2)};
hencec(w) = c(vi). Similarly, if vi−2 , v1 thenc(w) = c(vi) whenw ∼ {vi−1, vi−3}, and we







i−3,3. So|c(N(u) ∩ N1(C))| = 1 orc(N(u) ∩ N1(C)) ⊆ {2, 3}.
Suppose|c(N(u) ∩ N1(C))| = 2 and there is anotherx ∈ N2(C) such that|c(N(x) ∩
N1(C))| = 2. Theni , 1 by (3) and (4), and we may assume by symmetry thatvi−2 = v1,
andx is associated withvi−4. By (6), u / x; sou andx are the ends of some component
x1 . . . xt of G[N2(C)], with x1 = u andxt = x. Sinceu / x, t = 3 or t = 4; hence, since|C|
is odd,t = 4. Note thatc(N(u) ∩ N1(C)) = {2, 3} andc(N(x) ∩ N1(C)) = {1, 3}. Clearly, the
coloringc can be extended toG by lettingc(x1) = c(x3) = 1 andc(x2) = c(x4) = 2.
So assume|c(N(u) ∩ N1(C))| = 2 and|c(N(x) ∩ N1(C))| = 1 for all x ∈ N2(c) \ {u}. We
can now extend the coloringc to N2(C). Let P1, . . . ,Pk denote the components ofG[N2(C)]
such thatu ∈ P1, and letP1 = x1 . . . xsuxs+1 . . . xy. We greedily colorP1, . . . ,Pk in that
order. ForP1 we greedily coloru, xs+1, . . . , xt, xs, xs−1, . . . , x1 in this order, and for each
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Pi , P1 we color the vertices in order starting from one end.
Case2. S , ∅.
Let x1x2 . . . xt be a component ofG[N2(C)], and assume thatx1 is associated withvi.
Let x1u1vi−1, x1u1vi+1 be paths inG.
Note that for any 1< j < t, if xj is associated withvk then by (6),vk−2, vk−1, vk,
vk+1, vk+2 < S; hencec(vk−2) = c(vk) = c(vk+2). For anyw ∈ N(xj) ∩ N1(C), N(w) ∩ V(C) ⊆







k+3,3. So by the definition of coloring in Steps
2 and 3,c(w) = c(vk). Hence,|c(N(xj ) ∩ N1(C))| = 1.
We now investigatec(N(x1) ∩ N1(C)). Let w ∈ N(x1) ∩ N1(C). Then by the same
argument as above, we may assume thatw ∈ Xi+1,1 ∪ X+i+1,2 ∪ X
+





So by the definition of coloring in Steps 2 and 3, ifw ∈ X+i+1,2 ∪ X
+
i+1,3 thenc(w) = c(vi+2);
if w ∈ Xi+1,1 thenc(w) = c(vi); if w ∈ X−i+3,2 ∪ X
−
i+3,3 thenc(w) = c(vi+2). Thus, since,















we havec(N(x1) ∩ N1(C)) ⊆ {c(vi), c(vi+2)}.
Thus, if t = 1 thenc can be extended by assigningx1 a color not in{c(vi), c(vi+2)}; if
c(vi) = c(vi+2) then by (6), we can extendc by greedily coloringxt, xt−1, . . . , x1 in the listed
order.
Therefore, we may assumec(vi) , c(vi+2) andt ≥ 2. Thenw ∈ X+i+1,2 ∪ X
+
i+1,3 ∪ Xi+3,1 ∪
X−i+3,2 ∪ X
−
i+3,3, andvi ∈ S or vi+2 ∈ S. Hence,x2 cannot be associated withvi+1 and, by the
minimality of C, x2 is not associated withvi−3.







it follows from (6) and the minimality ofC that t = 2, andN(x2) ∩ N(vi−3) = ∅; so
|c(N(x2) ∩ N1(C))| = 1. Thus,c can extended tox1x2 by greedily coloringx1 and thenx2.
So we may assume thatx2 is associated withvi+3; sovi+2 < S andvi ∈ S. By (6), we see
that t = 2 or t = 3. If t = 2 thenvi+3 < S; otherwisew ∈ X+i+1,2 ∪ X
+
i+1,3, contradicting (iii).
So assumet = 3. Then by (6),x3 is associated withvi+4. By applying the above argument
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for x1 to x2, we may assume that|c(N(x2) ∩ N1(C)| = 1. Soc can be extended tox1x2x3 by
greedily coloringx1, x2, x3 in this order.
Therefore, we can extendc to a 3-coloring ofG. 
The proof of Lemma 2.1 in fact implies the following.
Corollary 2.2. Let G be a fork-free graph with og(G) ≥ 7, and let C= v1 . . . vgv1 be a
shortest odd cycle in G such that V(G) = V(C) ∪ N1(C). Then any 3-coloring of C can be
extended to a 3-coloring of G.
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CHAPTER III
PROPERTIES OF A MINIMUM COUNTEREXAMPLE
Suppose the assertion of Theorem 1.9 is not true. Then we may choose a graphG such that
(1) G is fork-free andog(G) ≥ 7,
(2) χ(G) ≥ 4, and
(3) subject (1) and (2),|G| is minimum.
We will derive useful properties aboutG.
Lemma 3.1. G is 3-edge-connected.
Proof. Suppose thatG has a an edge-cutS with |S| ≤ 2. Then we may writeG = G1 ∪G2
such thatV(G1) ∩ V(G2) = ∅ andE(G) = E(G1) ∪ S ∪ E(G2). Note that for eachi, Gi is
fork-free andog(Gi) ≥ 7. So by the minimality of|G|, χ(Gi) ≤ 3. Letci : V(Gi)→ {1, 2, 3}
be a 3-coloring ofGi.
We now show thatci may be chosen such that if we letc(v) = ci(v) for v ∈ Gi andi = 1, 2
thenc is a 3-coloring ofG, a contradiction. This is certainly the case if|S| = 0. If |S| = 1
then letv1v2 be the edge inS with vi ∈ V(Gi). Now by exchanging color classes if necessary
we may assume thatc1(v1) , c2(v2), and hencec would be a 3-coloring ofG. So assume
|S| = 2, and letS = {u1u2, v1v2} with ui, vi ∈ V(Gi). First, consider the casec1(u1) = c1(v1).
In this case we may exchange color classes forc2 so thatc1(u1) < {c2(u2), c2(v2)}, in which
casec would be a 3-coloring ofG. So assumec1(u1) , c1(v1). Similarly we may assume
c2(u2) , c2(v2). Now it is easy to see that we may exchange color classes forc1 andc2 (if
necessary) so thatc1(u1) , c2(u2) andc1(v1) , c2(v2), and nowc would be a 3-coloring of
C. 
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Lemma 3.2. G is 4-color critical, every 2-connected induced subgraph of G[V3] is either
an odd cycle of length at least 5 or a complete graph, and N(u) * N(v) for any distinct
u, v ∈ V(G).
Proof. By the minimality ofG, χ(G − v) ≤ 3 for anyv ∈ V(G). But χ(G) ≥ 4, soG is
4-color critical. Thus, the second part of the assertion follows from Theorem 1.2. For the
third part, letu, v ∈ V(G) be distinct such thatN(u) ⊆ N(v). Now by the minimality ofG,
χ(G−v) ≤ 3, and letc be a 3-coloring ofG−v. By assigningc(v) to the vertexu, we extend
c to a 3-coloring ofG, a contradiction. 
We may viewu, v ∈ V(G) with N(u) ⊆ N(v) as areducible configuration, and thus
Lemma 3.2 implies thatG has no such reducible configuration. The next two results ex-
clude two more reducible configurations.
Lemma 3.3. Let u1v1, u2v2 ∈ E(G) such that{u1, v1} ∩ {u2, v2} = ∅, u1 / u2, and v1 / v2. If
N(u1) − {v1} ⊆ N(u2) − {v2} then N(v1) − {u1} * N(v2) − {u2}.
Proof. For, supposeN(u1) − {v1} ⊆ N(u2) − {v2} andN(v1) − {u1} ⊆ N(v2) − {u2}. LetG′ be
obtained fromG by identifyingu1 with u2 asu, and identifyingv1 with v2 asv.
First, we show thatog(G′) ≥ 7. For, supposeT is aC3 or C5 in G′. If u, v < T then
T is a cycle inG as well, a contradiction. Ifu, v ∈ T thenuv ∈ T asT is induced; so
T − {u, v} + {u2, v2, u2v2} + {u2x : ux ∈ T for x ∈ V(T) \ {u, v}} + {v2x : vx ∈ T for x ∈
V(T) \ {u, v}} is a cycle inG of length|T′|, a contradiction. So without loss of generality,
we may assumeu ∈ T andv < T. ThenT − u+ {u2, u2x : ux ∈ T for x ∈ V(T) \ {u, v}} is a
cycle inG of length|T′|, a contradiction.
Next, we show thatG′ is fork-free. For, supposeF is a fork inG′. Thenu ∈ F or v ∈ F
asG is fork-free. Without loss of generality, letu ∈ F. If uv < F thenv < F asF is induced;
so it is easy to show thatF − u+ {u2, u2x : ux ∈ F for x ∈ V(F) \ {u}} is a fork inG. Thus
uv ∈ F. ThenF − {u, v} + {u2, v2, u2v2} + {u2x, v2y : ux, vy ∈ F for x, y ∈ V(F) \ {u, v}} is a
fork in G, a contradiction.
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Hence, by the choice ofG, χ(G′) ≤ 3. Letc′ be a 3-coloring ofG′. Definec by setting
c(x) = c′(x) if x < {ui, vi} for i = 1, 2, c(x) = c(u) if x ∈ {u1, u2}, andc(x) = c(v) if
x ∈ {v1, v2}. Thenc is a 3-coloring ofG, a contradiction. 
Lemma 3.4. Let v,w ∈ V(G) and N(w) = {v,w1, · · · ,wk}, with k ≥ 3, such that|N(v) ∩
(N({w1, · · · ,wk}) \ {w})| ≤ 1. Then either there exists x∈ N(v) ∩ (N({w1, · · · ,wk}) \ {w})
such that|N(x) ∩ {w1, · · · ,wk}| ≤ 1, or |N(v) ∩ (N({w1, · · · ,wk}) \ {w})| = 0 and for some
x ∈ N({w1, · · · ,wk}) \ {w}, |N(x) ∩ {w1, · · · ,wk}| ≤ k− 2.
Proof. Suppose on the contrary that either|N(v) ∩ (N({w1, · · · ,wk}) \ {w})| = 0 and for all
x ∈ N({w1, · · · ,wk})\ ({w}∪N(v)), |N(x)∩{w1, · · · ,wk}| ≥ k−1, or if there existsx ∈ N(v)∩
N({w1, · · · ,wk})\{w} then|N(x)∩{w1, · · · ,wk}| ≥ 2. Let{x1, · · · , xs} = N({w1, · · · ,wk})\{w},
G′ = (G− w)/{w1, · · · ,wk}, and letx denote the identification ofw1, · · · ,wk.
We claim thatog(G′) ≥ 7. For supposeT′ is a cycle inG′ with |T′| = 3 or 5. Then
x ∈ T′ asog(G) ≥ 7. So without loss generality, we may assumexx1, xx2 ∈ T′. By the
assumption above, there exists somei ∈ {1, 2}, such that|N(xi) ∩ {w1, · · · ,wk}| ≥ k − 1 and
|N(x3−i) ∩ {w1, · · · ,wk}| ≥ 2. Hence, there exists somewj such thatwj ∼ x1 andwj ∼ x2.
Now T := (T′ − x) + {wj ,wj x1,wj x2} is a cycle inG with |T | = |T′|, a contradiction.
Next we show thatG′ is fork-free. For, letF′ be a fork inG′. Thenx ∈ F′ asG is
fork-free. If dF′(x) = 1 then letxx1 ∈ F′ andw1 ∼ x1; now F := (F′ − x) + {w1,w1x1}
is a fork inG, a contradiction. IfdF′(x) = 2 then letxx1, xx2 ∈ F′, and as in the previous
paragraph, there exists somej such thatwj ∼ x1 andwj ∼ x2; but thenF := (F′ − x) +
{wj ,wj x1,wj x2} is a fork inG, a contradiction. SodF′(x) = 4 and, without loss of generality,
let F′ = (xx3, xx4, xx1y1, xx2y2). By symmetry betweenx1 andx2, we may assumex2 / v.
By the above assumption there existswi , sayw1, such thatw1 ∼ x1 and w1 ∼ x2. If
x3 ∼ w1 thenF := (F′ − x) + {w1,w,w1x1,w1x2,w1x3,w1w} is a fork inG. So x3 / w1.
Similarly, x4 / w1. We may assumew2 ∼ xi for i = 2, 3, 4; so if x3 / v andx4 / v then
F := (F′ − x) + {v,w2,w,w2x2,w2x3,w2x4,w2w,wv} is a fork inG, a contradiction. Thus,
we may assumex3 ∼ v, and thereforex1 / v; so we may assume thatw2 ∼ xi for i = 1, 2, 4.
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Now F := (F′ − x) + {w2,w,w2x2,w2x4,w2w} is a fork inG, a contradiction.
Hence by the choice ofG, χ(G′) ≤ 3. Let c′ : V(G′) → {1, 2, 3} be a 3-coloring of
G′. Definec : V(G) → {1, 2, 3} as follows:c(u) = c′(u) if u ∈ V(G′ − x), c(u) = c′(x) if
u ∈ {w1, · · · ,wk}, c(u) ∈ {1, 2, 3} − {c(v), c(x)} if u = w. Clearlyc is a 3-coloring ofG, a
contradiction. 
We will show, in the next section, thatG[V3] contains no shortest odd cycle ofG. So
we end this section with three lemmas concerning cycles inG[V3].
Lemma 3.5. G[V3] contains no induced even cycles.
Proof. By Lemma 3.2, the 2-connected components ofG[V3] are either odd cycles of
length at least 5 or complete graphs. An induced 4-cycle would contradict this fact. 
Lemma 3.6. Let C be an induced cycle in G[V3]. Then for any 3-coloring c of G− C and
for any x, y ∈ N(C), c(x) = c(y).
Proof. Let c be a 3-coloring ofG − C, C = v1 · · · vgv1, and{wi} = N(vi) \ V(C) for i =
1, · · · , g. Suppose there exist 1≤ i , j ≤ g such thatc(wi) , c(wj). Then there exists
s ∈ {1, · · · , g} such thatc(ws) , c(ws+1). Without loss of generality, we may assume
c(w1) , c(w2).
Definec′ : V(G) → {1, 2, 3} as follows:c′(v) = c(v) for all v < C, c′(v2) = c(w1), and
greedily colorv3, v4, · · · , vg, v1 in order. Thenc′ is a 3-coloring ofG, a contradiction. 
Lemma 3.7. Let C = v1v2 · · · vgv1 be a shortest odd cycle in G, and assume C⊆ G[V3].
Then
(1) (N(vi) \ V(C)) ∩ (N(vj) \ V(C)) = ∅, for 1 ≤ i , j ≤ g
(2)
⋃g
i=1(N(vi) \ V(C)) is independent
(3) for 1 ≤ i ≤ g, G− (C − {vi, vi+1}) has a path from vi to vi+1 of length 6.
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Proof. To prove (1), assume there existi , j such thatN(vi) \V(C) = N(vj) \V(C). By the
minimality of C and without loss of generality, let{v} = (N(v1) \ V(C)) ∩ (N(v3) \ V(C)).
If v ∈ V3 thenvv1v2v3v is a 4-cycle inG[V3], contradicting Lemma 3.5. So letv′, v′′ ∈
N(v) \ {v1, v3}. Then v′, v′′ < C by the minimality ofC. Hence,{v′, v′′} ∼ {v4, vg} to
avoid (vv′, vv′′, vv3v4, vv1vg). Without loss of generality, we may assumev′ ∼ vg. By
the choice ofG, G − C has a 3-coloringc′. We can construct a 3-coloringc of G as
follows: Let c(x) = c′(x) for all x ∈ V(G) \ V(C), let c(vg) = c(v), and then greedily color
vg−1, vg−2, · · · , v2, v1 in order. This is a contradiction. So (1) holds.
Next, assume that
⋃g
i=1(N(vi)\V(C)) is not independent. Then there exist 1≤ i , j ≤ g,
x ∈ N(vi) \ V(C), y ∈ N(vj) \ V(C), such thatx ∼ y. By the choice ofG, G − C has a 3-
coloringc. However,c(x) , c(y), contradicting Lemma 3.6. So (2) holds.
Now, suppose (3) fails. Then, without loss of generality, assume thatG−(C−{v1, v2}) has
no path fromv1 tov2 of length 6. Letwi ∈ N(vi)\V(C) for i = 1, 2, and letG′ = G−C+w1w2.
Thenog(G′) ≥ 7. Now, if F is a fork inG′ thenw1w2 ∈ F; otherwiseF would be a fork in
G. If w1 or w2 has degree 1 inF, sayw1, thenF − w1 + w2v2 is fork in G, a contradiction.
So we may assumedF(w1) = 4 anddF(w2) = 2. Letw ∈ F with w ∼ w2 andw , w1. Now
F − {w,w2} + {v1, v2,w1v1, v1v2} is a fork inG, a contradiction. Soχ(G′) ≤ 3 by the choice
of G. Letc′ be a 3-coloring ofG′. Thenc′ is a 3-coloring ofG−C such thatc′(w1) , c(w2),
contradicting Lemma 3.6. 
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CHAPTER IV
EXCLUDING CERTAIN SHORTEST CYCLES
The objective of this section is to show thatG[V3] does not contain any shortest odd cycle
of G. Along the way we will exclude several more reducible configurations (based onC4)
from G.
First, we prove a lemma that deals with the case whenog(G) = 7, which will be used
to deal with the case when identifying two vertices results in aC5.
Lemma 4.1. Let C= v1v2 · · · v7v1 be a shortest odd cycle in G, and assume that G contains
an induced path P= viu1 · · ·un such that V(P ∩ C) = {vi}, d(un,C) ≥ 2, and d(vi) ≥ 4.
Further, assume that there exists v∈ (N(vj)∩N(vj+2))\V(C) for some1 ≤ j ≤ 7 (subscripts
modular7)). Then{vj, vj+1, vj+2} * V3.
Proof. We chooseP so that|P| is minimal (subject to the conditions in the lemma). Without
loss of generality, assumei = 1. Suppose for a contradiction that{vj, vj+1, vj+2} ⊆ V3. Then
by Lemma 3.5,v < V3. By symmetry, we may assumej = 4 or j = 5.
Case 1. j= 5.
In this case,vv5v6v7v is a 4-cycle. We distinguish cases according to the locationof v.
Subcase 1.1v ∈ P.
Let v = us. Then s ≥ 2 ands , 3, sinceog(G) ≥ 7. Moreover,us+1 is defined as
d(un,C) ≥ 2. If s≥ 4 then (vv5, vus+1, vus−1us−2, vv7v1) is a fork inG, a contradiction. Thus
s= 2.
Let u ∈ N(u3) \ N(u1) (which is nonempty by Lemma 3.2), such thatu = u4 if u4
is defined. Thenu < C. Note thatv4 / {u, u1} to avoid C5. So v4 ∼ u3 to avoid
(vv7, vu1, vv5v4, vu3u). Hence,u = u4.
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Let u′ ∈ N(u1) \ N(v7). Thenu′ < {v3, v4} and u′ / v3, to avoidC5. Hence,u′ <
C. Moreover,u′ < P as P is induced. Sou′ ∼ u3 to avoid (u2v5, u2v7, u2u3u4, u2u1u′).
Thenu4 ∼ v3 to avoid (u3u4, u3u′, u3v4v3, u3vv7). Sou5 exists asd(un,C) ≥ 2. Therefore
(u3u′, u3v4, u3vv7, u3u4u5) is a fork, a contradiction.
Subcase 1.2v < P, butN(v) ∩ P , ∅
Let s be maximum, such thatus ∈ N(v).
First, we show thatN(v) ∩ V(P) = {us}. For, otherwise, let < s such thatut ∈ N(v).
Thens = t + 2 ≥ 3 by the choice ofP and the assumptionog(G) ≥ 7. If t ≥ 2 thent ≥ 3
(sinceog(G) ≥ 7); so (vv5, vus, vv7v1, vutut−1) is a fork, a contradiction. Thus,t = 1. Letu ∈
N(u3)\N(u1) such thatu = u4 if u4 is defined. Thenu < C asd(un,C) ≥ 2. Sincev4 / {u1, u}
(to avoidC5), we havev4 ∼ u3 to avoid (vu1, vv7, vv5v4, vu3u), which impliesu = u4. Since
u2 / v3 andv / v3 (to avoidC5), v3 ∼ u4 to avoid (u3u4, u3u2, u3vv7, u3v4v3). Therefore,u5
is defined asd(un,C) ≥ 2. By the choice ofP, v3, v4 ∈ V3. Now (u3v4, u3u2, u3vv7, u3u4u5)
is fork, a contradiction.
Let w1 ∈ N(v1) \ {v2, v7, u1}. Let v′ ∈ N(v) \ {v5, v7, us}. Thenv′ < C by minimality
of C. Possibly, we havev′ = w1, in which case we haves ≤ 3 by the choice ofP. Since
og(G) ≥ 7, w1 / v4 andv′ / {v2, v3}. Note thatv6 / {us, v′} to avoidN(v6) ⊆ N(v) (see
Lemma 3.2).
Supposes , 1. Thens ≥ 3 sinceog(G) ≥ 7. Note thatus / v4; for, otherwise, by the
choice ofP, v4 ∈ V3 andus+1 is defined, and hence (usus+1, usv4, usvv7, usus−1us−2) is a fork,
a contradiction. First, assumev′ ∼ v1; thus we may assumev′ = w1. Now w1 ∼ us−1 to
avoid (vw1, vv7, vv5v4, vusus−1), and hences = 3 by the choice ofP. Let u ∈ N(u3) \ N(w1)
such thatu = u4 if u4 is defined. Thenu < C by the definition ofP, andu , u1 since
og(G) ≥ 7. Hence (vv7, vw1, vv5v4, vu3u) is a fork, a contradiction. Therefore,v′ / v1 for
every choice ofv′. Note thatv′ ∼ us−1 to avoid (vv′, vv5, vv7v1, vusus−1), v′ ∼ v4 to avoid
(vv′, vus, vv7v1, vv5v4). Let u ∈ N(us) \ N(v′). Thenu < C andu / v1 to avoidC5. Hence,
(vv′, vv5, vv7v1, vusu) is a fork, a contradiction.
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Therefore,s= 1. Then, sinceog(G) ≥ 7, u1 / {v3, v4} andv4 / {u1, u2,w1} . Moreover,
v′ / v1 for any choice ofv′. For, otherwise, we may letv′ = w1. Thenw1 / v3 (to avoid
C5) andw1 / v6 (to avoidN(v6) ⊆ N(v)), and hence, (v1u1, v1w1, v1v2v3, v1v7v6) is a fork, a
contradiction.
Thusv′ ∼ {v4, u2} to avoid (vv′, vv7, vu1u2, vv5v4), andw1 ∼ {v3, v6} to avoid (v1w1, v1u1,
v1v2v3, v1v7v6). Moreover,u2 ∼ {w1, v2}. This is clear whenw1 / v6 as we need to avoid
(v1w1, v1v2, v1u1u2, v1v7v6). Whenw1 ∼ v6, thenw1 / v3 by the minimality ofC; sou2 ∼
{w1, v2} as we need to avoid (v1w1, v1v7, v1u1u2, v1v2v3).
Supposeu2 / w1. Thenu2 ∼ v2; so by the choice ofP, v2 ∈ V3 andu3 is defined.
If v′ ∼ u2, thenv′ / v4 (asog(G) ≥ 7), and sov′ / C; hence letv′′ ∈ N(v′) \ N(u1),
then (vu1, vv7, vv′v′′, vv5v4) is a fork, a contradiction. Thus,v′ / u2, andv′ ∼ v4. Let
v′′ ∈ N(v′) \ N(v5). Thenv′′ ∼ u1 to avoid (vv5, vv7, vu1u2, vv′v′′). Sov′′ ∼ w1 to avoid
(u1u2, u1v′′, u1vv5, u1v1w1), and{u1,w1} / v3 to avoidC5. Sow1 ∼ v6. Moreover,v′′ ∼ u3 to
avoid (u1v′′, u1v1, u1vv5, u1u2u3). Hence, (v′′u3, v′′u1, v′′v′v4, v′′w1v6) is a fork, a contradic-
tion.
Hence,u2 ∼ w1. If v′ / v4 thenv′ ∼ u2; so lettingv′′ ∈ N(v′) \ N(u1), we see that
(vu1, vv7, vv′v′′, vv5v4) is a fork, a contradiction. Sov′ ∼ v4.
Assume for the momentv′ / u2. Let v′′ ∈ N(v′) \ N(v5). Thenu1 ∼ v′′ to avoid
(vv5, vv7, vv′v′′, vu1u2), v′′ / v2 to avoidC5, andv2 ∼ u2 to avoid (u1v′′, u1u2, u1vv5, u1v1v2).
Hence by the choice ofP, v2 ∈ V3, andu3 is defined. Sov3 / w1 to avoidN(v2) ⊆ N(w1)
and, thus,w1 ∼ v6 and (u2u3, u2v2, u2w1v6, u2u1v5) is a fork, a contradiction.
Thus,v′ ∼ u2. Therefore,w1 / v3 andu2 / v2 to avoidC5, which impliesw1 ∼ v6.
We claim thatv′ ∈ V3. For, otherwise, letv′′ ∈ N(v′) \ {u2, v, v4}. Note thatv′′ < C.
Then v′′ ∼ w1 to avoid (v′v′′, v′v4, v′vv7, v′u2w1), and sov′′ / v3 to avoid C5. Hence
(v′v′′, v′u2, v′vv7, v′v4v3) is a fork, a contradiction.
We also claim thatv4 ∈ V3. For, if there existsx ∈ N(v4) \ {v′, v3, v5}. Then x ∼
v2 to avoid (v4x, v4v′, v4v5v6, v4v3v2), and sox / u2 to avoid a 5-cycle. Thus, (v4x, v4v3,
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v4v5v6, v4v′u2) is a fork, a contradiction.
Moreover,u2 ∈ V3, as otherwise letu ∈ N(u2)\{u1, v′,w1}, then (u2u, u2u1, u2w1v6, u2v′v4)
would be a fork. Sow1 < V3 asG[V3] has no induced even cycle (by Lemma 3.5). Let
w ∈ N(w1) \ {u2, v1, v6}. Then (w1w,w1v1,w1u2v′,w1v6v5) is a fork, a contradiction.
Subcase1.3.v < P andN(v) ∩ V(P) = ∅ for any choice ofP.
First, assumev / w1 for any choice ofw1. Let v′, v′′ ∈ N(v) \ {v5, v7}. Thenv1 /
{v′, v′′}, v′, v′′ < C ∪ P, and{u1, v2,w1} / {v′, v′′} to avoidC5. Sov4 ∼ {v′, v′′} to avoid
(vv′, vv′′, vv7v1, vv5v4). Without loss of generality, letv′′ ∼ v4. Let v∗ ∈ N(v′) \ N(v′′).
Thenv∗ < {v2, v3} to avoidC5, andv∗ / v6 to avoidN(v6) ⊆ N(v); so v∗ < C. Hence
(vv′′, vv5, vv′v∗, vv7v1) is a fork, a contradiction.
Thus we may choosew1 so thatv ∼ w1. Thenw1 / u2, otherwise replacingP with
v1w1u2 . . .un, we get back to Subcase 1.2. Alsow1 / {v3, v4} to avoidC5, w1 / v6 as
N(v6) * N(v), andu1 ∼ {v3, v6} to avoid (v1u1, v1w1, v1v2v3, v1v7v6).
Now u2 ∼ v2; for otherwise, sinceu1 / v3 or u1 / v6 (by the minimality ofC),
(v1w1, v1v7, v1v2v3, v1u1u2) or (v1w1, v1v2, v1u1u2, v1v7v6) would be a fork. Hence by the
choice ofP, v2 ∈ V3 andu3 is defined. Letw ∈ N(w1) \ N(v7); thenw < C. Moreover,
w / {u2, v3, v6} to avoidC5, andw < P by the choice ofP. If w / u1 thenu1 ∼ v3 to avoid
(v1u1, v1v7, v1w1w, v1v2v3); sou1 / v6 and (v1u1, v1v2, v1w1w, v1v7v6) is a fork, a contradic-
tion. Thusw ∼ u1, and hencew / u3 (otherwise replacingP with u1w1wu3 · · ·un we get
back to Subcase 1.2). Ifu1 ∼ v6 then (u1v1, u1w, u1v6v5, u1u2u3) is a fork, a contradiction.
Sou1 / v6. Thusu1 ∼ v3, and (u1v3, u1w, u1u2u3, u1v1v7) is a fork, a contradiction.
Case2. j = 4, that is,vv4v5v6v is a 4-cycle.
Subcase2.1.v ∈ P, or v < P andN(v) ∩ P , ∅.
First, supposev ∈ P. Let v = us. Then s = 1 or s ≥ 3 to avoidC5, andus+1 is
defined by the choice ofP. Let u ∈ N(us+1) \ N(us−1) such thatu = us+2 if n ≥ s +
2. Thenu < C by the choice ofP, andu < P − us+2 as P is induced. Nows = 1;
otherwise, (vv4, vv6, vus+1u, vus−1us−2) is a fork, a contradiction. Thus,u2 ∼ v2 to avoid
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(vv4, vv6, vu2u, vv1v2), which implies thatu2v2v3v4vu2 is aC5, a contradiction.
Sov < P, and henceN(v) ∩ P , ∅. Let us ∼ v with s maximum. Thens ≥ 2 to avoid
C5. Let u ∈ N(us) \ N(us−2) such thatu = us+1 if n ≥ s+ 1. Note thatu < C ∪ P by the
choice ofP.
If v has another neighbor, sayut, on P, then 2≤ t ≤ s − 2 (sinceog(G) ≥ 7). If
t = s− 2, then (vv4, vv6, vusu, vutut−1) is a fork, a contradiction. Otherwise,t < s− 2, and
(vv4, vv6, vusus−1, vutut−1) is a fork, a contradiction.
SoN(v) ∩ V(P) = {us}. Let v′ ∈ N(v) \ {us, v4, v6}. Thenv′ < C ∪ P. Note thatv′ / v3
or v′ / v7 (to avoidC5). Also note thatus / v3; for otherwise,v3 ∈ V3 andu = us+1 (by the
choice ofP), and so (usus+1, usv3, usus−1us−2, usvv6) would be a fork.
Supposev′ / v3. Then v7 ∼ {v′, us} to avoid (vv′, vus, vv4v3, vv6v7). Suppose that
v7 ∼ us. Then,v7 ∈ V3 andu = us+1 by the choice ofP. If s , 2 then (usus+1, usv7,
usus−1us−2, usvv4) is a fork, a contradiction. Sos= 2. Letu′ ∈ N(u3) \ N(u1) such thatu′ =
u4 if n ≥ 4. Thenu′ < C. Sou′ ∼ v to avoid (u2u1, u2v7, u2vv4, u2u3u′), andu′ ∼ v3 to avoid
(vu′, vv6, vv4v3, vu2u1). Hencev3 ∈ V3 by the choice ofP, and so (v1u1, v1w1, v1v2v3, v1v7v6)
is a fork in G, a contradiction. Thus,v7 / us; hencev7 ∼ v′, and so,v3 / v′. Then
v′ ∼ us−1 to avoid (vv′, vv6, vv4v3, vusus−1), andv′ ∼ u to avoid (vv′, vv6, vv4v3, vusu). So
s = 2; otherwise (v′u, v′v7, v′us−1us−2, v′vv4) would be a fork. Thenu1 / v3 to avoidC5;
sow1 ∼ v3 to avoid (v1w1, v1u1, v1v7v6, v1v2v3). Henceus / {v2,w1} to avoidC5. But then
(v1v2, v1w1, v1u1u2, v1v7v6) is a fork, a contradiction.
Hencev′ ∼ v3. Then v′ / v7. Note thatv3 / u1; otherwise, replacingP with
v3u1u2 · · ·un, we get back to Case 1. Sov3 ∼ w1 to avoid (v1w1, v1u1, v1v2v3, v1v7v6).
Then w1 / u2; otherwise replacingP with v3w1u2 · · ·un, we also get back to Case 1.
Then v′ / u1 to avoid C5. Moreover,v′ / ui for i ≥ 2; otherwise,v′ ∼ u2 by the
choice of P, and replacingP with v3v′u2 . . .un, we get back to case 1 again. Hence
us ∼ v7 to avoid (vv′, vv4, vv6v7, vusus−1). Thus, by the choice ofP, v7 ∈ V3 andu = us+1.
Let u′ ∈ N(us+1) \ N(us−1) such thatu′ = us+2 if n ≥ s + 2. Thenu′ < C. Now
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(usus−1, usv7, usus+1u′, usvv4) is a fork inG, a contradiction.
Subcase2.2.v < P, andN(v) ∩ P = ∅.
Note that{u1,w1} ∼ v3 to avoid (v1u1, v1w1, v1v2v3, v1v7v6). Letv′, v′′ ∈ N(v) \V(C∪P).
Then{v′, v′′} ∼ {v3, v7} to avoid (vv′, vv′′, vv4v3, vv6v7).
First, supposev3 ∼ u1. Thenv3 ∈ V3, otherwise, replacingP with v3u1u2 · · ·un, we get
back to Case 1. Now choosev∗ ∈ N(v′)\N(v′′) or v∗ ∈ N(v′)\N(v′′) such thatv∗ , v7 (which
exists becauseN(v′) * N(v′′) andN(v′′) * N(v′)). By symmetry assumev∗ ∈ N(v′)\N(v′′).
Note thatv∗ , v5, as otherwise we would haveN(v5) ⊆ N(v). Thus, (vv′′, vv6, vv′v∗, vv4v3)
is a fork, a contradiction.
Hence,v3 / u1, which impliesv3 ∼ w1. Moreover, we may assumew1 / u2; for, other-
wise, replacingP with v1w1u2 · · ·un, we get back to the situation in the previous paragraph
(with v3 ∼ u1). Sou2 ∼ {v2, v7} to avoid (v1v2, v1w1, v1v7v6, v1u1u2).
If v3 / {v′, v′′} then as above we may assume there existsv∗ ∈ N(v′) \ N(v′′) such that
v∗ , v7. Now (vv′′, vv6, vv4v3, vv′v∗) is a fork, a contradiction.
So we may assumev3 ∼ v′. Note thatw1 / v5 sinceog(G) ≥ 7. If u2 ∼ v2, thenv2 ∈ V3
(by the choice ofP), andu2 ∼ v′ to avoid (v3w1, v3v′, v3v4v5, v3v2u2); but then, replacing
P with v3v′u2 · · ·un, we get back to Case 1. Sou2 / v2 andu2 ∼ v7, and sov7 ∈ V3 (by
the choice ofP). Thus,v7 / {v′, v′′}. As before, we may assume that there existsv∗ ∈
N(v′′) \ N(v′) such thatv∗ , v3. Now (vv′, vv4, vv′′v∗, vv6v7) is a fork, a contradiction. 
Corollary 4.2. Let C = v1 · · · v7v1 be an odd cycle in G, v∈ V(G) \ V(C), and1 ≤ i ≤ 7
such that v∼ vi and v∼ vi+2. Then{vi , vi+1, vi+2} * V3.
Proof. Let T := {u ∈ V(G) \ V(C) : d(u,C) ≥ 2}, and letH denote the subgraph ofG
obtained by taking the union of all pathsP which are from vertices inT to C but internally
disjoint fromC.
Suppose{vi , vi+1, vi+2} ⊆ V3. Then by Lemma 4.1,V(H) ∩ V(C) ⊆ V3. Let K :=
G \ (V(H) \ V(C)).
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If T = ∅, thenV(G) = V(C) ∪ N1(C); soχ(G) ≤ 3 by Corollary 2.2, a contradiction.
SoT , ∅. Then by the choice ofG, χ(H) ≤ 3. Let c : V(H) → {1, 2, 3} be a 3-coloring
of H. Thenc induces a 3-coloringc′ on V(C) ∩ V(H), and clearlyc′ can be extended to a
3-coloring ofC (in a greedy way). Now by Corollary 2.2 again,c′ may be extended further
to a 3-coloringc∗ of K. Thusc∗ andc give a 3-coloring ofG, a contradiction. 
Next we give another reducible configuration that will be used fr quently when we look
for a fork.
Corollary 4.3. For any 4-cycle C in G,|V(C) ∩ V3| ≤ 2.
Proof. SupposeC = v1v2v3v4v1 is a 4-cycle inG such that|V(C)∩V3| ≥ 3. Without loss of
generality, letvi ∈ V3 for i = 1, 2, 3. Thenv4 < V3 by Lemma 3.5. LetG′ := G/{v1, v3} − v2,
and letv denote the identification ofv1 andv3.
We claim thatog(G′) ≥ 7. For, suppose on the contrary thatG′ has an odd cycleC with
|C| ≤ 5. Clearly,v ∈ C and|C| = 5, asog(G) ≥ 7. LetC = u1u2u3u4u5u1, with u1 = v. If
vv4 ∈ E(C) then assume by symmetry thatv4 = u2 andv1u5 ∈ E(G); sov1u2u3u4u5v1 is aC5
in G, a contradiction. Sovv4 < E(C). Then by symmetry assumev1u1, v3u5 ∈ E(G). Now
v1u1 · · ·u5v3v2 is a 7-cycle, andv4v1v2v3v4 is a 4-cycle, contradicting Corollary 4.2.
If G′ is fork-free thenχ(G′) ≤ 3 by the choice ofG. Let c′ be a 3-coloring ofG′. We
may extendc′ to a 3-coloring ofG by coloringv1 andv3 with c′(v), andv2 with a color not
used by its neighbors. This is a contradiction.
So letF′ be a fork inG′. Thenv ∈ F′, as otherwise,F′ would be a fork inG. If v has
degree 1 inF′, then letvx ∈ E(F′); by symmetry we may assume thatv1x ∈ E(G), and then
F′ − v+ {v1, v1x} is a fork inG, a contradiction. Sov has degree 2 inF′. Let vx, vz∈ E(F′),
with v1x ∈ E(G). If v4 = z then F′ − v + {v1, v1x, v1v4} is a fork in G, a contradiction.
So assumev3z ∈ E(G). By symmetry, we may assume thatz has degree 1 inF′. Let y ∈
N(v2)\{v1, v3}. Now, sinceG has noC5, xy ∈ F′ as otherwiseF′−v+{v1, v2, xv1, v1v2}would
be a fork inG. Also, F′ − v contains a neighbor ofv4; otherwiseF′ − v+ {v1, v4, xv1, v1v4}
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would be a fork inG. So, sinceG contains noC5, let v′ ∈ N(v4) \ {v1, v3} such that
xv′ ∈ E(F′). Thusz/ {v′, x, y}.
Let G′′ := G \ {v1, v2, v3} + v4y. We claim thatG′′ is fork-free. For, letF′′ be a fork in
G′′. Thenv4y ∈ F′′ as otherwiseF′′ would be a fork inG. If y is of degree 1 inF′′ then
x < F′′; soF′′−y+ {v1, v4v1} is a fork inG, a contradiction. Supposey is of degree 2 inF′′,
and letyy′ ∈ F′′ be the other edge ofF′′ incident withy. Note that ify′ , x thenx < F′′.
So, regardless,F′′ \ {y, y′} + {v1, v2, v4v1, v1v2} is a fork inG, a contradiction. Thusy is of
degree 4 inF′′. Note thatz < F′′; for otherwise, sinceyz < E(G′′), F′′ has a pathyz′z,
which gives the cycleyz′zv3v2y in G, contradictingog(G) ≥ 7. If v4 is of degree 1 inF′′
thenF′′ − v4 + {v2, yv2} is a fork inG, a contradiction. So letyv4v∗ be a path inF′′. Then
F′′ − {v4, v∗} + {v2, v3, yv2, v2v3} is a fork inG, a contradiction.
Supposeog(G′′) ≥ 7. Then by the choice ofG, we haveχ(G′′) ≤ 3. Let c′ be a
3-coloring ofG′′. We extendc′ to a coloring ofG by coloringv2 with c′(v4), and then
coloringv1 andv3 greedily.
So og(G′′) ≤ 5. Then, sinceog(G) ≥ 7, og(G′′) = 5 and any 5-cycle inG′′ must
containv4y. Let C := v4yy′wv′′v4 be a 5-cycle inG′′. Then, sinceog(G) ≥ 7, we can show
x, v′, z < C andy′ / v′. If y ∈ V3 then we get a contradiction to Corollary 4.2, since in
G, yv2v1v4v′′wy′y is a 7-cycle,xyv2v1x is a 4-cycle, and{v1, v2, y} ⊆ V3. Soy < V3. Let
y′′ ∈ N(y)\ {v2, x, y′}. Theny′′ ∼ v′ to avoid (yy′′, yy′, yv2v3, yxv′). Noww / {x, y′′} to avoid
C5. Hence, (yx, yy′′, yv2v3, yy′w) is a fork, a contradiction. 
To prove thatG[V3] contains no shortest odd cycle ofG, we need another lemma.
Lemma 4.4. Let C := v1v2 · · · vgv1 be a shortest odd cycle in G such that V(C) ⊆ V3, and
let wi ∈ N(vi) \ V(C) for 1 ≤ i ≤ g. Then wi ∈ V3 for 1 ≤ i ≤ g.
Proof. Suppose the contrary. Without loss of generality, we may assume thatw1 < V3. By
Corollary 4.2,N(w1) ∩ V(C) = {v1}. Let N(w1) = {v1, x1, · · · , xk}; sok ≥ 3.
Now {v2, vg} / {x1, . . . , xk} by (2) of Lemma 3.7; sov1 / N({x1, · · · , xk})\{w1}. Thus by
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Lemma 3.4, there exists somev ∈ N({x1, . . . , xk})\{w1} such that|N(v)∩{x1, . . . , xk}| ≤ k−2.
So without loss of generality, assume thatv / {x1, x2} andv ∼ x3. Note thatv / v2, since
og(G) ≥ 7. Hence, (w1x1,w1x2,w1v1v2,w1x3v) is a fork, a contradiction. 
We can now show thatG[V3] contains no shortest odd cycle inG.
Corollary 4.5. If V(C) = v1 · · · vgv1 is a shortest odd cycle, then V(C) * V3.
Proof. Let wi ∈ N(vi) \ V(C) for i = 1, . . . , g, and letG′ := (G−C) + w1w2.
We claim thatG′ is fork-free. For, letF′ be a fork inG′. Thenw1w2 ∈ F′ asG is fork-
free. By symmetry, assume that inF′, the degree ofw1 is larger than that ofw2. If the degree
of w2 in F′ is 1, thenF′−w2+ {v1,w1v1} is a fork inG, a contradiction. So the degree ofw2
in F′ is 2 and letw be the other neighbor ofw2 in F′. ThenF′− {w2,w}+ {v1, v2,w1v1, v1v2}
is a fork inG, a contradiction.
If og(G′) ≥ 7 thenχ(G′) ≤ 3 by the choice ofG; so G − C = G′ − w1w2 has a 3-
coloring c′ in which c′(w1) , c′(w2), contradicting Lemma 3.6. Thusog(G′) ≤ 5. Let
T′ be an odd cycle inG′ such that|T′| ≤ 5. Thenw1w2 ∈ T′ as og(G) ≥ 7. Thus
T := (T′−w1w2)∪w1v1v2w2 is an odd cycle inG. Hence,|T | = 7 asog(G) ≥ 7. So|T′| = 5,
and letT′ − w1w2 = w1xyzw2. Choosew1xyzw2 to minimize|{x, y, z} ∩ V3|.
Supposex, z ∈ V3. Then by Lemma 3.2,y < V3. So lety1, y2 ∈ N(y)\{x, z}. Then
{y1, y2} ∼ {w1,w2} to avoid (yy1, yy2, yxw1, yzw2). By symmetry, we may assumey1 ∼ w1.
Soy1 < {vi,wi : 1 ≤ i ≤ n} (by Lemma 3.7(2)). By Corollary 4.3,y1 < V3 (because of the
4-cycley1yxw1y1). Thus, the pathw1y1yzw2 contradicts the choice ofw1xyzw2.
So by symmetry, we may assumex < V3. Let N(x) \ {w1} = {x1, . . . , xk}; thenk ≥ 3.
We claim that there is a unique vertexy1 ∈ N(w1) ∩ N({x1, . . . , xk}) such that|N(y1) ∩
{x1, . . . , xk}| = 1. For, otherwise, by Lemma 3.4, for somet ∈ N({x1, . . . , xk}), |N(t) ∩
{x1, . . . , xk}| ≤ k − 2. Without loss of generality we may assumet ∼ x1 and t / {x2, x3}.
Now (xx2, xx3, xx1t, xw1v1) is a fork, a contradiction.
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Let y = xk. Now z ∼ {x1, x2} to avoid (xx1, xx2, xw1v1, xyz). Thus, by the symmetry
betweeny andN(z) ∩ {x1, x2}, we may assume thaty1 ∼ x1. Theny1 / N(x)\{w1, x1}.
Let u ∈ N(x2)\N(y) andv ∈ N(y)\N(x2). Thenu < {v1, v2,w1,w2, x, y, y1, z} andv <
{v1, v2,w1,w2, x, x1, y1}. Thenx1 ∼ u to avoid (xx1, xy, xw1v1, xx2u), andx1 ∼ v to avoid
(xx1, xx2, xw1v1, xyv).
Case1. v = z for anyv ∈ N(y) \ N(x2) and for any choice ofw1xyzw2.
Then y < V3; otherwisew1xx1zw2 contradicts the choice ofw1xyzw2. Let y′, y′′ ∈
N(y) \ {x, z}. Thenw2 ∼ {y′, y′′} to avoid (yy′, yy′′, yxw1, yzw2), and we may assumew2 ∼ y′
by symmetry. Thenz < V3, for otherwise, replacingw1xyzw2 with w1xyy′w2, we see that
|{x, y, y′} ∩ V3| smaller, orv , y′, a contradiction.
Let z′ ∈ N(z) \ {w2, x1, y}. Note thatz′ < C asz , wi for all i, and thusz′ / v2. Now
z′ ∼ y1 to avoid (zz′, zy, zw2v2, zx1y1), z′ ∼ u to avoid (zz′, zy, zw2v2, zx1u), andz′ ∼ y′′ to
avoid (zz′, zx1, zw2v2, zyy′′). Hence, (z′y′′, z′u, z′y1w1, z′zw2) is a fork inG, a contradiction.
Case2. v , z for some choice ofv andw1xyzw2, andx1 ∼ z.
Then y < V3, as otherwiseN(y) ⊆ N(x1). So lety′ ∈ N(y)\N(x1). Note thaty′ <
{v1, v2,w1,w2, x, y, z, x1, x2, u, y1}. Hencew2 ∼ {v, y′} to avoid (yv, yy′, yxw1, yzw2). Also,
w2 ∼ {u, v} to avoid (x1u, x1v, x1xw1, x1zw2). Therefore, sincew2 ∈ V3, w2 ∼ v, w2 / {y′, u}.
Theny′ / x1 to avoid (x1u, x1y′, x1xw1, xvw2); so y′ ∼ x2 to avoid (xx1, xx2, xw1v1, xyy′),
andz/ x2 to avoid (x2u, x2y′, x2xw1, x2zw2).
Let w ∈ N(y1)\N(x). Then w / x2 to avoid C5; so w ∼ {v, z} to avoid (x1v, x1z,
x1xx2, x1y1w), andw ∼ {u, z} to avoid (x1u, x1x, x1zw2, x1y1w).
If w / z, thenw ∼ u andw ∼ v. So y′ ∼ w to avoid (vw, vx1, vyy′, vw2v2). Hence,
(wu,wy′,wvw2,wy1w1) is a fork, a contradiction.
Hence,w ∼ z. Then w ∼ u to avoid (zy, zw, zx1u, zw2v2), and w ∼ y′ to avoid
(zx1, zw, zw2v2, zyy′). Thus (wu,wy′,wzw2,wy1w1) is a fork inG, a contradiction.
Case3. v , z for some choice ofv andw1xyzw2, andx1 / z.
Sox2 ∼ z to avoid (xx1, xx2, xw1v1, xyz). Thus we have symmetry betweenx2 andy.
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We claim thatN(x2)\{u} = N(y)\{v}. For, suppose, by symmetry betweenx2 andy, that
there existsy′ ∈ N(y) \ {v} \ (N(x2) \ {u}). Theny′ ∼ x1 to avoid (xx1, xx2, xw1v1, xyy′), and
w2 ∼ {y′, v} to avoid (yv, yy′, yxw1, yzw2). By symmetry betweenv andy′, we may assume
y′ ∼ w2. Then (x1u, x1v, x1xw1, x1y′w2) is a fork inG, a contradiction.
Therefore, by Lemma 3.3,N(u) \ {x2} * N(v) ⊆ {y}, andN(v) \ {y} * N(u) \ {x2}. So let
u′ ∈ N(u)\{x2}\(N(v) \ {y}), andv′ ∈ N(v)\{y}\(N(u) \ {x2}).
Note thatw1 < {u′, v′} as w1 ∈ V3, v′ / x2 and u′ / y to avoid C5, v′ / x to
avoid (xy, xv′, xx2u, xw1v1), andu′ / x to avoid (xx2, xu′, xyv, xw1v1). So y1 ∼ {u′, v′}
to avoid (x1y1, x1x, x1uu′, x1vv′). By symmetry, we may assumey1 ∼ u′. By Corollary 4.3,
{x2, y, z} * V3.
First, supposex2 < V3. Let w ∈ N(x2)− {x, z}; thenw ∼ y by the above claim. Ifw2 / w
then, sincew2 / u or w / v (asw2 ∈ V3), (yv, yw, yxw1, yzw2) or (x2u, x2w, x2xw1, x2zw2)
is a fork inG, a contradiction. Sow2 ∼ w, and we have symmetry betweenw andz. Note
thatu′ ∼ {w, z} to avoid (x2w, x2z, x2xw1, x2uu′). So by symmetry, assumeu′ ∼ w. Then
(wx2,wy,wu′y1,ww2v2) is a fork inG, a contradiction.
Hence,x2 ∈ V3. Then by the above claim,y ∈ V3, and hencez < V3. Note that, ifw2 ∼ u
thenu′ , v2 andu′ / v2; so (uu′, ux2, ux1v, uw2v2) is a fork inG, a contradiction. Hence
w2 / u. Similarly,w2 / v.
Let z′ ∈ N(z) \ {w2, x2, y}. Thenz′ ∼ u andz′ ∼ v to avoid (zz′, zy, zx2u, zw2v2) and
(zz′, zx2, zyv, zw2v2), respectively. Hence,z′ < {u′, v′}.
We claim that{x, z} ⊆ V4. If x < V4 andx3 ∈ N(x)\{w1, x1, x2, y}, thenx3 ∼ z to avoid
(xx1, xx3, xw1v1, xyz), and x3 ∼ u to avoid (xy, xx3, xw1v1, xx2u), which impliesN(x2) ⊆
N(x3), contradicting Lemma 3.2. Sox ∈ V4. Now assumez < V4, and letz′′ ∈ N(z) \
{w2, x2, y, z′}. Then (zz′, zz′′, zw2v2, zyx) is a fork, a contradiction. Soz ∈ V4.
Let G′ = G − {v1, v2,w1,w2, x, x2, y, z}. Thenχ(G′) ≤ 3 by the choice ofG. So letc′
be a 3-coloring ofG′. We extendc′ to a 3-coloring ofG as follows. Letc(x) = c′(x) for
all x ∈ V(G′) andc(x) = c(x1) for x ∈ {x2, y}. Then greedily colorz,w2, v2, v1,w1, x in this
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order. This is a contradiction, completing the proof of thislemma. 
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CHAPTER V
STRUCTURE AROUND A SHORTEST ODD CYCLE
In this section we derive certain useful properties about the s ructure ofG around a shortest
odd cycle.
Lemma 5.1. Let C := v1 · · · vgv1 be a shortest odd cycle in G. Then there exist a vertex
z < V(C)∪N1(C) and a path Z from z to some vi such that V(Z)∩V(C) = {vi} and d(vi) ≥ 4.
Proof. Let T := V(G) \ (V(C) ∪ N1(C)), and letH denote the subgraph ofG obtained by
taking the union of all pathsP which are from vertices inT to C but internally disjoint
from C. Now T , ∅; otherwiseV(G) = V(C) ∪ N1(C) and soχ(G) ≤ 3 by Corollary 2.2, a
contradiction.
Now the assertion of the lemma fails. ThenV(H) ∩ V(C) ⊆ V3. Let K := G \ (V(H) \
V(C)). By Corollary 4.5,V(C) * V(H). SoH , G. Then by the choice ofG, χ(H) ≤ 3. Let
c : V(H) → {1, 2, 3} be a 3-coloring ofH. Thenc induces a 3-coloringc′ on V(C) ∩ V(H),
and clearlyc′ can be extended to a 3-coloring ofC (in a greedy way). Now by Corollary 2.2
again,c′ may be extended to a 3-coloringc∗ of K. Thusc∗ andc give a 3-coloring ofG, a
contradiction.

Let C := v1 · · · vgv1 be a shortest odd cycle inG, such that|V(C) ∩ V3| is maximum. By
Lemma 5.1, there existz ∈ V(G) \ (V(C) ∪ N1(C)), i ∈ {1, . . . , g}, and pathP from vi to
z such thatV(P ∩ C) = {vi} andd(vi) ≥ 4. We choose the triple (C,P, vi) so that|V(P)| is
minimum.
Without loss of generality, we may assumei = 1, and letP = v1u1 . . .un, whereun = z.
Let w1 ∈ N(v1) \ {u1, vg, v2}. Note that, by the minimality ofP, P is an induced path.
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Lemma 5.2. If u1 ∼ vg−1 then vg / P− v1, and if u1 ∼ v3 then v2 / P− v1.
Proof. Suppose the assertion is false. Then by symmetry, we may assume thatu1 ∼ vg−1
andvg ∼ us for some 1≤ s ≤ n. Thens ≥ 2 ands , 3 (sinceog(G) ≥ 7), us+1 is defined
(sinced(un,C) ≥ 2), vg ∈ V3 by the choice ofP. So s ≥ 4, as otherwise,s = 2 and
N(vg) ⊆ N(u1), contradicting Lemma 3.2.
Note that, by the choice ofP, vg−1 / P−v1 andw1 / P−{v1, u2}. Moreover,us / v2; for
otherwise,v2 ∈ V3 by the choice ofP, and hence (usus+1, usv2, usvgvg−1, usus−1us−2) would
be a fork inG. Hence,v3 ∼ w1 to avoid (v1u1, v1w1, v1vgus, v1v2v3), andu2 ∼ {w1, v2} to
avoid (v1w1, v1v2, v1u1u2, v1vgus). Thus, we consider two cases.
Case1. u2 ∼ w1.
Let v ∈ N(v2) \ N(w1). Thenv < C by the minimality ofC. If v ∈ P thenv , us (as
us / v2), v < {us−1, us+1} (to avoidC5), v , u1 (to avoidC3), andv , u2 (asv / w1); so
(v1w1, v1u1, v1vgus, v1v2v) is a fork inG, a contradiction. Hence,v < P.
Now v ∼ u1 to avoid (v1u1, v1w1, v1vgus, v1v2v), v / vg−2 to avoid the shorter odd cycle
vv2 · · · vg−2v, andu2 / vg−2 as otherwiseu2w1v3 · · · vg−2u2 is an odd cycle shorter thanC. So
v ∼ u3 to avoid (u1v, u1v1, u1vg−1vg−2, u1u2u3). Hence,v2 ∈ V3 by choice ofP. Therefore, as
v1w1v3v2v1 is a 4-cycle,{w1, v3} ∩ V3 , ∅ by Corollary 4.3.
Supposew1 < V3. Let w ∈ N(w1) \ {u2, v1, v3}. Clearly, w < P, and w < C by
the minimality ofC. Also w , v as v / w1. Note thatv3 / u3 by the choice ofP.
So w ∼ u3 to avoid (w1w,w1v3,w1v1vg,w1u2u3). Sinceu2 / v4 (to avoidC5), we have
w ∼ v4 to avoid (w1w,w1u2,w1v1vg,w1v3v4). Thereforev4 ∈ V3 by the choice ofP; so
(u3u4, u3u2, u3wv4, u3vv2) is a fork inG, a contradiction.
Thus,w1 ∈ V3, andv3 < V3. Let y ∈ N(v3) \ {v2, v4,w1}. Theny < C andy , u1 (by
the minimality ofC), y < P − u1 by the choice ofP, andy , v asog(G) ≥ 7. Note that
v4 / {u2, v} by the minimality ofC. If y ∼ v5 theny / {v, u2} by the minimality ofC; so
(v3y, v3v4, v3v2v, v3w1u2) is a fork inG, a contradiction. Soy / v5, and hencey ∼ u2 to avoid
(v3y, v3v2, v3v4v5, v3w1u2). Now (u2y, u2w1, u2u3u4, u2u1vg−1) is a fork inG, a contradiction.
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Case2. u2 / w1.
Hence,u2 ∼ v2, and sov2 ∈ V3 by the choice ofP. If w1 ∈ V3 thenC′ := v1w1v3 · · · v1
is a shortest odd cycle inG such thatV(C′) ∩ V3 = V(C) ∩ V3; so (C′,P, v1) is a triple that
gives the situation in Case 1. Hence, we may assumew1 < V3.
Let w′,w′′ ∈ N(w1) \ {v1, v3} be distinct, and letw ∈ {w′,w′′}. Thenw < P asw1 / u2,
w1 / P−{u2, v1} by the choice ofP, w1 / u1 to avoidC5, andw < C by the minimality ofC.
Sinces ≥ 4 and by the choice ofP, w / us. Sow ∼ u1 to avoid (v1u1, v1v2, v1vgus, v1w1w).
By the minimality ofC, v4 / w. Therefore, (w1w′,w1w′′,w1v3v4,w1v1vg) is a fork inG, a
contradiction. 
Lemma 5.3. We may further choose C (while fixing P) so that if w1 ∼ v3 then v2 / P− v1,
and if w1 ∼ vg−1 then vg / P− v1.
Proof. Suppose this is not true. We may assume by symmetry thatw1 ∼ v3 andv2 ∼ us for
some 1≤ s ≤ n. Thens ≥ 2 to avoidC3, ands , 3 to avoidC5. Moreover, by the choice
of P, v2 ∈ V3, andus+1 is defined.
Note thatw1 / us, as otherwise,N(v2) ⊆ N(w1), contradicting Lemma 3.2. Moreover,
by Lemma 5.2,w1 / u2 andu1 / v3. Thus by the choice ofP, we see that{w1, v3} / P− v1.
We claim thats = 2. For, supposes ≥ 4. Thenus / vg; otherwise,vg ∈ V3 by the
choice ofP, and so (usus+1, usvg, usus−1us−2, usv2v3) would be a fork inG. Also, us / vg−1
to avoidC5. Henceu1 ∼ vg−1 to avoid (v1w1, v1u1, v1v2us, v1vgvg−1). Therefore,vg / P− v1
by Lemma 5.2. So (v1vg, v1w1, v1u1u2, v1v2us) is a fork inG, a contradiction.
Case1. u1 ∼ vg−1.
By Corollary 4.3,{u1, u2} * V3.
Subcase1.1.u2 ∈ V3.
Thenu1 < V3, and hencevg ∈ V3 by the choice ofC. Let u ∈ N(u1) \ {u2, v1, vg−1}.
Thenu < C ∪ P by the choices ofC andP. Noteu / vg; for, otherwise,N(vg) ⊆ N(u1),
contradicting Lemma 3.2. LetN(vg) \ N(u1) = {v}. Sov < C by the minimality ofC, and
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v < P by Lemma 5.2.
Thenw1 ∼ {u, v} to avoid (v1v2, v1w1, v1u1u, v1vgv), u ∼ {u3, vg−2} to avoid (u1u, u1v1,
u1u2u3, u1vg−1vg−2), andu ∼ {u3,w1} to avoid (u1u, u1vg−1, u1u2u3, u1v1w1). Hence, since
u / w1 or u / vg−2 (by minimality of C), u ∼ u3. Moreover,u ∼ {w1, vg−2} to avoid
(u1u, u1u2, u1vg−1vg−2, u1v1w1).
Supposeu ∼ w1. Thenu / vg−2. First, assumeu3 < V3, and letu′, u′′ ∈ N(u3) \ {u, u2}.
Note thatv / u3; otherwise letv , u′, and (u3u′, u3u, u3u2v2, u3vvg) is a fork in G, a
contradiction. Noww1 ∼ {u′, u′′} to avoid (u3u′, u3u′′, u3u2v2, u3uw1). Without loss of
generality, letw1 ∼ u′. Hencevg−2 / {u, u′} by the minimality ofC. Also u / v4 by
minimality of C. Now u1 ∼ u′ or v ∼ w1 to avoid (v1u1, v1v2, v1w1u′, v1vgv). If u′ ∼ u1 then
(u1u, u1u′, u1v1v2, u1vg−1vg−2) is a fork inG, a contradiction. Sou′ / u1 andv ∼ w1. Then
(w1v,w1v1,w1v3v4,w1uu3) is a fork inG, a contradiction. Hence,u3 ∈ V3, and sou < V3
by Corollary 4.3. Letu′ ∈ N(u) \ {u1, u3,w1}. Thenu′ , v andu′ / vg−2 to avoidC5,
u′ / vg−3 by the minimality ofC, andu′ ∼ {vg−1, v1} to avoid (u1u2, u1v1, u1vg−1vg−2, u1uu′).
If u′ ∼ vg−1, then (vg−1u′, vg−1vg, vg−1vg−2vg−3, vg−1u1u2) is a fork inG, a contradiction. So
u′ / vg−1, andu′ ∼ v1. Then (v1u′, v1w1, v1v2u2, v1vgvg−1) is a fork inG, a contradiction.
Thus,u / w1, andu ∼ vg−2. Hence,vg−2 ∈ V3 by choice ofP. Furthermore,u3 / v4
to avoidC5, so u3 / C by the minimality ofC and choice ofP. If u3 < V3, then let
u′, u′′ ∈ N(u3) \ {u, u2}; now (u3u′, u3u′′, u3uvg−2, u3u2v2) is a fork inG, a contradiction. So
u3 ∈ V3, and henceu < V3 by Corollary 4.3.
Let u′ ∈ N(u) \ {u1, u3, vg−2}. Thenu′ < {v, v2} to avoidC5 and, by the minimality ofC,
u′ < C, u3 / vg−3, andu1 / {vg−2, vg−3}. Sou′ ∼ {vg−1, v1} to avoid (u1u2, u1vg−1, u1v1w1, u1uu′).
If u′ / vg−1 then u′ ∼ v1; so (v1u′, v1w1, v1v2u2, v1vgvg−1) is a fork in G, a contra-
diction. Hence,u′ ∼ vg−1. Let u′′ ∈ N(u′) \ N(u1). Thenu′ ∼ v to avoid (vg−1vg−2, vg−1vg,
vg−1u1u2, vg−1u′u′′). Sinceu2 / vg−3 by the minimality ofC, u′ ∼ vg−3 to avoid (vg−1u′, vg−1vg,
vg−1u1u2, vg−1vg−2vg−3). Hence (u′v, u′vg−3, u′vvg, u′uu3) is a fork inG, a contradiction.
Subcase1.2.u2 < V3.
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Let u ∈ N(u2) \ {u1, u3, v2}. Thenu < C (by the minimality ofC and because ofu2 / bg
by Lemma 5.2), andu / w1 to avoidC5. Let u′, u′′ ∈ N(u3) \ {u2} such thatu′ < N(u1) and
u′′ < N(u). Note thatu′, u′′ need not be distinct,{u′, u′′} ∩ {v4, vg−2} = ∅ to avoidC5, and
u′, u′′ < C by the minimality ofC, the choice ofP, and Lemma 5.2.
Thenu ∼ {vg−1, u′} to avoid (u2u, u2v2, u2u3u′, u2u1vg−1), u ∼ vg−1 or u′′ ∼ u1 to avoid
(u2u, u2v2, u2u3u′′, u2u1vg−1), andu ∼ {vg−1, v3} to avoid (u2u, u2u3, u2u1vg−1, u2v2v3).
Supposeu / vg−1. Thenu ∼ v3, u ∼ u′, andu′′ ∼ u1. Sou ∼ v1 or u′′ ∼ vg−2 to avoid
(u1v1, u1u′′, u1vg−1vg−2, u1u2u), andu ∼ v1 or u′′ ∼ w1 to avoid (u1u′′, u1vg−1, u1u2u, u1v1w1).
By the minimality ofC, u′′ / w1 or u′′ / vg−2; so u ∼ v1. This impliesN(v2) ⊆ N(u),
contradicting Lemma 3.2.
Thereforeu ∼ vg−1; so u / v3 by the minimality ofC. Thus, u ∼ u′ to avoid
(u2u, u2u1, u2v2v3, u2u3u′), andu1 ∼ u′′ to avoid (u2u, u2u1, u2v2v3, u2u3u′′). Note thatvg /
u′′, otherwisevg ∈ V3 by the choice ofP, and soN(vg) ⊆ N(u1), contradicting Lemma 3.2.
Therefore,u′′ ∼ vg−2 to avoid (vg−1vg, vg−1u, vg−1u1u′′, vg−1vg−2vg−3), and sovg−2 ∈ V3 by the
choice ofP. Also, u′ ∼ vg to avoid (vg−1u1, vg−1vg, vg−1uu′, vg−1vg−2vg−3). So vg ∈ V3
by the choice ofP, and u′′ / w1 by the minimality ofC. Hence,u′ ∼ w1 to avoid
(v1w1, v1v2, v1vgu′, v1u1u′′). So (u′u, u′vg, u′u3u′′, u′w1v3) is a fork.
Case2. u1 / vg−1.
If w1 ∈ V3 then, sincew1 / P − v1, we see that the assertion of the lemma holds with
v1w1v3 · · · vgv1 replacingC. Hence, we may assumew1 < V3. Let w,w′ ∈ N(w1) \ {v1, v3}.
Suppose{w,w′} / vg. Thenw ∼ u1 to avoid (v1u1, v1v2, v1vgvg−1, v1w1w) andw′ ∼ u1
to avoid (v1u1, v1v2, v1vgvg−1, v1w1w′). Notevg / u3 to avoidC5. If vg ∼ u2 thenvg ∈ V3
by the choice ofP, and henceu3 ∼ w to avoid (u2u3, u2vg, u2v2v3, u2u1w); if vg / u2 then
u3 ∼ {w,w′} to avoid (u1w, u1w′, u1u2u3, u1v1vg). Hence, by symmetry, we may assume
u3 ∼ w. Thenw′ ∼ u3 to avoid (w1w′,w1v3,w1v1vg,w1wu3). Also, v4 ∼ {w,w′} to avoid
(w1w,w1w′,w1v1vg,w1v3v4), and we may assumew′ ∼ v4. Thenv4 ∈ V3 by the choice of
P, andu3 / vg−1 by the minimality ofC. If u2 / vg then (u1u2, u1w, u1w′v4, u1v1vg) is a
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fork in G, a contradiction; and ifu2 ∼ vg then (u2u3, u2u1, u2v3v4, u2vgvg−1) is a fork inG, a
contradiction.
Therefore, we may assumew ∼ vg.
Subcase2.1. There existsu ∈ N(u1) \ (N(w1) ∪ {u2}).
Then u , vg−1 as u1 / vg−1; so u < C by the minimality ofC. Also, u < P as
P is induced. Nowu ∼ vg to avoid (v1w1, v1v2, v1u1u, v1vgvg−1), andu ∼ vg−2 to avoid
(vgu, vgw, vgv1v2, vgvg−1vg−2). Hence,{u,w} / u3 by the choice ofP. By Corollary 4.3,
{u1, u2} * V3.
First, supposeu1 < V3. Let u′ ∈ N(u1) \ {u, u2, v1}. Thenu′ < C ∪ {w1} andu′ <
P. Now u′ ∼ {u3,w1} to avoid (u1u′, u1u, u1u2u3, u1v1w1), and u′ ∼ {u3, vg−2} to avoid
(u1u′, u1v1, u1u2u3, u1uvg−2). By the minimality ofC, u′ / w1 or u′ / vg−2; so u′ ∼ u3.
Hence,u′ / vg−2 andu′ , w, by the choice ofP. If u′ / w1 then (u1u′, u1u2, u1uvg−2, u1v1w1)
is a fork in G, a contradiction; and ifu′ ∼ w1 (w1w,w1v1,w1u′u3,w1v3v4) is a fork, a
contradiction.
Hence,u1 ∈ V3. Therefore,u2 < V3, and letu′ ∈ N(u2) \ {u1, u3, v2}. Thenu′ < C by
the minimality ofC and the choice ofP, u′ < {w, u} asog(G) ≥ 7, andu′ , w1 asw1 / u2.
Sinceu3 / {u, v3} by the choice ofP, u′ ∼ {u, v3} to avoid (u2u′, u2u3, u2u1u, u2v2v3).
If u′ ∼ u, thenu′ / {v3, vg−3} by the minimality ofC, andu′ ∼ w to avoid (uu′, uu1,
vvgw, uvg−2vg−3); so (u2u3, u2u1, u2u′w, u2v2v3) is a fork inG, a contradiction. Henceu′ / u,
andu′ ∼ v3. Note thatu′ / v5 by the minimality ofC. If u′ / w then (v3v2, v3u′, v3w1w, v3v4v5)
is a fork inG, a contradiction. Sou′ ∼ w. Thenu′ ∼ v1 to avoid (vgu, vgvg−1, vgwu′, vgv1v2).
Now (u′w, u′v1, u′u2u3, u′v3v4) is a fork inG, a contradiction.
Subcase2.2. N(u1) ⊆ N(w1) ∪ {u2}, andu1 ∈ V3 andu1 ∼ w.
Thenw / u3. For, otherwise,u3 ∼ vg−1 to avoid (wu3,wu1,ww1v3,wvgvg−1). So by the
choice ofP, vg−1 ∈ V3 andu4 is defined. Hence, (u3u4, u3vg−1, u3ww1, u3u2v2) is a fork inG,
a contradiction.
Let x ∈ N(u3) \ N(u1) such thatx = u4 wheneveru4 is defined. Thenx < C, andx , w1
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by the choice ofP. Note thatx / vg as otherwisevgx (whenx = u4) or vgxu3 (whenx , u4)
contradicts the choice ofP. Sox / w1 to avoid (v1u1, v1v2, v1w1x, v1vgvg−1).
Now u2 / v4; for otherwisev4 ∈ V3 by choice ofP, and hence (u2u1, u2v2, u2u3x, u2v4v5)
is a fork, a contradiction. Sou2 / C by the minimality of C and the choice ofP.
By Corollary 4.3,u2 < V3. Let u ∈ N(u2) \ {u1, u3,w}. Since N(u3) * N(u), we
may further choosex so that if x , u4 then x / u. Note thatu ∼ {x, v3} to avoid
(u2u, u2u1, u2u3x, u2v2v3), u ∼ {x,w} to avoid (u2u, u2v2, u2u3x, u2u1w), andu ∼ {w, v3} to
avoid (u2u, u2u3, u2u1w, u2v2v3).
Supposeu ∼ x. Thenx = u4 by the choice ofx. Sou / v3 by the choice ofP. Hence
u ∼ w, and sou ∼ vg−1 to avoid (wu,wu1,ww1v3,wvgvg−1). Thus,vg−1 ∈ V3 by the choice of
P, andx ∼ vg−2 to avoid (ux, uw, uu2v2, uvg−1vg−2). By the choice ofP again,u5 is defined.
Hence, (uvg−1, uw, uu2v2, uxu5) is a fork inG, a contradiction.
Therefore,u / x. Hence,u ∼ v3 andu ∼ w; sou / v1 to avoid (uv1, uw, uu2u3, uv3v4).
We claim thatu ∈ V3. For, lety ∈ N(u) \ {u2,w, v3}. By the minimality ofC, y < C.
Theny / vg; otherwise (vgy, vgw, vgv1v2, vgvg−1vg−2) would be a fork. Alsow1 ∼ y to avoid
(ww1,wu1,wvgvg−1,wuy). Now (v1u1, v1v2, v1w1y, v1vgvg−1) is a fork inG, a contradiction.
Now w′ ∼ vg to avoid (v1u1, v1v2, v1w1w′, v1vgvg−1). Hencew′ / v4 by the minimality
of C, and so (w1w′,w1v1,w1wu,w1v3v4) is a fork inG, a contradiction.
Subcase2.3. N(u1) ⊆ N(w1) ∪ {u2}, andu1 ∈ V3 andu1 / w.
Then we may assumeu1 ∼ w′. Now w′ / vg, otherwise we are back in Subcase 2.2. By
Corollary 4.3,u2 < V3.
We claim thatu2 / v4. For, supposeu2 ∼ v4. Then v4 ∈ V3 by the choice of
P, andu3 ∼ {w′, v5} to avoid (u2u3, u2v2, u2u1w′, u2v4v5). If w′ / u3 then v5 ∼ u3; so
v5 ∈ V3 andu4 is defined, and hence (u2v2, u2v4, u2u1w′, u2u3u4) is a fork, a contradiction.
Hence,w′ ∼ u3. Thenu3 ∼ w to avoid (w1w,w1v1,w1v3v4,w1w′u3), andu3 ∼ v5 to avoid
(u2u1, u2v2, u2u3w, u2v4v5). Thus, the odd cyclevgwu3v5 . . . vg contradicts the minimality of
C.
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Thus, by the minimality ofC and choice ofP, u2 / C ∪ P. Let u ∈ N(u2) \ {u1, u3, v2}.
Noteu / {w,w′} asog(G) ≥ 7. Let x ∈ N(u3) \ N(u1) such thatx = u4 if u4 is defined and,
subject to this,x / u when possible. Thenx < C by definition, andx , w1 to avoidC5.
(2.3.1). Supposex ∈ {w,w′} for any choice ofx.
SupposeN(u3) = {u2,w,w′}. Thenw1 ∈ V4; for, if there existsw′1 ∈ N(w1)\{v1, v3,w,w
′}
thenw′1 < C (by minimality of C), and so (w1w
′
1,w1v3,w1wu3,w1v1u1) is a fork, a contra-
diction.
We claim thatv1 ∈ V4. For, otherwise, letv′1 ∈ N(v1) \ {u1, v2, vg,w1}. Thenv
′
1 ∼
{u2, vg−1} to avoid (v1v′1, v1w1, v1u1u2, v1vgvg−1), and v
′
1 ∼ {w
′, vg−1} to avoid (v1v′1, v1v2,
v1vgvg−1, v1w1w′). Since N(u1) * N(v′1), v
′
1 / u2 or v
′
1 / w
′; so v′1 ∼ vg−1. Thus,
v′1 / v3 by the minimality ofC, and hencev
′
1 ∼ w
′ to avoid (v1v′1, v1vg, v1u1w
′, v1v2v3).
Then (w′u3,w′u1,w′v′1vg−1,w
′w1v3) is a fork inG, a contradiction.
Thenu ∼ v3; otherwise, letu′ ∈ N(u) \N(u3), and then (u2u3, u2u1, u2uu′, u2v2v3) would
be a fork.
Suppose there existsu′ ∈ N(u) \ (N(u3) ∪ {v3}). Thenu ∼ w′ to avoid (u2u3, u2v2,
u2u1w′, u2uu′), and sou / w (asN(u3) * N(u) by Lemma 3.2). Therefore,u ∼ v5 to avoid
(v3u, v3v2, v3w1w, v3v4v5). Now (u2u1, u2v2, u2u3w, u2uv5) is a fork inG, a contradiction.
Hence,N(u) ⊆ N(u3) ∪ {v3}. SinceN(u3) * N(u) (by Lemma 3.2),u / w or u / w′, so
u ∈ V3. In fact,u ∼ w to avoid (v3u, v3v2, v3v4v5, v3w1w); and henceu / w′. Sow′ ∼ v4 to
avoid (v3v2, v3u, v3v4v5, v3w1w′). Note thatv4, vg ∈ V3 by the choice ofP.
We claim thatu2 ∈ V4. For, suppose there existsu′2 ∈ N(u2)\{u, u1, u3, v2}. Then treating
u′2 asu, we haveN(u
′
2) = {u2, v3,w} = N(u), contradicting Lemma 3.2.
Now w ∈ V4. For, suppose there existsy ∈ N(w) \ {u3, vg, u,w1}. By the minimality of
C, y < C, andy / v3 or y / vg−1. If y / vg−1, then (wy,ww1,wu3u2,wvgvg−1) is a fork, a
contradiction. Soy / v3; and hence (wy,wvg,wu3u2,ww1v3) is a fork, a contradiction.
Moreover, v3 ∈ V4; otherwise letv′3 ∈ N(v3) \ {v2, v4,w1, u}, and then (v3v
′
3, v3v4,
v3w1w, v3v2u2) is a fork, a contradiction. Finallyw′ ∈ V4; as otherwise letw′′ ∈ N(w′) \
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{u1, u3, v4,w1}, and then (w′w′′,w′v4,w′u3w,w′w1v1) is a fork, a contradiction.
Therefore,G− {vg−1vg, v4v5} is not connected, contradicting Lemma 3.1.
(2.3.2)x may be chosen so thatx ∈< {w,w′}.
Supposeu ∼ x. Thenx = u4 by the choice ofx, u andu3 are symmetric, and{u, u3} /
{v1, v3, vg} by the choice ofP. Now w′ ∼ {u, u3} to avoid (u2u, u2u3, u2v2v3, u2u1w′), and we
may assumew′ ∼ uby symmetry. Thenu ∼ w orw′ ∼ v4 to avoid (w1w,w1v1,w1w′u,w1v3v4).
If u ∼ w, thenvg ∈ V3 by the choice ofP, so (ux, uw′, uu2v2, uwvg) is a fork, a contradiction.
Henceu / w, andw′ ∼ v4. Thenv4 ∈ V3 by the choice ofP, so (w′v4,w′u1,w′ux,w′w1w) is
a fork, a contradiction.
So u / x. Thenu ∼ v3 to avoid (u2u, u2u1, u2u3x, u2v2v3). Hence,u / v1 to avoid
N(v2) ⊆ N(u), andu ∼ {w, v5} to avoid (v3u, v3v2, v3w1w, v3v4v5). If u ∼ v5 thenu3 / v5 by
the choice ofP, so (u2u1, u2v2, u2u3x, u2uv5) is a fork inG, a contradiction. Thus,u / v5,
and henceu ∼ w. Thenu3 ∼ w to avoid (u2u1, u2v2, u2u3x, u2uw); so vg ∈ V3 by the
choice ofP. Now w1 ∼ x or u3 ∼ vg−1 to avoid (wu,ww1,wu3x,wvgvg−1). If w1 ∼ x then
(v1u1, v1v2, v1w1x, v1vgvg−1) is a fork, a contradiction. Hencew1 / x, andu3 ∼ vg−1. Then
vg−1 ∈ V3 by the choice ofP; so (u3x, u3vg−1, u3u2v2, u3ww1) is a fork inG, a contradiction.
Subcase2.4. N(u1) ⊆ N(w1) ∪ {u2}, andu1 < V3.
First, supposeu1 / w. Let w′,w′′ ∈ N(u1) ∩ N(w1). Thenvg / {w′,w′′}, to avoid
(vgw, vgw′, vgv1v2, vgvg−1vg−2) and (vgw, vgw′′, vgv1v2, vgvg−1vg−2). Sov4 ∼ {w′,w′′} to avoid
(w1w′,w1w′′,w1v1vg,w1v3v4). Without loss of generality, letv4 ∼ w′′. Thenw′ / v4 to
avoid (v4w′, v4w′′, v4v3v2, v4v5v6), andu3 ∼ {w′,w′′} to avoid (u1w′, u1v1, u1w′′v4, u1u2u3). If
u3 / w′′, thenu3 ∼ w′, and (w1w′′,w1v3,w1w′u3,w1v1vg) is a fork, a contradiction. Sou3 ∼
w′′. Thenv4 ∈ V3 by the choice ofP, andu3 ∼ w′ to avoid (w1w′,w1v3,w1v1vg,w1w′′u3).
Hence,u3 ∼ w to avoid (w1w,w1v1,w1w′u3,w1v3v4). Now (u3w,w3w′, u3u2v2, u3w′′v4) is a
fork, a contradiction.
Hence,u1 ∼ w. Note thatu1 / v3 sinceN(v2) * N(u1) (by Lemma 3.2).
We claim thatu3 / w. For, otherwise,u3 ∼ vg−1 to avoid (wu3,wu1,wvgvg−1,ww1v3).
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Hencevg, vg−1 ∈ V3 by the choice ofP, andu4 is defined; so (wvg,wu1,wu3u4,ww1v3) is a
fork, a contradiction.
Next we show thatu3 / w′ or v4 / w′. Suppose on the contrary thatu3 ∼ w′ and
v4 ∼ w′. Let u ∈ N(u3) \ N(u1) such thatu = u4 if u4 is defined. Thenu < C by the choice
of u, u / v4 by the choice ofP, andu3 ∼ v5 or u ∼ w1 to avoid (w′w1,w′u1,w′v4v5,w′u3u).
If u ∼ w1 then (w1w,w1v1,w1uu3,w1v3v4) is a fork inG, a contradiction. Sou / w1, and
u3 ∼ v5. Thenv5 ∈ V3 by the choice ofP, and (u3u, u3v5, u3w′w1, u3u2v2) is a fork, a
contradiction.
Now w′ / u3; for otherwise,v4 / w′, and so (w1w,w1v1,w1v3v4,w1w′u3) is a fork, a
contradiction. Letw′′ ∈ N(w′) \ N(w). Thenw′′ , u3. Moreover,w′′ < C. For, if w′′ ∈ C
thenw′′ ∈ {vg, v4} by the minimality ofC. If w′′ = vg then (vgw, vgw′, vgv1v2, vgvg−1vg−2) is
a fork, a contradiction; and ifw′′ = v4 then (u1v1, u1w, u1u2u3, u1w′v4) is a fork, a contra-
diction.
Supposew′′ ∼ u2. Thenw′′ ∼ v3 to avoid (u2w′′, u2u3, u2u1w, u2v2v3). Hencew′′ ∼
v5 to avoid (v3w′′, v3v2, v3w1w, v3v4v5). Now (u2u3, u2v2, u2u1w, u2w′′v5) is a fork in G, a
contradiction.
Thus,w′′ / u2. If w′′ ∼ v1, thenw′′ ∼ v3 to avoid (v1vg, v1w′′, v1w1v3, v1u1u2), and
w′′ ∼ vg−1 to avoid (v1w′′, v1w1, v1u1u2, v1vgvg−1); but then the odd cyclev3 . . . vg−1w′′v3
contradicts the choice ofC. Sow′′ / v1. Then (u1w, u1v1, u1w′w′′, u1u2u3) is a fork inG, a
contradiction.

Now supposeC,P, v1 are further chosen to satisfy Lemmas 5.2 and 5.3.
Lemma 5.4. Suppose d(un,C) ≥ 2 and n ≥ 3, u1 ∼ vg−1, and w1 ∼ v3. Then for any
v ∈ N(v2) ∩ N(vg), |N(v) ∩ {u1,w1}| , 1.
Proof. First, suppose there existsv ∈ N(v2) ∩ N(vg) such thatv ∼ u1 andv / w1. Then
vg < V3, as otherwiseN(vg) ⊆ N(u1) which contradicts Lemma 3.2. Hence,v / u3 by the
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choice ofP. Sou2 ∼ vg−2 to avoid (u1v, u1v1, u1u2u3, u1vg−1vg−2). Thus,u2 / w1 by the
minimality of C. Now, (u1v, u1vg−1, u1u2u3, u1v1w1) is a fork inG, a contradiction.
Now suppose there existsv ∈ N(v2) ∩ N(vg) such thatv / u1 and v ∼ w1. Then
v2,w1 < V3 as otherwiseN(v2) ⊆ N(w1) or N(w1) ⊆ N(v2), contradicting Lemma 3.2. Let
w ∈ N(w1) \ N(v2). Thenw < C by the minimality ofC, andw < {u1, u3} sinceog(G) ≥ 7.
We claim thatw1 / u2 (sow , u2); otherwise, withv1w1u2 . . .n replacingP, we have the
situation in the first paragraph.
Note thatw ∼ {u1, vg} to avoid (v1v2, v1vg, v1u1u2, v1w1w). Supposew ∼ u1. Thenu2 ∼
vg−2 to avoid (u1u2, u1w, u1v1v2, u1vg−1vg−2), w ∼ u3 to avoid (u1w, u1vg−1, u1v1v2, u1u2u3),
and u3 ∼ v to avoid (w1v,w1v1,w1v3v4,w1wu3). Thus by the choice ofP, v2 ∈ V3, a
contradiction.
Hence,w / u1, andw ∼ vg. Let v′ ∈ N(v2) \ N(w1), which exists by Lemma 3.2.
Thenv′ ∼ {u1, v4} to avoid (v2v′, v2v, v2v3v4, v2v1u1), andv′ ∼ {u1, vg} to avoid (v1vg, v1w1,
v1u1u2, v1v2v′). Therefore,v′ ∼ u1 by the minimality ofC. So (u1v′, u1vg−1, u1u2u3, u1v1w1)
is a fork, a contradiction. 
Lemma 5.5. Suppose d(un,C) ≥ 2 and n ≥ 3, u1 ∼ vg−1, and w1 ∼ v3. Then for any
x ∈ N(vg) \ N(u1) and y∈ N(v2) \ N(w1), x ∼ v2 or y ∼ vg.
Proof. Suppose there existx ∈ N(vg) \ N(u1) andy ∈ N(v2) \ N(w1) such thatx / v2
andy / vg. Note thatx, y < C, andx, y < P as {v2, vg} / P − v1 (by Lemma 5.2). Let
u ∈ N(u3) \ N(u1) such thatu = u4 if n ≥ 4. Note thatu2 / v4 by minimality of C, and
u1 ∼ y or w1 ∼ x to avoid (v1u1, v1w1, v1vgx, v1v2y).
Case1. w1 / u2.
Theny ∼ u1 to avoid (v1w1, v1vg, v1u1u2, v1v2y), y ∼ u3 to avoid (u1y, u1vg−1, u1v1w1, u1u2u3),
u2 ∼ vg−2 to avoid to avoid (u1u2, u1y, u1v1w1, u1vg−1vg−2), andx ∼ w1 to avoid (v1v2, v1w1,
v1u1u2, v1vgx).
Supposev3 < V3. Let v ∈ N(v3) \ {v2, v4,w1}. Thenv < C∪ {u1} by the minimality ofC,
v < P− {u1, u2, v1} by the choice ofP, andv < {u2, x, y} sinceog(G) ≥ 7. Nowv ∼ {y, v5} to
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avoid (v3v, v3w1, v3v2y, v3v4v5). If v / v5 andv ∼ y then replacingP with v3vyu3 . . .un, we
get a contradiction to Lemma 5.3. Sov ∼ v5. Thenv / {y, u2} by the minimality ofC; so
(v3v, v3v4, v3v2y, v3w1x) is a fork inG, a contradiction.
So v3 ∈ V3 and w1 < V3. Let w ∈ N(w1) \ {v1, v3, x}. Then w < P − u1, since
w / u2 and by the choice ofP, w < C by the minimality ofC, andw , y asw1 / y.
Note thatw ∼ {u1, v4} to avoid (w1w,w1x,w1v1u1,w1v3v4). If w1 ∼ u1 then w ∼ u3
to avoid (u1w, u1vg−1, u1v1v2, u1u2u3); so (u3u, u3w, u3yv2, u3u2vg−2) is a fork, a contradic-
tion. Thusw / u1. Thenw ∼ v4, and hencew / vg by the minimality ofC. Then
(v1vg, v1v2, v1u1u2, v1w1w) is a fork, a contradiction.
Case2. w1 ∼ u2.
So there is symmetry betweenw1 andu1, and we may assumeu1 ∼ y. If u2 ∼ vg−2
thenvg−2 ∈ V3 by the choice ofP, andw1 ∼ u to avoid (u2vg−2, u2u1, u2w1v3, u2u3u); hence,
(w1u,w1v3,w1v1vg,w1u2vg−2) is a fork, a contradiction. Thus,u2 / vg−2, and soy ∼ u3
to avoid (u1y, u1v1, u1vg−1vg−2, u1u2u3). Hence,v2 ∈ V3 by the choice ofP. Therefore, by
Lemma 4.3,{w1, v3} * V3.
Supposev3 < V3. Let v ∈ N(v3) \ {v2, v4,w1}. Then as in Case 1,v < C ∪ {u1},
v < P − {u1, u2, v1}, v < {u2, x, y}, v ∼ v5. Thenv / {y, u2} by the minimality ofC; so
(v3v, v3v4, v3v2y, v3w1u2) is a fork inG, a contradiction.
Thus,v3 ∈ V3 andw1 < V3. Let w ∈ N(w1) \ {u2, v1, v3}. Thenw < P by the choice
of P, w < C by the minimality ofC, andw , y asw1 / y. If w1 ∼ x then x ∼ u3 to
avoid (w1x,w1v1,w1u2u3,w1v3v4); so replacingPwith v1w1xu3 . . .un, we get a contradiction
to Lemma 5.3. Hence,w1 / x. By Lemma 5.2,u2 / {v2, vg}. Hencew ∼ {v4, vg} to
avoid (w1w,w1u2,w1v1vg,w1v3v4). If w ∼ v4 thenw / {u1, vg} by the minimality ofC; so
(v1u1, v1v2, v1w1w, v1vgx) is a fork inG, a contradiction. Thus,w / v4, andw ∼ vg. So
w / u3 by the choice ofP, and (w1w,w1v1,w1u2u3,w1v3v4) is a fork, a contradiction. 
Lemma 5.6. Suppose d(un,C) ≥ 2 and n ≥ 3, w1 ∼ v3, and u1 ∼ vg−1. Then(N(v2) \
N(w1)) ∩ (N(vg) \ N(u1)) = ∅.
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Proof. Suppose on the contrary there existsv ∈ (N(v2) \ N(w1)) ∩ (N(vg) \ N(u1)). Then
v , u2 by Lemma 5.2, andv / u2 sinceog(G) ≥ 7. Thus, sincev1 < V3, v < V3 by the
choice ofC.
We claim thatu1,w1 < N(v). For, otherwise, it follows from Lemma 5.4 thatu1,w1 ∈
N(v). Thenu3 ∼ v to avoid (u1v, u1v1, u1vg−1vg−2, u1u2u3). Let u ∈ N(u3) \ N(u1) such that
u = u4 if n ≥ 4. Thenu < C. Hence (vu1, vvg, vu3u, vv2v3) is a fork inG, a contradiction.
Let v′, v′′ ∈ N(v) \ {v2, vg} be distinct. Then{v′, v′′} ∼ {v3, vg−1} to avoid (vv′, vv′′,
vv2v3, vvgvg−1). By symmetry, letv′ ∼ {v3, vg−1}. Thenv′ < P − {u1, u2v1} by the choice
of P. Also note thatv′ < {u1,w1} asv / {u1,w1}, andv′ < {u1, u2, v1} andv′ / {u1,w1} as
og(G) ≥ 7.
We claim thatw1 / u2. For, supposew1 / u2. By symmetry letv′ ∼ v3. Thenu2 ∼ v′ to
avoid (v3v′, v3v2, v3v4v5, v3w1u2) andv ∼ u3 to avoid (u2u3, u2w1, u2v′v, u2u1vg−1). Then by
the choice ofP, {v2, vg} ⊆ V3. Let u ∈ N(u3) \ N(v′) such thatu = u4 if n ≥ 4. Thusu < C
by its definition, andu / {v1, vg−2} by the choice ofP. So (vv2, vv′, vu3u, vvgvg−1) is a fork
in G, a contradiction.
Let w ∈ N(w1) \ N(v2). Thenw < C by the minimality ofC, w < P − {u1, u2, v1}
by the choice ofP, w , u2 as w1 / u2, and w < {u1, v′, v′′} sinceog(G) ≥ 7. Now
w ∼ {u1, vg} to avoid (v1v2, v1vg, v1u1u2, v1w1w). If w ∼ u1 then, sincew / v2, w ∼ u3 to
avoid (u1w, u1vg−1, u1v1v2, u1u2u3); hence, replacingP with v1w1wu3 . . .un, we get back a
contradiction to the claim thatw1 / u2. Thus,w / u1 andw ∼ vg.
Hence, by the choice ofC, w / v3 andu1 < V3. Let u ∈ N(u1) \ {u2, v1, vg−1}. Then
u < C∪P∪ {v,w,w1}, by the minimality ofC, the choice ofP, and the fact thatu1 / {v,w}.
Case1. u / u3.
Thenu ∼ w1 to avoid (u1u, u1vg−1, u1u2u3, u1v1w1), andu ∼ v2 to avoid (u1u, u1vg−1,
u1u2u3, u1v1v2). So u / vg−2 by the minimality ofC, andu2 ∼ vg−2 to avoid (u1u, u1v1,
u1u2u3, u1vg−1vg−2). Hence, by choice ofP, vg−2 ∈ V3. If u2 ∈ V3 thenvg−1 ∈ V3 by the
choice ofC, contradicting Corollary 4.3. Henceu2 < V3.
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Let u′ ∈ N(u2) \ {u1, u3, vg−2}. Thenu′ < C∪P by the choice ofP and the minimality of
C, u′ < {u, v,w} sinceog(G) ≥ 7, andu′ , w1 asu2 / w1. Let z ∈ N(u3) \ N(u1) such that
z < C. Note that suchzdoes exist as otherwiseu4 is defined an we choosez= u4. Note that
z < {v,w1} by the choice ofP.
Supposeu′ / z. Thenu′ ∼ v1 to avoid (u2u′, u2vg−2, u2u3z, u2u1v1). Sou′ ∼ vg−1 to avoid
(v1v2, v1w1, v1u′u2, v1vgvg−1), andu′ ∼ w to avoid (vg−1u′, vg−1u1, vg−1vg−2vg−3, vg−1vgw). Now
(u′vg−1, u′w, u′v1v2, u′u2u3) is a fork, a contradiction.
Sou′ ∼ z for all z ∈ N(u3) \ N(u1) such thatz < C. Let u′3 ∈ N(u3) \ N(u
′). Then by the
choice ofz, u′3 ∼ u1 or u
′
3 = vg−3. If u
′
3 ∼ u1 then (u1u, u1v1, u1u
′
3u3, u1vg−1vg−2) is a fork, a
contradiction. Sou′3 / u1 andu
′
3 = vg−3, and we may letz= u4. Now u
′ is symmetric tou3.
So for anyu′′ ∈ N(u′) \ N(u1), u′′ = vg−3, a contradiction asvg−3 ∈ V3 (by the choice ofP).
Case 2. u ∼ u3.
Sou andu2 are symmetric. Note thatu / {v2, vg} by Lemma 5.2 (withv1u1uu3 . . .un in
place ofP). Hencevg−2 ∼ {u, u2} to avoid (u1u, u1u2, u1v1v2, u1vg−1vg−2). By symmetry, we
may assumeu ∼ vg−2. Then by the choice ofP, vg−2 ∈ V3. Note thatu / V(C − vg) ∪ {w1}
by the minimality ofC, andu / {v,w} asog(G) ≥ 7. If u ∈ V3 thenvg−1 ∈ V3 by the choice
of C, contradicting Corollary 4.3. Hence,u < V3.
Let u′ ∈ N(u) \ {u1, u3, vg−2}. Thenu′ < C ∪ {v,w,w1}, u′ , u2 sinceog(G) ≥ 7, and
u′ < P by the choice ofP. Let z ∈ N(u3) \ N(u1) such thatz= u4 if n ≥ 4. Thenz < C, and
z < {u1, v,w1} by the choice ofP. Sou′ ∼ {z, v1} to avoid (uu′, uvg−2, uu3z, uu1v1).
If u′ / z, thenu′ ∼ v1. So u′ / vg−3 by the minimality ofC, u′ ∼ vg−1 to avoid
(v1w1, v1v2, v1u′u, v1vgvg−1), andv ∼ u′ to avoid (vg−1u′, vg−1u1, vg−1vg−2vg−3, vg−1vgv). Then
(u′vg−1, u′v, u′v1w1, u′uu3) is a fork, a contradiction.
Sou′ ∼ z. Note thatz / {v1, v2, v3, vg−1, vg} by the choice ofP. Let u′2 ∈ N(u2) \ N(u).
Thenu′2 < C by the choices ofC andP, u
′
2 < {v,w1} sinceu2 < {v,w1}, andu
′
2 / {w, z} since
og(G) ≥ 7.








to avoid (v1u′2, v1vg, v1u1u, v1v2v3); but then (v3w1, v3v2, v3u
′
2u2, v3v4v5) is a fork, a con-
tradiction. Sou′2 / v1 and u
′
2 ∼ vg−1. Then u
′
2 / vg−3; for otherwise replacingP
with vg−1u1uu3 . . .un, we get a contradiction to Lemma 5.3. Henceu′2 ∼ w to avoid
(vg−1u′2, vg−1u1, vg−1vg−2vg−3, vg−1vgw), u
′
/ v1 to avoid (v1u1, v1vg, v1u′z, v1v2v3), andu′ ∼
{u2, vg−1} to avoid (u1u2, u1vg−1, u1v1v2, u1uu′). If u′ ∼ u2 thenu′ ∼ w to avoid (u2u′, u2u3,
u2u1v1, u2u′2w); and so (u
′z, u′u2, u′uvg−2, u′wvg) is a fork inG, a contradiction. Sou′ / u2
andu′ ∼ vg−1. Thenu′ ∼ vg−3 to avoid (vg−1u′, vg−1vg, vg−1u1u2, vg−1vg−2vg−3). Now, replac-





We now show thatd(un,C) ≤ 1 or n ≤ 2, and then complete the proof using Lemma 2.1 to
derive a final contradiction. First, we need the following lemma.
Lemma 6.1. Suppose d(un,C) ≥ 2 and n≥ 3. If w1 ∼ {v3, vg−1} and u1 / {v3, vg−1}. Then
w1 / u2.
Proof. By symmetry assumew1 ∼ v3. Supposew1 ∼ u2. We distinguish two cases accord-
ing to whether or notw1 ∈ V3.
Case1. w1 < V3.
Let w ∈ N(w1) \ {u2, v1, vg}. Thenw < C by the minimality ofC, andw < P by the
choice ofP and the fact thatog(G) ≥ 7.
Subcase1.1.w / u3.
Then {w, u2} ∼ v4 to avoid (w1w,w1v1,w1u2u3,w1v3v4). First, supposew ∼ v4. Then
w / vg by the minimality ofC. Hence,u2 ∼ vg to avoid (w1w,w1v3,w1u2u3,w1v1vg). So
vg ∈ V3 by the choice ofP. Now u3 ∼ vg−1 to avoid (u2u3, u2u1, u2w1v3, u2vgvg−1). Sou4 is
defined by the choice ofP. Now (u2vg, u2u1, u2u3u4, u2w1v3) is a fork inG, a contradiction.
Thus,w / v4 andu2 ∼ v4. Hencev4 ∈ V3 by the choice ofP. Supposeu3 / v5,
and letu′3 ∈ N(u3) \ N(u1); then u
′
3 ∼ w1 to avoid (u2u1, u2w1, u2v4v5, u2u3u
′
3), and so
(w1w,w1v1,w1v3v4,w1u′3u3) is a fork in G, a contradiction. Henceu3 ∼ v5 and, by the
choice ofP, v5 ∈ V3 andu4 is defined. Noww ∼ u1 to avoid (u2u1, u2v4, u2u3u4, u2w1w).
Let u ∈ N(u1) \ N(w1), which exists by Lemma 3.2. Note thatu < C sinceu1 / {v3, vg−1}
and by the minimality ofC, andu < P − {u1, u2, v1} by the choice ofP. Now u ∼ u3 to
avoid (u2w1, u2v4, u2u3u4, u2u1u). Thenu4 ∼ v6 to avoid (u3u4, u3u, u3u2w1, u3v5v6). Hence
v6 ∈ V3 andu5 is defined; so (u3u, u3v5, u3u4u5, u3u2w1) is a fork inG, a contradiction.
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Subcase1.2.w ∼ u3.
Thenw / v2; for otherwise, replacingP with v1w1wu3 . . .un, we get a contradiction to
Lemma 5.2.
We claim thatu2 / vg. For, supposeu2 ∼ vg. Thenvg ∈ V3 by the choice ofP. Now
vg−1 ∼ u3 to avoid (u2u3, u2u1, u2w1v3, u2vgvg−1); so by the choice ofP, vg−1 ∈ V3 andu4 is
defined. Then (u2u1, u2vg, u2u3u4, u2w1v3) is a fork inG, a contradiction.
We also claim thatu2 / v4. For, supposeu2 ∼ v4. Thenv4 ∈ V3 by the choice ofP. Let
u ∈ N(u3) \ N(w1) such thatu = u4 if n ≥ 4. Thenu < C, andu , u1 sinceog(G) ≥ 7. Sup-
poseu ∼ u1. Thenu / v2 (otherwise withv1u1uu3 . . .un replacingP, we get a contradiction
to Lemma 5.3). Sou ∼ vg to avoid (v1w1, v1v2, v1u1u, v1vgvg−1) and hencevg ∈ V3; sow ∼ u1
to avoid (v1u1, v1v2, v1vgvg−1, v1w1w). But then (u1u, u1w, u1u2v4, u1v1v2) is a fork, a contra-
diction. Henceu / u1, and sou3 ∼ v5 to avoid (u2u1, u2w1, u2u3u, u2v4v5). Then by the
choice ofP, v5 ∈ V3 andu = u4. If w / u1 thenu4 ∼ v6 to avoid (u3u4, u3w, u3u2u1, u3v5v6)
and, hence, by the choice ofP, v6 ∈ V3 andu5 is defined; so (u3w, u3v5, u3u4u5, u3u2u1) is a
fork, a contradiction. Thusw ∼ u1. Letw′ ∈ N(w)\N(u2) which exists by Lemma 3.2. Then
w′ < (C \ {v2, vg}) ∪ P by the minimality ofC and by the choice ofP. By Lemma 5.2, with
v1w1wu3 · · ·un replacingP, we seew′ , v2. Also, w / vg, as otherwise,wu3v5 . . . vgw is
an odd cycle shorter thanC, a contradiction. Sow′ < C. Now If w′ / u4 thenu4 ∼ v6
to avoid (u3u2, u3u4, u3v5v6, u3ww′); so u5 is defined and (u3u2, u3v5, u3u4u5, u3ww′) is a
fork, a contradiction. Hence,w′ ∼ u4. Thenw′ / {v1, v3} by the choice ofP, and so
(w1u2,w1v3,w1ww′,w1v1vg) is a fork, a contradiction.
Next, we showw / v4. For, supposew ∼ v4. Then by the choice ofP, v4 ∈ V3. Note that
w / vg by the minimality ofC; sow ∼ u1 to avoid (v1u1, v1v2, v1vgvg−1, v1w1w). If u3 / v5,
then letu ∈ N(u3)\N(w1) such thatu = u4 if n ≥ 4; nowu < C, and (wu1,ww1,wu3u,wv4v5)
is a fork, a contradiction. Hence,u3 ∼ v5 and, by the choice ofP, sov5 ∈ V3 andu4 is
defined. Letu′1 ∈ N(u1) \ N(w1) which exists by Lemma 3.2. Thenu
′
1 < C ∪ P by the
minimality of C and the choice ofP, andu′1 ∼ u3 to avoid (wv4,ww1,wu3u4,wu1u). Now
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(u3u′1, u3u4, u3u1w1, u3v5v4) is a fork, a contradiction.
Hence,w ∼ vg to avoid (w1w,w1u2,w1v3v4,w1v1vg); so vg ∈ V3 by the choice ofP.
Note thatw / u1; for otherwise,u3 ∼ vg−1 to avoid (wu1,wu3,wvgvg−1,ww1v3), and hence
u4 is defined by the choice ofP; so (wu1,wvg,wu3u4,ww1v3) is a fork, a contradiction. By
Lemma 4.3,{u2, u3,w} * V3. Let u ∈ N(u3) \ {u2,w} such thatu = u4 if n ≥ 4. Thenu < C.
First, supposeu3 < V3, and letu′ ∈ N(u3) \ {u2, u,w}. Note thatu′ / w1; for otherwise,
u′ < C andu′ ∼ v4 to avoid (w1u′,w1u2,w1v1vg,w1v3v4), and sov4 ∈ V3 (by the choice
of P) and (u3u, u3u2, u3u′v4, u3wvg) is a fork, a contradiction. Alsou / w1; for otherwise,
u ∼ v4 to avoid (w1u,w1u2,w1v1vg,w1v3v4), and so (u3u′, u3u2, u3uv4, u3wvg) is a fork, a
contradiction. Thenu1 ∼ {u, u′} to avoid (u3u, u3u′, u3wvg, u3u2u1). If u1 ∼ u thenu / v2
by Lemma 5.3 (withv1u1uu3 . . .un replacingP); so (v1v2, v1w1, v1u1u, v1vgvg−1) is a fork, a
contradiction. Sou1 ∼ u′. Thenu′ / v2 by Lemma 5.3 (withv1u1u′u3 . . .un replacingP);
so (v1v2, v1w1, v1u1u′, v1vgvg−1) is a fork, a contradiction.
Now supposeu3 ∈ V3 andu2 < V3. Thenu / w1 by Lemma 3.2. Letu′ ∈ N(u2) \
{u1, u3,w1}. Thenu′ < C by Lemma 5.2 and the minimality ofC, andu′ < P by the choice
of P. If u′ / {v1, v3} then u′ ∼ w to avoid (w1w,w1v1,w1v3v4,w1u2u′) and u′ / u by
Lemma 3.2; so (wu′,wvg,ww1v3,wu3u) is a fork, a contradiction. Ifu′ / v3 andu′ ∼ v1
then, sincew / u1, (v1u1, v1u′, v1v2v3, v1vgw) is a fork, a contradiction. Thusu′ ∼ v3. If
u′ ∼ w then u′ / {u, vg−1} by Lemma 3.2, and so (wu′,ww1,wvgvg−1,wu3u) is a fork, a
contradiction. Sou′ / w. Thenu′ ∼ v5 to avoid (v3u′, v3v2, v3w1w, v3v4v5), andu ∼ {u′, u1}
to avoid (u2u1, u2w1, u2u′v5, u2u3u). If u ∼ u1 thenu / v2 by Lemma 5.3 (withv1u1uu3 . . .n
replacingP); so (v1v2, v1w1, v1vgvg−1, v1u1u) is a fork inG, a contradiction. Henceu / u1
andu ∼ u′. Thenu / v2 by Lemma 5.3 (withv3u′uu3 . . .n replacingP), andu ∼ v4 to avoid
(v3v4, v3v2, v3u′u, v3w1w). So v4 ∈ V3 by the choice ofP, which impliesN(v4) ⊆ N(u′),
contradicting Lemma 3.2.
Thus,u2, u3 ∈ V3 andw < V3. Let w′ ∈ N(w) \ {u3, vg,w1}. Thenw′ < C∪ P∪ {w1}, and
w′ / v5 by the minimality ofC. So w′ ∼ {v3, vg−1} to avoid (ww′,wu3,ww1v3,wvgvg−1).
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If w′ ∼ v3 then (v3w′, v3v2, v3v4v5, v3w1u2) is a fork, a contradiction. Hencew′ / v3,
and w′ ∼ vg−1. Thusw′ ∼ u to avoid (ww′,wvg,ww1v3,wu3u), and w′ ∼ v1 to avoid
(w1u2,w1v1,w1ww′,w1v3v4). But thenN(vg) ⊆ N(w′), contradicting Lemma 3.2.
Case2. w1 ∈ V3.
Thenv2 ∈ V3 by the choice ofC, andv3 < V3 by Lemma 4.3. Letx ∈ N(v2) \ {v1, v3}
andy ∈ N(v3) \ {v2, v4,w1}. Note thatx < C ∪ P∪ w1} by the minimality ofC and Lemma
5.2; andy < C ∪ P ∪ {w1, x} by the minimality ofC, the choice ofP, and the assumption
thatv3 / u1. Let u ∈ N(u3) \ N(u1) such thatu = u4 if n ≥ 4. Thenu < C by the choice of
P, andu < {u1,w1, y} asog(G) ≥ 7.
We claim thatu2 / C. For, supposeu2 ∼ C. Thenu2 ∼ {v4, vg} by the minimality
of C. If u2 ∼ vg thenvg ∈ V3 by the choice ofP; so (u2u1, u2vg, u2u3u, u2w1v3) is a fork,
a contradiction. Sou2 / vg, and u2 ∼ v4. Then v4 ∈ V3 by the choice ofP. Now
u3 ∼ v5 to avoid (u2u1, u2w1, u2u3u, u2v4v5). So by the choice ofP, v5 ∈ V3 andu = u4.
Let z ∈ N(u4) \ {u3} such thatz = u5 if n ≥ 5 (z is arbitrary if n = 4). Thenz < C,
z < {u1, u2,w1} by the choice ofP, andz ∼ u2 to avoid (u2u1, u2w1, u2zu4, u2v4v5). Since
u3 < V3 by Lemma 4.3, letu′ ∈ N(u3) \ {u2, u4, v5}. Thenu′ < C ∪ P by the choice ofP
and the minimality ofC. Hencez ∼ u′ to avoid (u3u′, u3v5, u3u2w1, u3u4z), z = u5 to avoid
N(u4) ⊆ N(u′) (by Lemma 3.2 and the fact thatz is arbitrary whenn = 4), andv6 ∼ {u′, u4}
to avoid (u3u′, u3u4, u3v5v6, u3u2w1). By the symmetry betweenu′ andu4, let u′ ∼ v6. Let
u′′ ∈ N(u4) \N(u′) (by Lemma 3.2). Thenu′′ ∼ u2 to avoid (u3u′, u3v5, u3u2w1, u3u4u′′). So
(u2u′′, u2v4, u2u3u′, u2w1v1) is a fork, a contradiction.
Now we showy / v5. For, supposey ∼ v5. If u2 ∼ y thenu ∼ y to avoid (u2u1, u2w1,
u2u3u, u2yv5), and henceu , u4 by the choice ofP; so (yu, yv5, yu2u1, yv3v2) is a fork, a
contradiction. Therefore,u2 / y. Also, u2 / v4; for, otherwise,v4 ∈ V3 by the choice
of P, and (u2u1, u2w1, u2v4v5, u2u3u) is a fork, a contradiction. Hence,x ∼ {v4, y} to avoid
(v3y, v3v4, v3w1u2, v3v2x). If x ∼ v4 then letv ∈ N(y) \ N(v4); now (v3v2, v3v4, v3w1u2, v3yv)
is a fork, a contradiction. Ifx ∼ y then letv ∈ N(v4) \ N(y), and (v3v2, v3y, v3w1u2, v3v4v) is
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a fork, a contradiction.
Then y ∼ u2 to avoid (v3y, v3v2, v3v4v5, v3w1u2), and x ∼ {y, v4} to avoid (v3y, v3w1,
v3v4v5, v3v2x). If N(y) = {u2, v3, x} for all y ∈ N(v3) \ {v2, v4,w1}, thenv3 ∈ V4, andv5, v4
contradicts Lemma 3.4. So lety be chosen so that there existsy′ ∈ N(y) \ {u2, v3, x}. Then
y′ , v5 (sincey / v5), y / v1 (so y′ , v1) to avoidN(w1) ⊆ N(y) (by Lemma 3.2), and
y′ ∼ v4 to avoid (v3w1, v3v2, v3v4v5, v3yy′).
We claim thatx / v4 (and hencex ∼ y). For, supposex ∼ v4. Thenu3 / y′ by the choice
of P, y′ ∼ v6 to avoid (v4y′, v4x, v4v3w1, v4v5v6), andu ∼ y to avoid (u2u1, u2w1, u2u3u, u2yy′).
So (yu, yu2, yv3v2, yy′v6) is a fork, a contradiction.
Note thatu3 / x; otherwise withv3yxu3 . . .un replacingP we get a contradiction to
Lemma 5.3. Ify ∼ u thenu , u4 by the choice ofP (henceu3 / C), y′ ∼ u3 to avoid
(yy′, yx, yv3w1, yuu3), andy′ ∼ u1 to avoid (yy′, yu, yv3v2, yu2u1); so (y′y, y′u3, y′v4v5, y′u1v1)
is a fork, a contradiction. Soy / u. Then x ∼ u1 to avoid (u2u1, u2w1, u2u3u, u2yx).
Moreover,y′ ∼ u3; for, otherwise,y′ ∼ u1 to avoid (u2u1, u2w1, u2yy′, u2u3u), and so
(u1v1, u1x, u1u2u3, u1y′v4) is a fork inG, a contradiction.
We now show thatu1 ∈ V3. For, supposeu1 < V3, and letu′ ∈ N(u1) \ {u2, v1, x}. Then,
u′ < C∪P∪{w1, y} by the choices ofC andP and the fact thatog(G) ≥ 7. Moreover,u′ , y′
to avoid (y′y, y′v4, y′u3u, y′u1v1). Nowu′ ∼ {u3, y} to avoid (u2y, u2w1, u2u3u, u2u1u′). If u′ ∼
u3 thenu′ / v4 by the choice ofP; so (u3u′, u3u, u3u2w1, u3y′v4) is a fork, a contradiction.
If u′ ∼ y then (v3v2, v3w1, v3v4v5, v3yu′) is a fork, a contradiction.
If v1 ∈ V4, then we see thatvg, v1 contradict Lemma 3.4. Sov1 < V4, and letv ∈
N(v1)\ {v2, vg, u1,w1}. Thenv < C∪P by the choice ofC andP, v < {x, y′} sinceog(G) ≥ 7,
andv , y (to avoidN(w1) ⊆ N(y)). Now v ∼ {u2, vg−1} to avoid (v1v, v1v2, v1u1u2, v1vgvg−1),
and v ∼ {u2, v3} to avoid (v1v, v1vg, v1u1u2, v1v2v3). By the minimality ofC, v / v3 or
v / vg−1; sov ∼ u2. Thenv / v3 (to avoidN(w1) ⊆ N(v)), and so (u2v, u2u1, u2u3u, u2w1v3)
is a fork, a contradiction. 
Lemma 6.2. Suppose n≥ 2 and d(un,C) ≥ 3. If w1 ∼ {v3, vg−1} then u1 ∼ {v3, vg−1}.
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Proof. For, supposew1 ∼ {v3, vg−1} andu1 / {v3, vg−1}. By symmetry assumew1 ∼ v3.
Thenw1 / u2 by Lemma 6.1. Sow1 / P − v1 by the choice ofP. Also, v2 / P − v1 by
Lemma 5.3. Therefore,u2 ∼ vg to avoid (v1v2, v1w1, v1u1u2, v1vgvg−1). So by the choice of
P, vg ∈ V3.
Let u ∈ N(u3) \ N(u1) (by Lemma 3.2) such thatu = u4 if n ≥ 4. Thenu < C,
andu , w1 sinceog(G) ≥ 7. Let x1 ∈ N(w1) \ N(v2), and x2 ∈ N(v2) \ N(w1). Then
x1, x2 < C∪P. Note thatu1 ∼ x1 to avoid (v1u1, v1v2, v1vgvg−1, v1w1x1), andu1 ∼ x2 to avoid
(v1u1, v1w1, v1vgvg−1, v1v2x2). Sou < {x1, x2} asu < N(u1).
Claim 1. N(w1) \ {x1} = N(v2) \ {x2}.
First, suppose there existsv ∈ N(v2) \ {x2} \ N(w1). Thenu1 ∼ v to avoid (v1u1, v1w1,
v1vgvg−1, v1v2v), andv4 ∼ {x2, v} to avoid (v2x2, v2v, v2v1vg, v2v3v4). By symmetry, letv4 ∼ v.
Note thatu3 / {v, x2} by the choice ofP. Sov4 ∼ x2 to avoid (u1v1, u1x2, u1u2u3, u1vv4).
Now (v4x2, v4v, v4v3w1, v4v5v6) is a fork, a contradiction.
Next, suppose there existsv ∈ N(w1) \ {x1} \ N(v2). Thenu1 ∼ v to avoid (v1u1, v1v2,
v1vgvg−1, v1w1v), andv4 ∼ {x1, v} to avoid (w1x1,w1v,w1v1vg,w1v3v4). By symmetry, let
v ∼ v4. Now v4 / x1 to avoid (v4x1, v4v, v4v3v2, v4v5v6). Sou3 ∼ {x1, v} to avoid (u1x1, u1v1,
u1u2u3, u1vv4). If u3 / v thenu3 ∼ x1; so (w1v,w1v3,w1x1u3,w1v1vg) is a fork, a contradic-
tion. Henceu3 ∼ v and, by the choice ofP, v4 ∈ V3. If u3 ∼ v5 thenu = u4 andv5 ∈ V3 (by
the choice ofP); so (u3u4, u3v5, u3u2vg, u3vw1) is a fork, a contradiction. Hence,u3 / v5.
Thenu ∼ w1 to avoid (vu1, vw1, vu3u, vv4v5). Now (w1x1,w1u,w1v1vg,w1vv4) is a fork, a
contradiction.
By Claim 1 and Lemma 3.3, we haveN(x1) \ {w1} * N(x2) \ {v2} andN(x2) \ {v2} *
N(x1) \ {w1}. Let x ∈ N(x2) \ {v2} \ N(x1).
Claim 2. x < C.
For, assumex ∈ C. Then x = v4 by the minimality ofC, and sov4 / x1. Hence,
u3 ∼ {x1, x2} to avoid (u1x1, u1v1, u1x2v4, u1u2u3), andu3 / x1 or u3 / x2 to avoid (u3u, u3x1,
u3x2v4, u3u2vg). Thenu3 / x2 andu3 ∼ x1; for, otherwise,u3 ∼ x2 andu3 / x1, and
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v2, v4 ∈ V3 by the choice ofP; so (x2v2, x2v4, x2u1x1, x2u3u) is a fork inG, a contradiction.
Next, we showx2 < V3. For, assumex2 ∈ V3. Thenv3 ∈ V3 by the choice ofC,
and sov4 < V3 by Corollary 4.3. Letv ∈ N(v4) \ {v3, v5, x2}. Thenv / w1 to avoid
(w1v,w1v3,w1x1u3,w1v1vg), v ∼ u1 to avoid (v4v, v4v5, v4v3w1, v4x2u1), andv / v6 by the
minimality of C. Hence, (v4v, v4x2, v4v5v6, v4v3w1) is a fork, a contradiction.
Thus, letx′ ∈ N(x2) \ {u1, v2, v4}. Note thatx′ < C ∪ (P − u3) by the choice ofC and
P, andx′ , x1 sinceog(G) ≥ 7, andx′ < {u3,w1} sincex2 / {u3,w1}. Now x′ ∼ {u2, v5} to
avoid (x2x′, x2v2, x2v4v5, x2u1u2).
Supposex′ ∼ u2. Then x′ / {v5, vg−1} sinceog(G) ≥ 7. Now x′ ∼ u or u3 ∼ vg−1
to avoid (u2x′, u2u1, u2u3u, u2vgvg−1). If x′ ∼ u, then (x2u1, x2v2, x2x′u, x2v4v5) is a fork, a
contradiction. Moreover,x′ / u, andu3 ∼ vg−1. Now by the choice ofP, vg−1 ∈ V3 and
u = u4. Henceu4 ∼ vg−2 to avoid (u3u4, u3u2, u3x1w1, u3vg−1vg−2); so by the choice ofP, u5
is defined. Now (u3vg−1, u3u2, u3u4u5, u3x1w1) is a fork, a contradiction.
Hence,x′ / u2, andx′ ∼ v5. Let x′′ ∈ N(x′) \ N(v4) which exists by Lemma 3.2. Then
x′′ < C by the minimality ofC, x′′ , u2 asx′ / u2, x′′ < {u1, u3} asog(G) ≥ 7, andx′′ , u to
avoid (x2v2, x2v4, x2x′u, x2u1u2). Now x′′ ∼ {u1, v2} to avoid (x2v2, x2v4, x2u1u2, x2x′x′′). If
x′′ ∼ u1 thenx′′ ∼ w1 to avoid (u1u2, u1x′′, u1x2v4, u1v1w1); hencex′′ ∼ v2 by Claim 1, and
x′′ / u3 by the choice ofP. If x′′ / u1 andx′′ ∼ v2 thenx′′ ∼ w1 by Claim 1, andx′′ / u3
by the choice ofP. In both cases, (w1x′′,w1v3,w1v1vg,w1x1u3) is a fork, a contradiction.
Claim 3. x < P.
Supposex ∈ P. Thenx = u3; so v2 ∈ V3 by the choice ofP, andw1 ∈ V3 by Claim
1. Thenu3 / x1 to avoid (u3u, u3u2, u3x2v2, u3x1w1), andv3 < V3 by Corollary 4.3. Let
v ∈ N(v3) \ {v2, v4,w1} be arbitrary. Thenv < C ∪ P by the choices ofC and P, and
v < {x1, x2} sinceog(G) ≥ 7.
If v ∼ x2 then replacingP with v3vx2u3 . . .un we get a contradiction to Lemma 5.3.
So v / x2. Thenv4 / x2; otherwise,v4 ∈ V3 by the choice ofP, and so (x2v2, x2v4,
x2u1x1, x2u3u4) is a fork, a contradiction. Sov ∼ v5 to avoid (v3v, v3w1, v3v2x2, v3v4v5).
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Note thatx1 ∼ {v, v4} to avoid (v3v, v3v4, v3v2x2, v3w1x1). If x1 ∼ v then letv′ ∈ N(v4) \
N(v); now (v3w1, v3v, v3v2x2, v3v4v′) is a fork, a contradiction. Sox1 ∼ v4, and letv′ ∈ N(v)\
N(v4). Thenv′ < C by the minimality ofC (and sincev ∼ v5); so (v3w1, v3v4, v3v2x2, v3vv′)
is a fork, a contradiction.
Claim 4. x / v1.
Supposex ∼ v1. Then x ∼ vg−1 to avoid (v1x, v1v2, v1w1x1, v1vgvg−1), and x ∼ u2 to
avoid (v1x, v1v2, v1w1x1, v1vgu2). Now, replacingP with v1xu2 . . .un, we get a contradiction
to Lemma 5.2.
Claim 5. x / u2.
Supposex ∼ u2. Thenx / v5 by the minimality ofC, andx ∼ u or x1 ∼ u3 to avoid
(u2x, u2vg, u2u3u, u2u1x1).
Case1. u = u4 andx ∼ u4.
Thenv2 ∈ V3 by the choice ofP, and sow1 ∈ V3 by Claim 1. Hence,v3 < V3 by Lemma
4.3. Letv ∈ N(v3) \ {v2, v4,w1} be arbitrary. Thenv < C ∪ (P− u1) ∪ {x} by the minimality
of C and the choice ofP, v , u1 asv3 / u1, andv , x1 andv / x sinceog(G) ≥ 7.
Supposev ∼ x2 for all v ∈ N(v3) \ {v2, v4,w1}. Then v ∼ x1 to avoid (x2v, x2v2,
x2xu4, x2u1x1), andv / v5 to avoid (x2v2, x2u1, x2xu4, x2vv5). If v ∈ V3 for all v ∈ N(v3) \
{v2, v4,w1} thenv3 ∈ V4 by Lemma 3.2; sov4, v3 contradict Lemma 3.4. Hence,v < V3 for
some choice ofv. Letv′ ∈ N(v)\{v3, x1, x2}. Thenv′ ∼ v4 to avoid (v3w1, v3v2, v3v4v5, v3vv′).
So v′ / x; otherwisev4 ∈ V3 by the choice ofP, and (xu4, xu2, xx2v2, xv′v4) would be a
fork. Hencev′ ∼ u1 to avoid (x2v2, x2u1, x2xu4, x2vv′). But then (u1v′, u1x1, u1u2x, u1v1v2)
is a fork, a contradiction.
Thus,v / x2 for somev ∈ N(v3) \ {v3, x1, x2}. Note thatv4 / x2; otherwise,v4 ∈ V3
by the choice ofC, and (x2v2, x2v4, x2xu4, x2u1x1) would be a fork. Hencev ∼ v5 to avoid
(v3v, v3w1, v3u2x2, v3v4v5). Thus,x1 ∼ {v, v4} to avoid (v3v, v3v4, v3v2x2, v3w1x1). If x1 ∼ v,
then letv′ ∈ N(v4) \ N(v); now (v3v, v3w1, v3v2x2, v3v4v′) is a fork, a contradiction. So
x1 ∼ v4. Let v′ ∈ N(v) \ N(v4). Thenv′ < C (sincev ∼ v5), and (v3v4, v3w1, v3v2x2, v3vv′) is
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a fork, a contradiction.
Case2. x / u4 or u , u4.
Then we can always chooseu so thatx / u; for otherwise,n = 3 andN(u3) ⊆ N(x),
contradicting Lemma 3.2. Thus,x1 ∼ u3, u2 / vg−2 to avoid (u2vg−2, u2x, u2u3u, u2u1v1),
andvg−1 ∼ {u3, x} to avoid (u2x, u2u1, u2u3u4, u2vgvg−1).
Supposevg−1 ∼ u3. Then, by the choice ofP, vg−1 ∈ V3 andu = u4; sou ∼ vg−2 to avoid
(u3u4, u3x1, u3u2x, u3vg−1vg−12. Hence by the choice ofP, vg−2 ∈ V3 andu5 is defined. Thus,
(u3vg−1, u3x1, u3u4u5, u3u2x) is a fork, a contradiction. Hence,vg−1 / u3 andvg−1 ∼ x. So
x2 / v2 by the minimality ofC.
We claim thatw1 ∈ V3. For, otherwise, letw ∈ N(w1) \ {v1, v3, x1}. Thenw ∼ v2 by
Claim 1, andw / u3 by the choice ofP. Hence (w1w,w1v3,w1x1u3,w1v1vg) is a fork, a
contradiction.
Therefore,v2 ∈ V3 by Claim 1. Sov3 < V3 by Corollary 4.3. Letv ∈ N(v3) \ {v2, v4,w1}.
Supposev ∼ x2 for eachv ∈ N(v3) \ {v2, v4,w1}. Thenv ∼ x1 to avoid (x2v, x2v2,
x2xvg−1, x2u1x1). If v ∈ V3 for all v ∈ N(v) \ {v2, v4,w1}, thenv3 ∈ V4 by Lemma 3.2,
and hencev4, v3 contradict Lemma 3.4. Sov < V3 for some choice ofv, and letv′ ∈
N(v) \ {v3, x1, x2}. Now v / v5 (sov′ , v5) by the minimality ofC, andv′ ∼ v4 to avoid
(v3w1, v3v2, v3v4v5, v3vv′). Hencev′ / x by the minimality ofC, andv′ ∼ u1 to avoid
(x2v2, x2u1, x2xvg−1, x2vv′). But then (u1u2, u1x1, u1v′v4, u1v1v2) is a fork, a contradiction.
Sov / x2 for somev ∈ N(v3)\{v3, x1, x2}. Thenv ∼ v5 to avoid (v3w1, v3v, v3v2x2, v3v4v5),
andx1 ∼ {v, v4} to avoid (v3v, v3v4, v3u2x2, v3w1x1). If x1 ∼ v then letv′ ∈ N(v4) \ N(v) (by
Lemma 3.2); now (v3v, v3w1, v3v2x2, v3v4v′) is a fork, a contradiction. Ifx1 ∼ v4 then let
v′ ∈ N(v) \ N(v4) (by Lemma 3.2); now (v3v4, v3w1, v3v2x2, v3vv′) is a fork, a contradiction.
Claim 6. x2 / u3.
For, supposex2 ∼ u3. Then by the choice ofP, v2 ∈ V3. Now x ∼ u or u3 ∼ x1,
to avoid (x2x, x2v2, x2u3u, x2u1x1). If x1 ∼ u3 then (u3u, u3x1, u3x2v2, u3u2vg) is a fork, a
contradiction. Sox1 / u3; and hencex ∼ u for any choice ofu. Hence,x ∼ v3 to avoid
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(x2x, x2u3, x2v2v3, x2u1x1). Now x ∼ v5; for otherwise (v3x, v3v2, v3w1x1, v3v4v5) (whenu ∼
v4) or (v3v2, v3w1, v3xu, v3v4v5) (whenu / v4) would be a fork. Then (xv5, xu, xv3w1, xx2u1)
is a fork, a contradiction.
By Claims 4, 5 and 6,x / {u2, v1} and x2 / u3. So u3 ∼ x1 to avoid (u1v1, u1x1,
u1u2u3, u1x2x).
Supposew1 < V3, and letw ∈ N(w1) \ {v1, v3, x1}. Thenw < C ∪ (P − {u1, u2}) by the
choices ofC andP, w < {u2, x2} asw1 / {u2, x2}, andw < {u1, x} asog(G) ≥ 7. Since
w ∼ v2 (by Claim 1),w / u3 by the choice ofP. So (w1w,w1v3,w1x1u3,w1v1vg) is a fork, a
contradiction.
Therefore,w1 ∈ V3. Sov2 ∈ V3 by Claim 1, and hencev3 ∈ V3 by Lemma 4.3. Let
v ∈ N(v3) \ {v2, v4,w1} be arbitrary. Thenv < C ∪ (P − u1) by the choices ofC andP,
v < {x1, x2} sinceog(G) ≥ 7, andv , u1 asu1 / v3.
Supposev ∼ x1 for all v ∈ N(v3) \ {v2, v4,w1}. Thenv , x as x / x1. If v / x2
thenv ∼ u to avoid (x1v, x1w1, x1u1x2, x1u3u), v / v5 to avoid (x1u3, x1w1, x1u1x2, x1vv5),
x2 ∼ v4 to avoid (v3v, v3w1, v3v2x2, v3v4v5), andu ∼ v4 to avoid (v3v2, v3w1, v3vu, v3v4v5);
so (v3w1, v3v, v3v2x2, v3v4v5) is a fork, a contradiction. Thus,v ∼ x2. If v ∈ V3 for all
v ∈ N(v3) \ {v2, v4,w1} thenv3 ∈ V4 by Lemma 3.2, and so,v4, v3 contradict Lemma 3.4.
Thusv < V3 for some choice ofv. Let v′ ∈ N(v) \ {v3, x1, x2}. If v ∼ v5 thenv ∼ u to avoid
(x1w1, x1u1, x1u3u, x1vv5); so (vv5, vu, vx1u1, vv3v2) is a fork, a contradiction. Hencev / v5
(sov′ , v5); and sov′ ∼ v4 to avoid (v3w1, v3v2, v3v4v5, v3vv′). If v′ / {u3, u1} thenv ∼ u to
avoid (x1u1, x1w1, x1u3u, x1vv′), and hence (vv′, vu, vx1u1, vv3v2) is a fork, a contradiction.
If v′ ∼ u3 then (u3u, u3v′, u3u2vg, u3x1w1) is a fork, a contradiction. Sov′ / u3 andv′ ∼ u1.
Then (u1v′, u1x2, u1u2u3, u1v1w1) is a fork, a contradiction.
Thusv / x1 (possiblyv = x) for somev. If v4 ∼ x1 thenv4 ∈ V3 by the choice ofP; so
(x1u1, x1w1, x1u3u, x1v4v5) is a fork, a contradiction. Hencev4 / x1, and sov ∼ v5 to avoid
(v3v, v3v2, v3w1x1, v3v4v5), andx2 ∼ {v, v4} to avoid (v3v, v3v4, v3v2x2, v3w1x1). If x2 ∼ v then
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let v′ ∈ N(v4) \ N(v) (by Lemma 3.2); now (v3v, v3v2, v3w1x1, v3v4v′) is a fork, a contradic-
tion. If x2 ∼ v4 then letv′ ∈ N(v) \ N(v4) (by Lemma 3.2); now (v3v4, v3v2, v3w1x1, v3vv′) is
a fork, a contradiction. 
Lemma 6.3. n ≤ 2 or d(un,C) ≤ 1.
Proof. Supposen ≥ 3 andd(un,C) ≥ 2.
Case1. w1 ∼ {v3, vg−1}.
Then by Lemma 6.2,u1 ∼ {v3, vg−1}.
If w1 ∼ v3 andu1 ∼ vg−1 then by Lemma 5.6, (N(vg) \ N(u1)) ∩ (N(v2) \ N(w1)) = ∅.
Let x ∈ N(v2) \ N(w1) andy ∈ N(vg) \ N(u1); so x , y. By Lemma 5.5,x ∼ vg or y ∼ v2.
If x ∼ vg then x ∼ u1, contradicting Lemma 5.4 (asx ∼ w1). Soy ∼ v2. Hencey ∼ v2,
contradicting Lemma 5.4 again.
Similarly, if w1 ∼ vg−1 andu1 ∼ v3, we also get a contradiction to Lemma 5.4.
Thus by symmetry, we may assume thatv3 ∼ u1, v3 ∼ w1 andvg−1 / {u1,w1}. Then
v2 / P− v1 by Lemma 5.2. Ifw1 / u2 thenu2 ∼ v4 to avoid (v3v2, v3w1, v3v4v5, v3u1u2), and
u2 / vg by minimality ofC; so (v1v2, v1w1, v1u1u2, v1vgvg−1) is a fork, a contradiction. Thus
w1 ∼ u2, and henceu1 andw1 are symmetric. Letu ∈ N(u1) \N(w1) andw ∈ N(w1) \N(u1).
Thenu,w < C by the minimality ofC, andu,w < P by the choice ofP.
Note thatw ∼ {v2, v4} to avoid (v3v2, v3u1, v3v4v5, v3w1w), andw ∼ {v2, vg} to avoid
(v1v2, v1u1, v1vgvg−1, v1w1w). Hence,w ∼ v2, sincew / v4 or w / vg (by minimality ofC).
Similarly, u ∼ v2. Also note that{x,w} ∼ {v4, vg} to avoidv2u, v2w, v2v3v4, v2v1vg). So by
symmetry letw ∼ v4; hencew / vg by the minimality ofC.
Now vg ∼ u2 to avoid (w1w,w1v3,w1u2u3,w1v1vg). Thus,vg ∈ V3 (by the choice ofP),
andu3 ∼ vg−1 to avoid (u2w1, u2u3, u2u1u, u2vgvg−1). Sou4 is defined by the choice ofP.
Now (u2u1, u2vg, u2u3u4, u2w1w) is a fork inG, a contradiction.
Case2. w1 / {v3, vg−1}.
Thenu1 ∼ {v3, vg−1} to avoid (v1u1, v1w1, v1v2v3, v1vgvg−1). If w1 ∼ u2 then by replacing
P with v1w1u2 . . .un we get back to Case 1. Sow1 / u2. By symmetry assumeu1 ∼ vg−1.
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Thenvg / P−v1 by Lemma 5.2. Sou2 ∼ v2 to avoid (v1vg, v1w1, v1v2v3, v1u1u2). Hence,
v2 ∈ V3 by the choice ofP, and sou1, u2 * V3 by Corollary 4.3. Letu ∈ N(u3) \ N(u1) such
thatu = u4 if n ≥ 4 andu is arbitrary otherwise. Note thatu < C, andu , w1 by the choice
of P.
Subase2.1. u2 < V3.
Let u′ ∈ N(u2)\{u1, u3, v2}. Thenu′ < C by the minimality ofC, u′ , u sinceog(G) ≥ 7,
andu′ ∼ {u, vg−1} to avoid (u2u′, u2v2, u2u3u, u2u1vg−1). If u′ ∼ vg−1 then replacingP with
vg−1u′u2 · · ·un, we get back to Case 1. Sou′ / vg−1 andu′ ∼ u (for all choice ofu). Thus,
u = u4 to avoidN(u3) ⊆ N(u′).
So we have symmetry betweenu andu3, and thus we also haveu3 / vg−1. Hence,
v3 ∼ {u′, u3} to avoid (u2u′, u2u3, u2u1vg−1, u2v2v3). By symmetry, letu′ ∼ v3. Thenv3 ∈ V3
by the choice ofP; sou′ < V3 by Corollary 4.3.
Let u′′ ∈ N(u′) \ {u2, u, v3}. Then by the choices ofC andP, u′′ < C ∪ P andu′′ , w1.
Let u′3 ∈ N(u3) \ N(u
′) (by Lemma 3.2). Then by the choices ofC andP, u′3 < C ∪ P
andu′3 , w1. Now u
′
3 ∼ u1 to avoid (u2u
′, u2v2, u2u3u′3, u2u1vg−1), andu
′
3 ∼ w1 to avoid
(u1u′3, u1vg−1, u1u2u
′, u1v1w1). But then, replacingP with v1w1u′3u3 · · ·un, we get back to
Case 1.
Subcase2.2.u2 ∈ V3 andu1 < V3.
Let u′ ∈ N(u1) \ {u2, v1, vg−1}. Thenu′ < C ∪ P by the choices ofC andP, u′ , u as
u / u1, u′ , w1 asog(G) ≥ 7, andu′ ∼ {u3, vg−2} to avoid (u1u′, u1v1, u1u2u3, u1vg−1vg−2).
Also note thatvg ∈ V3 by the choice ofC; sou′ / vg by Lemma 3.2.
Note thatu′ ∼ w1 to avoid (v1w1, v1vg, v1v2v3, v1u1u′). Sou′ / u3 as otherwise, replacing
P with v1w1uu3 . . .un, we get back to Case 1. Thus,u′ ∼ vg−2.
We claim thatu′ ∈ V3. For, suppose there existsu′′ ∈ N(u′) \ {u1, vg−2,w1}. Thenu′′ , u
sinceog(G) ≥ 7, u′′ < C by the minimality ofC, andu′′ < P by the choice ofP and the
factu′ / u3. Note thatu′′ ∼ {v1, vg−1} to avoid (u1v1, u1vg−1, u1u2u3, u1u′u′′). If u′′ ∼ v1 then
u′′ ∼ vg−1 to avoid (v1u′′, v1w1, v1v2v3, v1vgvg−1); and so (vg−1u′′, vg−1vg, vg−1vg−2vg−3, vg−1u1u2)
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is a fork, a contradiction. Sou′′ / v1 andu′′ ∼ vg−1. Thenu′′ ∼ vg−3 to avoid (vg−1u′′, vg−1vg,
vg−1vg−2vg−3, vg−1u1u2). Now, replacingP with vg−1u1u2 · · ·un, we get back to Case 1.
Thus vg−1 ∈ V3 as otherwisev2 . . . vg−2u′u1u2v2 would contradict the choice ofC.
Hence,vg−2 < V3 by Corollary 4.3. Letv ∈ N(vg−2) \ {vg−1, vg−3, u′}. Then v < C ∪
(P − u1) by the choices ofC andP, v < {u1,w1} sinceog(G) ≥ 7, v ∼ {vg−4, vg} to avoid
(vg−2v, vg−2u′, vg−2vg−1vg, vg−2vg−3vg−4), andv ∼ {vg,w1} to avoid (vg−2v, vg−2vg−3, vg−2u′w1,
vg−2vg−1vg). Hence,v ∼ vg (for any choice ofv); otherwise,v ∼ vg−4 andv ∼ w1, contradict-
ing the minimality ofC. Thus,vg−2 ∈ V4 asvg ∈ V3, andv ∼ {u1,w1} to avoid (v1u1, v1w1,
v1v2v3, v1vgv). Note thatv / u1 sinceN(vg−1) * N(v) (by Lemma 3.2). So we havev ∼ w1.
If v ∈ V3 then vg−3, vg−2 contradicts Lemma 3.4. Sov < V3, and letv′ ∈ N(v) \
{vg−2, vg,w1}. Thenv′ < C ∪ (P− {u1, u2}) by the choices ofC andP, v′ , u′ asog(G) ≥ 7,
andv′ < {u1, u2} asv / {u1, u2}. Sov′ ∼ vg−3 to avoid (vg−2u′, vg−2vg−1, vg−2vv′, vg−2vg−3vg−4).
Now v ∈ V4; for otherwise, letv′′ ∈ N(v) \ {vg−2, vg, v′,w1}, then (vv′, vv′′, vvgvg−1, vw1u′) is
a fork, a contradiction.
Suppose there existsw ∈ N(w1) \ {u′, v, v1}. Thenw < C ∪ (P− {u1, u2}) by the choices
of C and P, w , u1 sinceog(G) ≥ 7, andw , u2 as w1 / u2. So w ∼ u1 to avoid
(v1u1, v1vg, v1v2v3, v1w1w), andw ∼ u3 to avoid (u1w, u1u′, u1v1vg, u1u2u3). Now, replacing
P with v1w1wu3 · · ·un, we get back to Case 1.
Thusw1 ∈ V3. By the choice ofG, G′ := G− {u′, v, vg−1, vg−2, vg,w1} is 3-colorable. Let
c′ be a 3-coloring ofG′. Let c(z) = c′(z) for all z ∈ V(G′); c(vg−2) = c′(v′); and greedily
color {u′, v, vg−1} (with one single color for all three),vg,w1 in order, we get a 3-coloring of
G, a contradiction. 
Finally, we show thatχ(G) ≤ 3, contradicting the assumption thatG is a counterex-
ample. LetC = v1 . . . vgv1 be a shortest cycle inG such that the assertion of Lemma 6.3
holds.
By Lemma 2.2, we see thatN2(C) , ∅. Let T denote the set of verticesu in G−C such
that if P is a path inG from u to somevi with V(P) ∩ V(C) = {vi} thenvi ∈ V3, and letH
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denote the subgraph ofG obtained by taking the union of all pathsP from T to C such that
|V(P) ∩ V(C)| = 1. DefineS = V(H) ∩ V(C); soS ⊆ V3. Let K = G− (H − S).
By Lemma 4.5,S , V(C). So by the minimality ofG, χ(H) ≤ 3. LetcH be a 3-coloring
of H, which induces a 3-coloringcS on G[S]. We now use Lemma 2.1 to extendcS to a
coloringcK of K, and so we need to verify the conditions of that lemma.
By Lemma 6.3, we see that ifu ∈ N2(C) ∩ V(K) then there is a pathuu1vi in K
such thatvi < V3. Let w1 ∈ N(vi) \ {u1, vi−1, vi+1}. Then {u1,w1} ∼ {vi−2, vi+2} to avoid
(viu1, viw1, vivi−1vi−2, vivi+1vi+2). By symmetry and by the minimality ofC, assumew1 /
vi+2. If u1 ∼ {vi−2, vi+2} then u is associated withvi−1 or vi+1. On the other hand, if
u / {vi−2, vi+2} thenu ∼ w1 to avoid (viw1, vivi−1, vivi+1vi+2, viu1u), andw1 ∼ vi−2 to avoid
(viw1, vivi+1, viu1u, vivi−1vi−2); so u is associated withvi−1. So we have shown that inK,
every vertex inN2(C) ∩ V(K) is associated with a vertex ofC.
Next we show that (i), (ii) and (iii) of Lemma 2.1 holds.
Supposew ∈ N1(vi) andw ∼ x1, x2 ∈ N2(C), such thatx1 is associated with one of
{vi−3, vi−1} andx2 is associated with one of{vi+3, vi+1}. We show thatvi−1, vi+1 < S. By the
minimality of C and by symmetry we may assumex1 is associated withvi−1. Let x1u1vi be
a path. Ifvi+1 ∈ S then letv ∈ N(vi+1) \ {vi, vi+2}; now (viu1, vivi−1, viwx2, vivi+1v) is a fork, a
contradiction. Ifvi−1 ∈ S then letv ∈ N(vi−1) \ {vi , vi−2}; now (viu1, vivi+1, viwx2, vivi−1v) is a
fork, a contradiction. So we havei−1, vi+1 < S.
Now supposeXi,1 , ∅ andvj ∈ {vi−1, vi+1} ∩ S. We show thatvj cannot be associated
with any vertex inN2(C). For, assume without loss of generality thatvi+1 is associated
with a vertexu ∈ N2(C), and letuu1vi be a path. Letw ∈ Xi,1. If vi+1 ∈ S then let
v ∈ N(vi+1) \ {vi, vi+2}; now (viw, viu1, vivi−1vi−2, vivi+1v) is a fork. Sovi+1 < S.
Finally, assume thatvi is associated with some vertexu ∈ N2(C) andu ∼ w ∈ Xi+1,1 ∪
X+i+1,2 ∪ X
+




i−1,3). We claim thatvi < S or vi+3 < S
(respectively,vi−3 < S). Otherwise, by symmetry assume thatu ∼ w ∈ Xi+1,1∪X+i+1,2∪X
+
i+1,3,
andvi , vi+3 ∈ S. Let v ∈ V(H) \ V(K) such thatv ∼ vi. Let uu1vi+1 be a path. Then
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(vi+1u1, vi+1w, vi+1vi+2vi+3, vi+1viv) is a fork, a contradiction.
Hence, by Lemma 2.1,cS can be extended to a 3-coloring ofcK of K. Let c(v) = cK(v)
if v ∈ V(K) andc(v) = cH(v) if v ∈ V(H). We see thatc is a 3-coloring ofG, a contradiction.
This completes the proof of Theorem 1.9.
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CHAPTER VII
MAXIMUM DEGREE IS 4
In the previous chapter, we finished the proof of our main result, i.e., Conjecture 1.8 holds
when the odd girth ofG is greater than 5. In this chapter we provide further evidence to
Conjecture 1.8 by presenting a proof that Conjecture 1.8 holds when∆(G) ≤ 4.
Theorem 7.1. Any fork-free and triangle-free graph with maximum degree at most 4 is
3-colorable.
Let G be a graph. For anyu ∈ V(G), let S(u) = {v ∈ N2(u) : |N1(v) ∩ N1(u)| = 1}.
Suppose Theorem 7.1 fails to hold. Recall from Brooks’ Theorem that any graphG
with ∆(G) ≤ 4 hasχ(G) ≤ 4. So there exists a graphG such that
(1) G is fork-free and triangle-free,
(2) ∆(G) ≤ 4 andχ(G) = 4, and
(3) subject (1) and (2),|G| is minimum.
7.1 Properties of minimum counter example
By (3), G − v is 3-colorable for anyv ∈ V(G). Let c be a 3-coloring ofG − v. If d(v) ≤ 2,
there is a color, sayα, not used byc(u) for anyu ∈ N1(v). Now assignα to v, we produce a
3-coloring ofG, contradicting (3). Thus we have
Lemma 7.2. The minimum degree of G is at least 3.
Now suppose there existu, v ∈ V(G) such thatN1(v) ⊆ N1(u). By (3), G − v admits a
3-coloring. Assigningv the color ofu, we get a 3-coloring ofG, contradicting (3). So we
have
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Lemma 7.3. For any distinct u, v ∈ V(G), N1(u) * N1(v).
Lemma 7.4. G is 3-connected.
Proof. First,G must be 2-connected. For, ifG is not 2-connected, then there are subgraphs
G1,G2 of G such that|G1 ∩ G2| = 1, G = G1 ∪G2, and|Gi | ≥ 2 for i = 1, 2. NowGi are
induced subgraphs ofG, and hence, are triangle-free and fork-free. Thus, by (3), eachGi
is 3-colorable. Letu denote the vertex inG1 ∩G2. We may choose a 3-cloringci of Gi (for
eachi) such thatc1(u) = c2(u). For eachx ∈ V(G), let c(x) = ci(x) wheneverx ∈ V(Gi).
Thenc is a 3-coloring ofG, contradicting (3).
Now supposeG is not 3-connected. ThenG has a 2-cut, say{u, v}. Let G1,G2 be
subgraphs ofG such thatG = G1 ∩G2, G1 ∩G2 = {u, v}, andE(G1 ∩G2) = ∅.
We claim thatuv < E(G). For, supposeuv ∈ E(G). ThenG′i := Gi + uv, i = 1, 2, are
induced subgraphs ofG. By (3), eachG′i is 3-colorable. Letci be a 3-edge-coloring ofG
′
i .
Sinceuv ∈ E(G′i ), ci(u) , ci(v). Thus we may chooseci, i = 1, 2, so thatc1(u) = c2(u)
andc1(v) = c2(v). For eachx ∈ V(G), let c(x) = ci(x) wheneverx ∈ V(Gi). Thenc is a
3-coloring ofG, a contradicting (3).
Supposeu has at least two neighbors in eachGi, sayui , vi, for i = 1, 2. SinceN(ui) *
N(vi), there is a vertexwi , v such thatwi ∈ N(ui) − N(vi) or wi ∈ N(vi) − N(ui). We
may assume that the notation is chosen so thatwi ∈ N(ui) − N(vi) for i = 1, 2. Then
(uv1, uv2, uu1w1, uu2w2) is a fork inG, a contradicting(1).
Sou has only one neighbor inGi for somei ∈ {1, 2}. Similarly,v has only one neighbor
in G j for some j ∈ {1, 2}. This implies thatG has a 2-edge-cut{x′x′′, y′y′′}, with u, v ∈
{x′, x′′, y′, y′′}. SinceG is 2-connected,G − {x′x′′, y′y′′} has exactly two components, say
G′ andG′′. By renaming vertices if necessary, we may assumex′, y′ ∈ G′ andx′′, y′′ ∈ G′′.
SinceG′,G′′ are induced subgraphs ofG, G′ andG′′ are 3-colorable by (3). So letc′
be a 3-coloring ofG′ andc′′ a 3-coloring ofG′′. By a simple case analysis, we can choose
c′ andc′′ so thatc′(x′) , c′′(x′′) andc′(y′) , c′′(y′′). We obtain a 3-coloringc of G by
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settingc(x) = c′(x) if x ∈ V(G′) andc(x) = c′′(x) if x ∈ V(G′′). This contradicts (3), and
completes the proof of the lemma. 
Lemma 7.5. Let u be a4-vertex in G, and let v1 and v2 be two vertices in S(u) without
common neighbor in N(u). Then v1 ∼ v2. Furthermore, the vertices of S(u) have at most
two neighbors in N(u).
Proof. Suppose thatN(u) = {u1, u2, u3, u4}, and suppose by symmetry thatvi ∼ ui for
i = 1, 2. If v1 / v2, then there exists a fork (uu1v1, uu2v2, uu3, uu4). Therefore,v1 ∼ v2. If
the vertices ofS(u) have three neighbors inN(u), then the subgraph induced byS(u) has a
triangle by the former conclusion. 
Let u be a 4-vertex ofG. Throughout the paper, we always suppose thatN(u) =
{u1, u2, u3, u4}. Let S1 = {u2, u3, u4}.
If |S(u)| ≥ 6, then by Lemma 7.5, the vertices inS(u) have exact two neighbors inN(u)
that impliesu is a cut vertex ofG, a contradiction to Lemma 7.4.
Suppose that|S(u)| = 5 and letS(u) = {v1, v2, v3, v4, v5}. Without loss of generality, we
suppose thatv1/v2/v3 ∼ u1 andv4/v5 ∼ u2. If N(u2) ∩ N(u3) = {u} = N(u2) ∩ N(u4), then
N(u3) = N(u4). Otherwise, we may suppose thatu2 andu3 have a common neighbor, say
v6, other thanu, and thenN(u4) ⊆ N(u3). Both contradict Lemma 7.3.
Therefore, we suppose that 0≤ |S(x)| ≤ 4 for each vertexx of G.
7.2 |S(u)| = 0
The objective of this section is to show that for anyu ∈ V4, we haveS(u) , ∅.
Suppose there exists some vertexu ∈ V4 such thatS(u) = ∅. Let N1(u) = {u1, u2, u3, u4}.
SinceS(u) = ∅, each vertex inN2(u) has at least 2 neighbors inN1(u). Hence, since
∆(G) ≤ 4, 2|N2(u)| ≤ 3|N1(u)|, which implies|N2(u)| ≤ 6.
On the other hand, we claim that|N2(u)| ≥ 4. To see this, assume|N2(u)| ≤ 3. Then
dG(ui) = 3 for 1 ≤ i ≤ 4; as otherwise, by Lemma 7.2,d(ui) = 4 for somei ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}
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and, hence,N2(u) ⊆ N1(ui), which impliesN1(u j) ⊆ N1(ui) for all j , i, contradicting
Lemma 7.3. So eachui has precisely two neighbors inN2(u). Now there are 6 different
pairs {ui, u j} (i , j), and there are at most three pairs fromN2(u). By the pigeon-hole
principle, there must be a pair{ui, u j} such thatui, u j have the same two neighbors inN2(u).
This impliesN1(ui) = N1(u j), contradicting Lemma 7.3.
So we consider the three cases:|N2(u)| = 4, |N2(u)| = 5, and|N2(u)| = 6. In each case,
we will derive a contradiction.
Case 1:|N2(u)| = 4.
We consider three subcases according to|N1(u) ∩V4|. In each case we force a structure
surroundingu (see Figure 4), and derive a contradiction using that structu e. LetN2(u) =











Figure 4: |N2(u)| = 4.
Subcase 1.1|N1(u) ∩ V4| ≥ 2.
Without loss of generality, letu1, u2 ∈ V4. By Lemma 7.3,N1(u1) * N1(u2) * N1(u1);
so by symmetry, we may assume thatv1, v2, v3 ∈ N1(u1) andv2, v3, v4 ∈ N1(u2). Also by
Lemma 7.3,N1(u j) * N1(ui) for any i ∈ {1, 2} and j ∈ {3, 4}; sov1, v4 ∈ N1(u3) ∩ N1(u4).
Again by Lemma 7.3,N1(u3) * N1(u4) * N1(u3); so by symmetry we may assumev2 ∈
N1(u3) andv3 ∈ N1(u4). See Figure 4(a).
SinceG is triangle-free,N2(u) is independent inG. LetG′ := G− (N1(u)∪ N2(u)∪ {u}.
If G′ = ∅ thenχ(G) = 2, contradicting (2). SoG′ , ∅. Hence by the choice ofG, G′ admits
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a 3-coloring, sayc′. Letα, β, γ denote the colors used byc. We now have a contradiction to
(2) by deriving a 3-coloringc of G as follows:c(x) = c′(x) for all x ∈ V(G′), c(vi) ∈ {α, β}
(for i = 1, 2, 3, 4) and is different from its neighbor inG′ (at most one such neighbor exists),
c(ui) = γ for i = 1, 2, 3, 4, andc(u) = α.
Subcase 1.2|N1(u) ∩ V4| = 1.
Without loss of generality, letu1 ∈ V4, and assume thatv1, v2, v3 ∈ N1(u1). By Lemma 7.3,
we haveN(ui) * N(u1) for i = 2, 3, 4; so v4 ∈ N(ui) for i = 2, 3, 4. Recall that each
i ∈ {2, 3, 4}, sinceui has exactly two neighbors inN2(u). So by Lemma 7.3 and symmetry,
we may assume thatu2v1, u3v2, u4v3 ∈ E(G). See Figure 4(b).
SinceG is triangle-free,N2(u) is independent inG. LetG′ := G/{u1, u2, u3, u4} − {u, v4},
and letu′ denote the vertex resulted from identification. ThenG′ is triangle-free and fork-
free (sinceu′, v1, v2, v3 all have degree at most 3 inG′). So by (3),G′ admits a 3-coloring
c′, using colorsα, β, γ. We now have a contradiction by deriving a 3-coloringc of G as
follows: c(x) = c′(x) for all x ∈ V(G′) − {u′}, c(v4) is a color not used by its (at most two)
neighbors contained inG′, c(ui) = c′(u′) for i = 1, 2, 3, 4, andc(u) = c′(v1).
Subcase 1.3|N1(u) ∩ V4| = 0.
Then the subgraph ofG, denoted byH, induced by the edges betweenN1(u) andN2(u)
is a 2-regular bipartite graph. IfH is not connected, then it consists of two disjoint cycles
of length 4; but one easily sees that Lemma 7.3 is violated. SoH is connected, and hence
H is a cycle of length 8. By renaming the vertices if necessary,we may assume that
H = u1v1u2v2u3v3u4v4u1. See Figure 4(c).
Supposev2 ∼ v4 andv1 ∼ v3. Then |N2(u) ∩ V4| ≥ 1, for otherwiseV(G) = {u} ∪
N1(u) ∪ N2(u) and henceχ(G) = 3, contradicting (2). By symmetry, we may assume
that v1 ∈ V4 and letw1 ∈ N1(v1) − ({u} ∪ N1(u) ∪ N2(u)). Thenw1 ∼ v2, to forbid the
fork (v1u2v2, v1v3u4, v1u1, v1w1). SinceG is triangle-freew1 / v3 andw1 / v4. But then
(v2u3v3, v2v4u1, v2u2, v2w1) is a fork inG, a contradiction.
So by symmetry, we may assumev2 / v4. LetG′ be obtained fromG−u by identifying
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u1 with u2 asu12, andu3 with u4 asu34. SinceG is triangle-free andv2 / v4, G′ is triangle-
free. If G′ is also fork-free then by (3),G′ admits a 3-coloring, sayc′. We now obtain a 3-
coloringc of G by setting:c(x) = c′(x) for x ∈ V(G)− (N1(u)∪{u}), c(u1) = c(u2) = c′(u12),
c(u3) = c(u4) = c′(u34) andc(u) = c′(v2) (note thatc′(v2) < {c′(u12), c′(u34)}). But this
contradicts (3).
SoG′ has fork, sayF′, and letx be the center ofF′. Note thatx < {u12, u34, v1, v3} as all
these vertices have degree 3 inG′. Sox ∈ {v2, v4} or x ∈ V(G′) − (N2(u) ∪ {u12, u34}).
Supposex ∈ {v2, v4}. By the symmetry betweenv2 andv4, we may assumex = v2. Note
thatv2u34v4 cannot be an arm ofF′, asu12 ∼ v4. Similarly,v2u12v4 cannot be an arm ofF′.
We now derive a contradiction by producing a fork inG. If v2u12 andv2u34 are arms ofF′
then replacing them withv2u2, v2u3 we obtain a fork inG. If v2u12 andv2u34v3 are arms of
F′, then replacing them byv2u2 andv2u3v3 we produce fork inG. If v2u34 andv2u12v1 are
arms ofF′ then replacing them byv2u3 andv2u2v1 we obtain a fork inG. If v2u12v1 and
v2u34v3 are arms ofF′ then replacing them byv2u2v1 andv2u3v3 we obtain a fork inG.
Sox ∈ V(G′)−(N2(u)∪{u12, u34}). If u12, u34 < F′ thenF′ is a fork inG, a contradiction.
So we may assume by symmetry thatu12 ∈ F′. If u34 ∈ F′ thenxv1u12, xv3u34 must be arms
of F′, andv2, v4 < F′; in this case, replacingxv1u12, xv3u34 by xv1u1, xv3u3 we produce from
F′ a fork inG, a contradiction. Sou34 < F′. Now the arm ofF′ containingu12 is xviu12 for
somei ∈ {1, 2}, andv3−iv4 < F′. Then replacingxviu12 by xviui we obtain fromF′ a fork in
G, a contradiction.
Case 2. |N2(u)| = 5.
Let N2(u) = {v1, v2, v3, v4, v5}. Since |S(u)| = 0, we have
∑4
i=1(d(ui) − 1) ≥ 10; so
|N1(u) ∩ V4| ≥ 2.
Subcase2.1. |N1(u) ∩ V4| = 2.
Let u1, u2 ∈ N1(u) ∩ V4; thenu3, u4 ∈ V3. Without loss of generality, assumeN1(u1) =
{u, v1, v2, v3}. Since |N2(u)| = 5, we have|N1(u2) ∩ N1(u1)| ≥ 2; and by Lemma 7.3,













Figure 5: Two graphs.
N1(u2) = {u, v1, v2, v4}, and then we must havev5 ∼ u3 andv5 ∼ u4; and by symmetry
we may assumev3 ∼ u3 andv4 ∼ u4, see Figure 6(a). When |N1(u2) ∩ N1(u1)| = 2, we
let N1(u2) = {u, v1, v4, v5}, and by Lemma 7.3 and by symmetry, we may assumev2 ∼ u3,
v3 ∼ u4, v4 ∼ u3 andv5 ∼ u4 (see Figure 6(b)).
First, we deal with graph in Figure 6(a). We have two cases:v3 / v4, andv3 ∼ v4.
Supposev3 / v4. Let G′ be obtained fromG− u by identifying (u1 with u2) asu12, and
identifying (u3 with u4) asu34. ClearlyG′ is triangle-free. IfG′ is also fork-free, then by
(3), G′ admits a 3-coloring, sayc′, which gives rise to a 3-coloringc of G, a contradiction.
So letF′ be a fork inG′. We now derive a contradiction by constructing fromF′ a fork
in G. This is easily done if the center ofF′ is in G′ − {u12, u34, v1, v2, v3, v4, v5}. Note that
u34, v1, v2, v5 each have degree at most 3 inG′; so none can serve as the center ofF′. If v3
is the center ofF′, then for somei ∈ {1, 2}, v3u12vi andv3u34v5 are the long arms ofF′;
and replacing the long arms inF′ with v3u1vi andv3u3v5 we obtain a fork inG. If v4 is
the center ofF′, then for somei ∈ {1, 2}, v4u12vi andv4u34v5 are the long arms ofF′; and
replacing the long arms inF′ with v4u1vi andv4u4v5 we obtain a fork inG. Sou12 is the
center ofF′. If u12u4 is a short arm ofF′ then replacingu12, v4 in F′ by u1, u4 respectively
we obtain a fork inG. SoF′ has a long armu12v4w4. Then (u2v4w4, u2uu3, u2v1, u2v2) is a
fork in G.
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Now assumev3 ∼ v4. Supposev1 ∼ v5. Thenv2 ∼ v5 to avoid the fork (u1v1v5, u1v3v4,
u1u, u1v2). By Lemma 7.4,v1 ∈ V4 or v3 ∈ V4 (to avoid the 2-cut{v2, v4}). If v1 ∈ V4 let
w1 ∈ N1(v1) − {u1, u2, v5}; then (v1v5u3, v1u2v4, v1u1, v1w1) is a fork inG. If v3 ∈ V4 then let
w3 ∈ N1(v3) − {u1, u3, v4}; then (v3u3v5, v3v4u2, v3u1, v3w3) is a fork inG, a contradiction.
Thusv1 / v5. By symmetry betweenv1 andv2, we also havev2 / v5. So by Lemma 7.3,
there existsw1 ∈ N1(v1) − ({u} ∪ N1(u) ∪ N2(u)) such thatw1 / u2. SinceG is triangle-free,
w1 / v3 or w1 / v4; hence (u1v1w1, u1uu4, u1v2, u1v3) or (u2v1w1, u2uu3, u2v2, u2v4) is a fork
in G, a contradiction.












Figure 6: Two graphs.
Notice that in this graph,v2, v3, v4, v5 are symmetric, also, (v2, v3), (v4, v5) are symmet-
ric. If we can show that at least one ofv2, v3 has degree 3, then by symmetry, at least one of
v4, v5 has degree 3. Then, we can identifyu1, u2, u3, u4 asu′, deleteu and all vertices which
have degree 3 inG, the new graph is fork free sinceu′ and the remainingvi has degree
at most 3; if we can also show that the new graph is triangle fre, then,G is reducible,
contradiction.
Claim 1: For any vertexw, w cannot be adjacent to four of (v1, v2, v3, v4, v5). If w is
adjacent to three of (v1, v2, v3, v4, v5), there are only 2 possible situations:w ∼ v1, v2, v4,
w ∼ v1, v3, v5.
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By our assumption,w ∈ V3 or V4. If N1(w) ⊂ N2(u), we can identifyu1, u2, u3, u4 asu′,
deleteu,w,N1(w), u′ in order, the new graph is fork free, triangle free, i.e.G is reducible,
contradiction. That meansw cannot be adjacent to four of (v1, v2, v3, v4, v5); and if w is
adjacent to three of (v1, v2, v3, v4, v5), w must have degree 4, and the fourth neighborw′ is
not in N2(u), we can check that there are only 3 possible such situations: w ∼ v1, v2, v4,
w ∼ v1, v3, v5, w ∼ v2, v3, v5. Otherwise, for example, ifw is adjacent tov1, v2, v3, then there
is a fork inG: (wv1u2,wv3u4,wv2,ww′), contradiction.
Claim 2: If v2 ∈ V4, then v2 / vi, i , 2. By symmetry, ifv3/v4/v5 ∈ V4, then
v3/v4/v5 / vi, i , 3/4/5.
Here,v2 / vi, i , 2, 5 sinceG is triangle free. Now supposev2 ∈ V4, andv2 ∼ v5, denote
the fourth neighbor ofv2 by w2. Thenw2 ∼ v4 to forbid the fork (v2v5u4, v2u3v4, v2u1, v2w2);
alsow2 ∼ v1 to forbid the fork (v2v5u4, v2u1v1, v2u3, v2w2); alsow2 ∼ v3 to forbid the fork
(v2v5u2, v2u1v3, v2u3, v2w2). By Claim 1, it’s impossible.
Claim 3: At least one ofv2, v3 has degree 3.
Suppose not, bothv2, v3 have degree 4, byClaim 2, v2 / vi , i , 2, v3 / vi , i , 3. Then
there are 3 possible cases:
Case 1:v2, v3 have the common neighborhoodsw1,w2. Thenw1 / v1, v4 by Claim 1, by
symmetry,w2 / v1, v4. Then there is a fork (v2u1v1, v2u3v4, v2w1, v2w2) in G, contradiction.
Case 2:v2, v3 have one common neighborw1, and the fourth neighbor ofv2 is w2, the
fourth neighbor ofv3 is w3. Sinew1 / v1, v4 by Claim 1, w2 ∼ v1 or v4 to forbid the fork
(v2u1v1, v2u3v4, v2w2, v2w2).
First, supposew2 ∼ v1, now let’s prove that in this case,v1 ∈ V3. Suppose not, if the
fourth neighbor isw, w ∼ v4, v5 to forbid the fork (v1u2v4/v5, v1u1v3, v1w2, v1w), but by
Claim 1, it’s impossible. Also, byClaim 1, v1 / w1, thus, ifv1 ∈ V4, v1 ∼ w3, now, we can
identify v1, v2, v3 asv′, deleteu, u1, u3, u4 in order, the only possible fork in new graph is the
one centered onv′, however, we can check that any fork centered onv′ can be revered to a
fork in G centered onv1/v2/v3. For example, if the new fork is (v′u2v4, v′w1∗, v′w2, v′w3),
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the there is a fork (v2u3v4, v2w1∗, v2u1, v2w2), contradiction.Thus, we have shown thatv1 ∈
V3. Next, let’s show thatw1 ∈ V3. Suppose not,w1 / v4, v5 by Claim 1, then there is a fork
centered onw1 with long arms (w1v2u3,w1v3u4), contradiction. Also,w2 ∈ V3, to see that,
we only need to provew2 / v4, then play the same trick above. Supposew2 ∼ v4, then at
mostv4 has another neighbor that is notw1,w3. We can identifyv1, v2, v3, v4 asv′, delete
u, u1, u2, u3, u4,w1,w2 in order, now,v′ has at most 2 neighbors, we can also deletev′ to
make sure that there is no triangle. That meansG i reducible, contradiction. Now, we have
shown thatw1,w2, v1 ∈ V3, then we can identifyv1, v2, v3 asv′, deleteu, u1, u3, u4,w1,w2 in
order, the new graph is fork free, triangle free, contradiction.
Next, suppose thatw2 ∼ v4. We have shown thatw2 / v1, by symmetry,w3 / v1, thus
w2 ∼ w3 to forbid the fork (u1v2w2, u1v3w3, u1v1, u1u). Also, w3 ∼ v5 to forbid the fork
(v3u1v1, v3u4v5, v3w1, v3w3), sincew1 / v1, v5 by Claim 1, w3 / v1 by symmetry. Next, let’s
show thatw1,w2,w3 ∈ V3. Supposew2 ∈ V4, w2 / w1, v5 since triangle free, then there
is a fork centered onw2 with long arms (w2v2u1,w2v4u2). Thus,w2 ∈ V3, by symmetry,
w3 ∈ V3. Now look atw1, w1 / v1, v4, v5 by Claim 1, then ifw1 ∈ V4, there is a fork centered
on w1 with long armsw1v2u3,w1v3u4. Thusw1 ∈ V3. Now we can identifyv2, v3, v4, v5 as
v′, deleteu, u1, u2, u3, u4,w1,w2,w3 in order, thenv′ has at most 2 neighbors (the possible
fourth neighbor ofv2, v5), then we can also deletev′ to destroy the possible triangle. Now
the new graph is fork free, triangle free, contradiction.
Case 3:v2, v3 have no common neighbor, the neighbors ofv2 arew2,w′2, and the neigh-
bors ofv3 arew3,w′3.
Then there are several subcases depend on the connection betweenv1 andw2,w′2,w3,w
′
3,
first, v1 must be adjacent to at least one ofw2,w′2,w3,w
′
3, otherwise, denote the third neigh-
bor ofv1 by w1, thenw1 must be adjacent to all ofw2,w′2,w3,w
′
3 to forbid the fork centered
on u1, contradiction to the assumption that∆(G) ≤ 4.
Subcase 1:v1 is adjacent to only one ofw2,w′2,w3,w
′
3, by symmetry, we can only
consider the case thatv1 ∼ w2, thenw′2 ∼ w3,w
′
3 to forbid the fork centered onu1. Also,
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v1 ∈ V3, otherwise, denote the fourth neighbor ofv1 by w1, w1 ∼ w′2,w3,w
′
3 to forbid the
fork centered onu1, then there is a forkv1u1v3, v1w1w′2, v1u2, v1w2, contradiction.
Next, look at the fork (v3u4v5, v3u1v1, v3w3, v3w′3), to forbid this fork,v5 ∼ w3 or w
′
3, by
symmetry, we can only consider the case thatv5 ∼ w′3; also, look at the fork (v2u1v3, v2u3v4,
v2w2, v2w′2), to forbid this fork,v4 ∼ w2 or w
′
2, however,v4 / w
′









3), thusv4 ∼ w2.
Here,v5 / w2 by Claim 1, andv5 / v4,w′2 since triangle free.
We also claim thatv5 / w3. Suppose not,v5 ∼ w3, then forw3, eitherw3 ∈ V3, or w3 ∼
w2 or w3 ∼ v4, otherwise there is a fork centered onw3 with long arms (w3v5u2,w3w′2v2),
so isw′3 by symmetry. Then, we can identifyv1, v2, v3, v4, v5 asv
′, deleteu, u1, u2, u3, u4,w2,
notice that after we deletew2, w3,w′3 has at most 2 degree, we can delete them, too. Now,
v′ has at most 2 degree, delete it to destroy possible triangle.Now, the new graph is fork
free, triangle free, contradiction.
We have shown thatv5 / w2,w′2,w3,w
′
3, v4, we also claim thatv5 ∈ V3, otherwise, de-





then there is a fork (v2u1v3, v2w′2w5, v2w2, v2u3) in G, contradiction.
Thus, we can identifyu1, u2, u3, u4 as u′, deleteu, v1, v5, the new graph is fork free,
triangle free, contradiction.
Subcase 2:v1 is adjacent to two ofw2,w′2,w3,w
′
3. In this case,v1 cannot be adjacent to
bothw2,w′2, otherwise,w2,w
′
2 / v5 byClaim 1, then there is a forkv1u1v3, v1u2v5, v1w2, v2w
′
2.
Thus, there is only one possible case by symmetry,v1 ∼ w2, v1 ∼ w3, alsow′2 ∼ w
′
3 to forbid
the fork centered onu1.
In this subcase, look atw2, eitherw2 ∼ v4 or v5, or w2 ∈ V3, otherwise, there is a fork
centered onw2 with long arms (w2v1u2,w2v2u3), by symmetry, so isw3. That mean if we
identify N2(u), w2,w3 can be deleted.
To forbid the fork (v2u1v3, v2u3v4, v2w2, v2w′2), v4 ∼ w2 or w
′
2; also, to forbid the fork
(v3u1v2, v3u4v5, v3w3, v3w′3), v5 ∼ w3 or w
′
3. Thus, there are 4 combinations:
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2 ∼ v5, or w
′
2 ∈ V3, otherwise




2v4u2), by symmetry, so isw
′
3. That
means, after we identifyv1, v2, v3, v4, v5 asv′, we can deleteu, u1, u2, u3, u4,w2,w′2,w3,w
′
3,
nowv′ has at most 2 degree(if bothv4, v5 ∈ V4), we can deletev′ to destroy possible triangle,
the new graph is fork free, triangle free, contradiction.
Combination 2.v4 ∼ w2, v5 ∼ w′3. By the similar argument above, we know that either
w′3 ∼ v4, or w
′
3 ∈ V3, i.e, after we identifyN2(u), w
′
3 can be deleted.
Now, look atv4, we claim thatv4 ∈ V3. v4 / w′2, otherwise it’s the case the same
with combination 1;v4 / w3,w′3 by Claim 1. Suppose, the fourth neighbor ofv4 is w4,
thenw4 ∼ v5 or w′3 to forbid the fork (u2v4w4, u2v5w
′
3). If w4 ∼ w
′









3w4), contradiction; ifw4 ∼ v5, thenw4 ∈ V3, otherwise there is
a fork centered onw4 with long arms (w4v4u3,w4v5u4), thus we can identifyN2(u) asv′,
deletew2,w3,w′3,w4, the new graph is triangle free, fork free, contradiction. Thusv4 ∈ V3.
That means, after identifyingN2(u) asv′, we can deletew2,w3,w′3, andv
′ has at most
degree 2(w′2 and the fourth neighbor ofv5), we can deletev
′, the new graph is fork free,
triangle free, contradiction.
Combination 3.v4 ∼ w′2, v5 ∼ w3. By symmetry, this combination is the same with
Combination 1.
Combination 4.v4 ∼ w2, v5 ∼ w3, in this combination,w2,w3 ∈ V4 , andw2 / v5,
w3 / v4 by Claim 1. thus, there are 5 possibilities:






3 ∼ v4 or v5, or w
′
3 ∈ V3, otherwise there is a




3w2v1); by symmetry, so isw
′
2. Then either
this is the graphG, which is 3-colorable, orv4, v5 is a 2-cut set, contradiction.
2. w3 ∼ w′2, the fourth neighbor ofw2 is x. Thenx ∼ w
′
2 to forbid the fork (v2u1v3, v2w2x,










3) in G, contradiction.
3. w2 ∼ w′3, the fourth neighbor ofw3 is x. It’s symmetric with the previous situation.




alsox ∼ w′3 to forbid the fork (v3u1v2, v3w3x, v3u4, v3w
′
3). Now there is a fork centered on
x: (xw2v4, xw3v5, xw′2, xw
′
3), to forbid this fork,v4 ∼ w
′
2, or v4 ∼ w
′
3, or v5 ∼ w
′
2, or v5 ∼ w
′
3,
in either case, there is a two cut set, (v4/v5,w′2/w
′
3) in G, contradiction.
5. The fourth neighbor ofw2 is x1, the fourth neighbor ofw3 is x2. Then x1 ∼ w′2
to forbid the fork (v2u1v3, v2w2x1, v2w′2, v2u3); x2 ∼ w
′
3 to forbid the fork (v3u1v2, v3w3x2,
v3u4, v3w′3); also x1 ∼ x2 to forbid the fork (v1w2x1, v1w3x2, v1u1, v1u2). For w
′
2, either
w′2 ∼ v4 or v5, or w
′
2 ∈ V3, otherwise there is a fork centered onw
′





3v3); by symmetry, so isw
′
3; for x1, either x1 ∼ v5, or x1 ∈ V3, otherwise
there is a fork centered onx1 with long arms (x1w2v4, x1x2w3); by symmetry, so isx2, either
x1 ∼ v4, or x1 ∈ V3. Anyway, either this is the graphG, which is 3-colorable; orv4, v5 is a
2 cut set, contradiction.
So far, we have shown that Case 3 is impossible.
We have exhausted all the possible neighbors aroundv2, v3 if both of them have degree
4, every case leads to a contradiction. Thus, at least one ofv2, v3 has degree 3. By symmetry,
at least one ofv4, v5 has degree 3.
Now we can identifyu1, u2, u3, u4 asu′, deleteu, and 2 ofvi which have degree 3. Now
the graph is fork free sinceu′ has at most 3 degree. Also, we claim that this graph is
triangle free. Suppose not, then the only possible edges betweenvi arev2 ∼ v5, v3 ∼ v4. for
example, if the remainingvi arev1, v2, v5, andv2 ∼ v5, thenv2, v5 ∈ V3 by Claim 2, we can
also delete them, then the new graph is fork free, triangle fre , contradiction; also, if the
remainingvi arev1, v3, v4, we can apply the same argument.
Subcase 2.2. All ofN1(u) has degree 4, then there are three types of graph by symmetry.
See Figure 7.
For graph (a), let us play stick trick on the graph: sticku1,u2 as on vertexu12, and stick
u3, u4 as on vertexu34. We can check there is no triangles in this new graphG′, otherwise













Figure 7: Three graphs.
Next, let’s show that there is no fork inG′. If there exits a fork, the fork must cen-
ter onu12, u34, v1, v2, v5, sincev3, v4 has degree less than 4 inG′. If the fork centers on
vi , i = 1, 2, 5, the only possible fork is the one with long arms: (viu12v3, viu34v4), it’s also a
fork in G centered onvi. If the fork centered onu12, the long arms must be (u12v2v′2, u12v5v
′
5),
otherwise there will be a fork inG centered onu12 or u34. Now we know thatv′2 cannot
be adjacent tov3, v5 since it’s a fork inG′, then we can find a fork centered onv2 in G:
(v2u2v3, v2u4v5, v2u3, v2v′2), a contradiction. We can apply similar argument if the forkcen-
tered onu34, the long arms must be (u34v1v′1, u34v5v
′
5), then we can find a fork centered on
v1 in G: (v1u1v5, v1u3v4, v1u2, v1v′1).
Thus,G′ has no fork, it’s 3-colorable by induction, thenG is also 3-colorable, contra-
diction.
HereN1(u2) = N1(u3) = {v1, v2, v5}, we have shown that it must be 3-colorable.
For graph (b), we also play stick trick on this graph, but thisime, we stick{u, u1, u2, u3, u4}
asu′, and deletev1, v2. We can see that in the new graphG′, the degrees of{u′, v3, v4, v5}
are less than 4, thus there shouldn’t be any fork inG′, and alsoG′ has no triangles, then
G′ is 3-colorable by induction. Then we can also givev1, v2 a proper color sincev1, v2 has
only 2 neighborhoods inG′. Finally, we can get a 3-coloring ofG, contradiction.
Case 3:|N2(u)| = 6. Since every vertex inN2(u) < S(u), N2(u) has at least 2× 6 = 12
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edges connecting withN1(u); on the other hand,N1(u) has at most 3× 4 = 12 edges
connecting withN2(u) since∆(G) ≤ 4. Thus, there are 12 edges betweenN1(u) andN2(u),












Figure 8: |N2(u)| = 6.
Notice that in this graph,v3, v4 are symmetric,v1, v2, v5, v6 are symmetric.
Claim 1: v3 must have degree 3, and be adjacent tov4. By symmetry,v4 must have
degree 3 and be adjacent tov3.
Proof. First notice thatv3 cannot be adjacent tovi (i , 4), sinceG is triangle free. Suppose
the claim is not true,v3 has another neighborw3, w3 must be adjacent tov1 orv2 to forbid the
fork (u1v3w3, u1uu4, u1v1, u1v2). However,w3 cannot be adjacent to bothv1, v2, otherwise,
w3 also need to be adjacent to one ofv5, v6 to forbid the fork (u3uu2, u3v3w3, u3v5, u3v6),
then we can identifyu1, u2, u3, u4 asu′, deleteu,w3, v1, v2, v3, v5/v6(the fourth neighbor of
w3), u′ in order, the new graph is fork free, triangle free, i.e.G is reducible, contradiction.
Thusw3 must be adjacent to only one ofv1, v2, by symmetry, suppose thatw3 is adjacent to
v2, thenw3 must be adjacent tov4 to forbid fork (u2v2w3, u2uu3, u2v1, u2v4), alsow3 must be
adjacent to one ofv5, v6 to forbid the fork (u3uu2, u3v3w3, u3v5, u3v6), then we can play the
same trick as the previous case to show thatG is reducible, contradiction. Thusv3 must be
only adjacent tov4, have no other neighbor. 
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Claim 2: v1 is not adjacent tov6, by symmetry,v1 is not adjacent tov5, andv2 is not
adjacent tov5 or v6.
Proof. Supposev1 is adjacent tov6, v6 must be adjacent tov2 to forbid the fork (u1v1v6, u1v3v4,
u1v2, u1u); alsov1 must be adjacent tov5 to forbid the fork (u4v6v1, u4v4v3, u4v5, u4u); then
v2 must be adjacent tov5 to forbid the fork (u3v6v2, u3v3v4, u3v5, u3u). Now all the vertices
are saturated, this graph isG, it’s 3-colorable, contradiction. 
By Claim 1,2, the third or fourth neighbor ofv1, v2 must be the same, otherwise, if there
exists somew1 ∈ N1(v1),w1 < N1(v2), then there is a fork (u1v1w1, u1uu4, u1v2, u1v3). Then
we can see thatN1(v1) = N1(v2) in G, a contradiction to our assumption.
7.3 |S(u)| = 1
Proposition 7.6. For any u∈ V4, we have|S(u)| > 1.
Suppose not, then there exists some vertexu ∈ V4, such thatS(u) = 1. Let N1(u) =
{u1, u2, u3, u4}, v1 ∈ S(u), and assumev1 ∼ u1.
Since|S(u)| = 1, each vertex inN2(u) − {v1} has at least 2 neighbors inN1(u). Hence,
since∆(G) ≤ 4,u1 has at most 2 neighbors inN2(u)−{v1}. Thus 2|N2(u)−1| ≤ 3|N1(u)−1|+2,
which implies|N2(u)| ≤ 6.
On the other hand,|N2(u)| ≥ 4; for, otherwise, sincev1 ∈ S(u) andδ(G) ≥ 3, we have
N1(u1) = N1(u2) = N1(u3), a contradiction. In fact, we must have|N2(u)| ≥ 5. For, suppose
N2(u) = {v1, v2, v3, v4}. Thenu2, u3, u4 ∈ V3(G) sincev1 ∈ S(u), andG[{u2, u3, u4, v2, v3, v4}] 
C6 (cycle of length 6). InG′ := G/{u2, u3, u4} − u, all vertices in (N1(u) ∪ N2(u)) − {v1} are
of degree at most 3; soG′ is fork-free (and clearly triangle-free), a contradiction.
Thus we consider two cases:|N2(u)| = 5 or |N2(u)| = 6.
Case 1. |N2(u)| = 5.
Let N2(u) = {v1, v2, v3, v4, v5}.
Subcase 1.1: u2, u3, u4 ∈ V3(G).
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Thenu1 ∈ V4(G), and we must have the local structure shown in Figure 9. Notethe











Figure 9: graph 1.2.1
Claim 1. v2 ∈ V4(G) or v5 ∈ V4(G).
Suppose otherwise, thenv2, v5 ∈ V3(G). There are five cases to consider, and in each
case we will derive a contradiction.
Case 1. v2 ∼ v4, andv3 ∼ v5. Then N1(v1) ⊆ N1(v2) ∪ N1(v5); otherwise letv ∈
N1(v1) − (N1(v2) ∪ N1(v5)) then (u1uu3, u1v1v, u1v2, u1v5) would be a fork inG. Hence
N1(v1) = {u1, v3, v4} sincev1 ∈ V3(G). Now all the vertices are saturated, and we can check
that this graph is 3-colorable, contradictory to our assumption.
Case 2.v2 ∼ v4, and there existsw5 ∈ N1(v5) − N1(u) ∪ N2(u) ∪ {u}. Thenw5 ∼ v1,
to avoid the fork (u1uu3, u1v5w5, u1v2, u1v1). Also, N1(v1) ⊆ {u1,w5, v3, v4}; otherwise let
v ∈ N1(v1) − {u1,w5, v3, v4} then (u1uu3, u1v1v, u1v2, u1v5) would be a fork inG. If v1 ∼ v3
andv1 ∼ v4 then{v3,w5} would be a 2-cut inG; if v1 ∼ v4 andv1 / v3 then{v3,w5} would
be a 2-cut inG. Sov1 ∼ v3 andv1 / v4. Thenv3 ∈ V4(G) or else{v4,w5} would be a 2-cut
in G. Let w3 ∈ N1(v3) − {u3, v1}. Thenw3 ∼ v4 to avoid the fork (v3v1u1, v3u3v4, v3u2, v3w3),
which implies that{w3,w5} is a 2-cut inG, a contradiction.
Case 3.v3 ∼ v5, and there existsw2 ∈ N1(v2) − N1(u) ∪ N2(u) ∪ {u}. This is symmetric
to Case 2.
Case 4.v2 andv5 has the same neighborw. then the neighbor ofv1 must be chosen
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from (w, v3, v4), otherwise there is fork centered onu1. If v1 ∼ w, v3, v4, then there is a fork
(v1v3u2, v1v4u4, v1u1, v1w). If v1 ∼ v3,w, thenw / v3 andw / v4 (sinceG is 3-connected),
and hencew ∈ V3(G) (to avoid the fork centered onw with long arms (wv2u2,wv5u4)),
which implies that{v3, v4} is a 2-cut inG. The case whenv1 ∼ w andv1 ∼ v4 can be dealt
with similarly. If v1 ∼ v3 andv1 ∼ v4, thenv4 must have another neighborw4 (otherwise
{w, v3} would be a 2-cut inG), andv3 must have another neighborw3 for the same reason.
w3 / w andw3 / w4, otherwise there is a fork (v3v1u1, v3w3∗, v3u2, v3u3). w4 / w, otherwise
there is a fork (v4v1u1, v4w4w, v4u3, v4u4). Hence{w,w3,w4} is independent, we can apply
Lemma 7.5.
Case 5. The third neighbor ofv5 is w5, the third neighbor ofv2 is w2, thenv1 must adja-
cent tow2,w5 to forbid fork centered onu1 with long arm (u1uu3, u1v2w2), or (u1uu3, u1v5w5).
Here,v1 must be adjacent tov3 or v4, otherwise, we can identifyu1, u2, u3, u4, deleteu, v2, v5,
the new graph is fork free, triangle free,G is reducible. Suppose thatv1 is adjacent tov3, we
will show thatv3 has degree 3, then we can we can identifyu1, u2, u3, u4, deleteu, v2, v5, v3,
the new graph is fork free, triangle free,G is reducible. Suppose the fourth neighbor of
v3 is w3(v3 is not adjacent tow2, w5 since triangle free),w3 must be adjacent tov4 to for-
bid fork (v3v1u1, v3u3v4, v3u2, v3w3), andw3 must be adjacent tow2 or w5 to forbid fork
(v1v3w3, v1u1u, v1w2, v1w5). If w2 is adjacent tow3, w2 must have degree 3, otherwise there
is a fork centered on itself with long arms (w2v2u2,w2w3v4), also,w3 has degree 3, other-
wise there is a fork centered on itself with long arms (w3v3u2,w3v4u4), thenv4,w5 is a 2-cut
set, contradiction. Thusv3 has degree 3, i.e.G is reducible. By symmetry,v1 cannot be
adjacent tov4, either. This completes the proof ofClaim 1.
Claim 2. v2 ∈ V4(G) andv5 ∈ V4(G).
Suppose not. Because of the symmetry betweenv2 andv5, we may assumev2 ∈ V4(G)
andv5 ∈ V3(G). Let w2,w′2 be the other neighbors ofv2, and letw5 be the third neighbor of
v5. There are six cases to consider.
Case 1.v5 ∼ v3 andv2 ∼ v4.
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Thenv1 ∼ w2 to avoid the fork (u1uu3, u1v2w2, u1v1, u1v5). Other neighbors ofv1 must
be from (v3, v4), otherwise there is a fork centered onu1 with long arms (u1uu3, u1v1∗). In
any event,{v3,w2} or {v4,w2} would be a 2-cut inG.
Case 2.v2 ∼ v4 andv5 ∼ w2. Then other neighbors ofv1 must be from (w2, v3, v4).
v1 / v4, otherwise{v3,w2} would be a 2-cut inG. Thusv1 ∼ v3 andv1 ∼ w2 sinced(v1) ≤ 3.
w2 / v3 or w2 / v4 sinceG is triangle-free; sow2 ∈ V3(G), as otherwise there would be
a fork in G centered on itself with long arms (w2v2u2,w2v5u4). Now, if v3 ∈ V3(G) and
v4 ∈ V3(G) thenG is 3-colorable, and otherwise{v3, v4} is a 2-cut inG, a contradiction.
Case 3.v2 ∼ v4.
In this case, (v2u1v5, v2v4u3, v2u2, u2w2) is a fork inG, a contradiction.
Case 4.v5 ∼ v3.
Thenv1 ∼ w2 andv1 ∼ w′2 to avoid the fork centered onu1. v1 / v4, to avoid the
fork (v1v4u3, v1u1v5, v1w2, v1w′2); v1 / v3, to avoid the fork (v3u2v2, v3u3v4, v3v1, v3v5). Thus,
H := G/{u1, u2, u3, u4} − {u, v5, v3} is both triangle-free and fork-free. By the choice ofG,
χ(H) ≤ 3, which impliesχ(G) ≤ 3, a contradiction.
Case 5.v5 ∼ w2.
If v1 ∼ v3 andv1 ∼ v4 then (v1v4u4, v1v3u2, v1u1, v1w′2) would be a fork inG. If v1 ∼ v3
andv1 ∼ w′2 then (v1w
′
2v5, v1v3u2, v1u1, v1w
′
2) would be a fork inG. If v1 ∼ w
′
2 andv1 ∼ v4
then (v1v4u4, v1w′2v5, v1u1, v1w
′
2) would be a fork inG. Sov1 ∼ w
′
2, and other neighbors of
v1 must belong to{w2, v3, v4}, andv1 ∈ V3(G).
Supposev1 ∼ v4. If v4 ∈ V3(G) thenH := G/{u1, u2, u3, u4} − {u, v5, v4} is both triangle-
free and fork-free; henceχ(H) ≤ 3 (by the choice ofG), which impliesχ(G) ≤ 3, a
contradiction. Sov4 ∈ V4(G). If v4 ∼ w2 thenw2 ∈ V3(G) to avoid the fork inG centered on
w2 with long arms (w2v2u2,w2v4u3) (herew2 / v3, for otherwise{w′2, v3} would be a 2-cut
in G), but then{w′2, v3} is a 2-cut inG, a contradiction. Thusv4 / w2, and letw4 denote
the fourth neighbor ofv4. w4 ∼ v3 to avoid the fork (v4v1u1, v4u3v3, v4u4, v4w4); w4 ∼ w′2,
to avoid the fork (v4w4∗, v4v1u1, v4u3, v4u4). If w4 ∼ w′2, thenw4 ∈ V3(G) to avoid the fork
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(v4w4∗, v4v1u1, v4u3, v4u4). next we will show thatw′2 also has degree 3, then (v3,w2) is a




2 . Thenw2 / v3




2 , v2), since
v3 / w2,w′′2 (by 3-connectedness ofG). Thenw2 ∈ V3(G) to avoid the fork centered onw2
with long arms (w2v2u2,w2v5u4). But then{v3,w′′2 } is a 2-cut inG, contradiction.
So v1 / v4. By applying the very similar argument, we can also prove that v1 / v3.
Thus,v1 ∼ w′2, andw2 ∼ v3 or w2 ∼ v4, or w2 ∈ V3(G); otherwise there is a fork centered
on itself with long arms (w2v2u2,w2v5u4). Now H := G/{u1, u2, u3, u4} − {u, v5,w2, v2} is
triangle-free and fork-free. Soχ(H) ≤ 3 by the choice ofG, which impliesχ(G) ≤ 3, a
contradiction.
Sov5 / w2. Thenv1 ∼ w2,w′2,w5 to forbid the fork centered onu1, and{v1, v2, v3, v4, v5}
is independent. LetH be obtained fromG−u by identifyingv1 andv2 asu′ and identifying
v3, v4 andv5 asu′′. The only possible fork inH must be centered onv3. However, any fork
on v3 gives rise to a fork inG, sincev1 ∼ w2, v1 ∼ w′2, the long armv3u
′v1 is also the long
armv3u2v2 in G. SoH is triangle-free and fork-free. By the choice ofG, χ(H) ≤ 3, which
impliesχ(G) ≤ 3, a contradiction.
Case 1.v2 ∼ v4, v5 ∼ v3, and the fourth neighbor ofv2, v5 is w, the neighbour ofv1
belong tov3, v4,w.
v1 / vi for i ∈ {3, 4}; otherwise{vi,w} would be a 2-cut inG. This impliesd(v1) = 2, a
contradiction.
Case 2.v2 ∼ v4, v5 ∼ v3, and the fourth neighbor ofv2, v5 is w2,w5 respectively.
In this case, (v5v3u3, v5u1v2, v5w5, v5u4) is a fork inG, a contradiction.
Case 3.v2 ∼ v4, v2, v5 share the same neighborw2, the fourth neighbor ofv5 is w5.
Thenv1 ∼ w5 to avoid the fork centered onu1, andv1 ∼ w2 to avoid the fork (v2v4u3, v2u1v1,
v2u2, v2w2). Here, w2 / v4 (sinceG is triangle-free). Also,w2 / v3; otherwiseH :=
G/{u1, u2, u3, u4} − {u,w2, v2, v5} is triangle-free and fork-free; soχ(H) ≤ 3 which implies
χ(G) ≤ 3, a contradiction. Thusw2 ∈ V3(G), otherwise there is a fork centered on itself
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with long arms (w2v2u2,w2v5u4). Now H := G/{u1, u2, u3, u4}−{u,w2, v2, v5} is triangle-free
and fork-free.
Case 4.v2 ∼ v4, the fourth neighbor ofv2 is w2, w5,w′5 are the neighbor ofv5.
Then v1 ∼ w2,w5,w′5 to avoid the fork centered onu1. However, (v2v4u3, v2u1v5,
v2u2, v2w2) is a fork inG, a contradiction.
Case 5.v2 ∼ w2,w′2, andv5 ∼ v3,w2.
Then v1 ∼ w′2 to avoid the fork centered onu1. Here v3 / w
′
2, to avid the fork
(v3v5u4, v3w′2v1, v3u2, v3u3). Also v3 / w2 by triangle-freeness. Sov3 ∈ V3(G), otherwise
there is a fork centered onv3 with long arms (v3v5u4, v3u2v2). ThenH := G/{u1, u2, u3, u4}−
{u, v3, v5} is triangle-free and fork-free, i.e.G is reducible.
Case 6.v2 ∼ w2,w′2, v5 ∼ v3, and the fourth neighbor ofv5 is w5.
Then there is a fork (v5v3u3, v5u1v2, v5u4, v5w5) in G.





5 in order to avoid the fork centered onu1. This is impossible
sinced(v1) ≤ 4.
Case 8.v2 ∼ w2,w′2, andv5 ∼ w2,w
′
2.
ThenN1(v1) ⊆ {u1,w2,w′2, v3, v4}. First, supposev1 ∼ w2 andv1 ∼ w
′
2. Thenw2 ∼ v3, to
avoid the fork (w2v3u3,w2v5u4,w2v1,w2v2); w2 / v4, to avoid the fork (w2v2u2,w2v4u3,
w2v1,w2v5); and hencew2 ∈ V3(G) to avoid the fork centered onw2 with long arms
(w2v2u2,w2v5u4). By symmetry,w′2 ∈ V3(G). Then {v3, v4} is a 2-cut set inG. Hence
v1 / w2 or v1 / w′2,
Next, we showv1 / v3 or v1 / v4. Supposev1 ∼ v3 andv1 ∼ v4. Thenv1 ∈ V3(G), to
avoid the fork centered onv1 with long arms (v1v3u2, v1v4u4); alsov3 / w2, otherwisew2 ∈
V3(G) to avoid the fork with long arms (w2v3u3,w2v5u4) (notice thatw2 / v4, otherwise
w′2 would be a cut vertex inG, and{v4,w
′
2} is a 2-cut inG. Similarly, v3 / w
′
2. Hence
v3 ∈ V3(G); otherwise letw3 denote the fourth neighbor ofv3, thenw3 ∼ v4 to forbid
fork (v3v1u1, v3u3v4, v3u2, v3w3), w3 must have another neighborw′3, which implies the fork
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(v4v1u1, v4w3w′3, v4u3, v4u4) in G, a contradiction.
In this graph, sincev3, v4 are symmetric,w2,w′2 are symmetric, we only need to show
that v1 cannot be adjacent to bothv3,w2. Suppose not, thenv1 cannot be adjacent tow′2
or v4 by the previous proof. Here,w2 is not adjacent tov3 since triangle free, alsow2 is
not adjacent tov4, otherwise there is a fork (w2v2u2,w2v4u3), thenw2 must have degree 3,
otherwise, there is a fork centered on itself with long arms (w2v2u2,w2v5u4). Then we can
identify (u1, u2, u3, u4), deleteu,w2, v1, v3, v5, v2 in order, the new graph is fork free, triangle
free, i.e.G is reducible. That means,v1 can only adjacent to one vertex of (w2,w′2, v3, v4),
i.e. v1 has degree at most 2, contradictory to our assumption.
Case 9:v2 has neighborw2,w′2, andv5 is adjacent tow2, the fourth neighbor ofv5 is w5,
herev1 must be adjacent tow′2,w5 to forbid fork centered onu1, thenv1 is adjacent at most
one ofv3, v4 sincedeg(v1) ≤ 4, by symmetry, we can assume thatv1 is not adjacent tov3,











Figure 10: graph H 1.2.1
Obviously,H is triangle free; ifH is fork free, thenG is reducible. Actually, there are
two possible new fork inH which is not the fork inG:
Potential Fork 1: centered onu′, with long arms (u′v1v4, u′v3w3)(w3 is the neighbor
of v3). Then look at graphG, in G, v4 is not adjacent tow5 since triangle free; also
we claim thatv4 is not adjacent tow2, suppose not, thenv3 is also adjacent tow2 to
forbid fork (v4u3v3, v4v1u1, v4w2, v4u4), then we can identify (u1, u2, u3, u4) in G, delete
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u,w2, v4, v3, v2, v5 in order, the new graph is fork free, triangle free, i.e.G is reducible.
Thusv4 is not adjacent tow2 or w5, thenv4 must have degree 3 inG, otherwise there will
be a fork centered on itself with long arms (v4v1u1, v4u4v5). Thenv4 has degree 2 inH, we
can delete it inH to destroy this potential fork.
Potential Fork 2: centered onv3, one of its long arm isv3u′v1, andv3u′v2 cannot be
the long arm, otherwise this fork can be reverted to a fork inG, that meansv3 is adjacent
to w2. Now let’s look at graphG, w2 cannot be adjacent tov4, otherwise we can identify
(u1, u2, u3, u4) in G, deleteu,w2, v2, v3, v4, v5 in order, the new graph is fork free, triangle
free, i.e.G is reducible. Thenw2 must have degree 3 inG, otherwise there is a fork centered
on itself with long arms (w2v3u3,w2v5u4), that means inH, N1(w2) ⊂ N1(u′), thus we can
deletew2 in H, destroying this potential fork.
By far, we have exhausted all the possible cases in Figure 9, and every case lead to a
contradiction, thus Figure 9 does not exist.
Subcase 1.2{u2, u3, u4} ∩ V4(G) , ∅, andu1 ∈ V3(G).













Figure 11: graph 1.2.2
Let H = G/{u2, u3, u4}− {u, u1}, and letu′ denote the vertex resulted from identification.
Then by the choice ofG, H contains a triangle or a fork.
Claim 1: H is triangle-free. SupposeH has a triangle. Thenv2 ∼ v5. Now v2 ∈ V4(G);
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otherwise,H − {v2} is both triangle-free and fork-free, and soχ(H′) ≤ 3, which implies
χ(G) ≤ 3, a contradiction.
Let v′2 ∈ N1(v2) − {u1, u2, v4}. Thenv
′
2 < {v1, v3, v4} becauseG is triangle-free,v
′
2 ∼ v4
to avoid the fork (v2v5u3, v2u2v4, v2u1, v2v′2), andv
′
2 ∼ v3 to avoid the fork (v2v5u4, v2u2v3,
v2u1, v2v′2). SinceN1(v
′
2) * N1(u2), v
′













2 ) is a fork inG, a contradiction.
SoH must contain a fork, sayF, which must be centered onu′. If for some permutation
i jk of {2, 3, 4}, F = (u′viwi , u′vjwj , u′vk, u′v5) then (u2viwi , u2vjwj , u2wk, u2u) would be fork
in G. So there existsv′5 ∈ N1(v5)− (N1(u)∪N2(u)) such thatu
′v5v′5 is a long arm ofF. This
implies thatv′5 / vi for i = 2, 3, 4.
Also, {v2, v3, v4, v5} ⊆ V4(G). For, suppose for somei ∈ {2, 3, 4, 5}, vi ∈ V3(G). Then
H − vi both triangle-free and fork-free, and henceχ(H − vi) ≤ 3 by the choice ofG; which
impliesχ(H) ≤ 3, a contradiction.
Let w1,w2 ∈ N1(v2) − {u1, u2}. Then by Claim 1,w1,w2 < N2(u).
Claim 2. For i ∈ {1, 2}, |N1(wi) ∩ {v3, v4, v5}| ≤ 1.
It suffices to prove Claim 2 fori = 1. First, supposew1 ∼ v3 andw1 ∼ v4. Then
w1 ∈ V4(G), as otherwiseN1(w1) ⊆ N1(v2), a contradiction. So letw′1 ∈ N1(w1)−{v2, v3, v4}.
If w′1 , v5 then (w1v3u3,w1v4u4,w1v2,w1w
′
1) would be a fork inG; if w
′
1 = v5 then
(w1v2u1,w1v3u3,w1v4,w1v5) would be a fork inG. Sow1 / v3 or w1 / v4.
Now assumew1 ∼ v3 andw1 ∼ v5. Thenw1 ∼ v1 to avoid the fork (w1v2u1,w1v5u4,
w1v3,w1v4). Let H′ := G/{u1, u2, u3, u4} − {w1, u, v2, v3, v5}, and letu′′ denote the vertex
resulted from identification. SinceN1(w1) ⊂ N1(u′′), H′ is triangle-free and fork-free, and
χ(H′) ≤ 3 by the choice ofG. Soχ(H) ≤ 3, and henceχ(G) ≤ 3, a contradiction. So
w1 / v3 or w1 / v5.
By symmetry betweenv3 andv4,w1 / v4 or w1 / v5.
Claim 3. w1 ∼ v1 or w2 ∼ v1.
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Supposew1 / v1 andw2 / v1. Then we may assume (by symmetry betweenw1 and
w2) thatw1 ∼ v3 to avoid the fork (v2u1v1, v2u2v3, v2w1, v2w2). Then by Claim 2,w1 / v4.
Sow2 ∼ v4 to avoid the fork (v2u1v1, v2u2v4, v2w1, v2w2). The by Claim 2 again,w2 / v3.
Then F = (u′v5, v′5, u
′v3w3, u′v2, u′v4) or F′ = (u′v5, v′5, u
′v4w4, u′v2, u′v4), where (w3 ∈
N1(v3) − {u2, u3,w1}) and w4 ∈ N1(v4) − {u3, u4,w2}. By the symmetry betweenv3 and
v4, let F = (u′v5, v′5, u
′v3w3, u′v2, u′v4). Then (v3u2v4, v3u3v5, v3w1, v3w3) is a fork inG, a
contradiction.
By Claim 3 and by symmetry, we may assume thatw1 ∼ v1.
Claim 4. v1 / v3 or v1 / v4.
Noting the symmetry betweenv3 andv4, it suffices to provev1 / v4. Suppose for a
contradiction thatv1 ∼ v4. Thenv4 ∈ V4(G); otherwise,H − v4 is both triangle-free and
fork-free, andχ(H − v4) ≤ 3 by the choice ofG; soχ(H) ≤ 3 (and henceχ(G) ≤ 3), a
contradiction.
Letw4 ∈ N(v4)−{u2, u4, v1}. Thenw4 , w2; otherwise by Claims 2 and 3, (v4v1u1, v4u2v3,
v4w4, v4u4) would be fork inG. Also,w4 ∼ v3 andw4 ∼ v5 to avoid the forks (v4v1u1, v4u2v3,
v4u4, v4w4) and (v4v1u1, v4u4v5, v4u2, v4w4), respectively.
Now v1 / v3, or else (v1v3u3, v1v4u4, v1u1, v1w1) would be a fork inG. Sov1 ∼ w2, or
w2 ∼ v3, as otherwise (u2v2w2, u2v4v1, u2v3, u2u) would be a fork inG.
Supposev1 ∼ w2. Thenw4 ∼ w1 orw4 ∼ w2 to avoid the fork (v1u1u, v1v4w4, v1w1, v1w2).
By symmetry betweenw1 andw2, we may assumew4 ∼ w2. Supposev3 ∈ V4(G), and let
w3 ∈ N1(v3) − {u2, u3,w4}. If w3 , w1 then (u2v3w3, u2v4v1, u2u, u2v2) would be a fork inG;
and if w3 = w1 then (v1w1v3, v1v4u4, v1w2, v1u1) would be a fork inG. Sov3 ∈ V3(G). Now
{w1,w2, v5} is a cut inG, and is independent (sinceG is 3-connected and triangle-free). This
is a contradiction to Lemma 7.5.
So it remains to considerw2 ∼ v3. Recall definition ofv′5. Note thatv
′
5 , w1 or else
(v2w1v5, v2u2v4, v2u1, v2w2) would be a fork inG. Moreover,v′5 , w2, v
′
5 , v1, andv
′
5 ∼ v1
or v′5 ∼ w2; for otherwiseH
′ := H/{v3, v4, v5} − {u′,w4} is both triangle-free and fork-free,
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and soχ(H′) ≤ 3, which impliesχ(H) ≤ 3 (and henceχ(G) ≤ 3), a contradiction. So
v′5 < N1(u) ∪ N2(u) ∪ {u,w1,w2,w4}.
On the other hand, ifv′5 ∼ v1 then (v1v
′
5v5, v1v4u2, v1u1, v1w1) would be a fork inG; and
if v′5 ∼ w2 then (v2w2v
′
5, v2u2v4, v2u1, v2w1) would be a fork inG.
Claim 5: v1 / v5. Supposev1 ∼ v5. Then possiblyv′5 = v1. Sincev
′
5 ∈ V4(G), let
w5 ∈ N1(v5) − {u3, u4, v1}. Thenw5 ∼ v3 to avoid the fork (v5v1u1, v5u3v3, v5u4, v5w5), and
w5 ∼ v4 to avoid the fork (v5v1u1, v5u4v4, v5u3, v5w5). So by claim 2,w5 < {w1,w2}.
Recall thatv3, v4 ∈ V4(G). If v3 ∼ w1 andv4 ∼ w2, or v3 ∼ w2 andv4 ∼ w1, then by
Claim 3, we see thatH has no fork centered atu′, contradicting the existence ofF. So by
symmetry betweenv3 andv4, let w3 ∈ N1(v3) − (N1(u) ∪ N2(u) ∪ {u,w1,w2}).
Let w4 ∈ N1(v4)− {u2, u4,w5}. Clearly,w4 < N1(u)∪ {u, v2, v3, v4}. By Claim 4,w4 , v1.
Supposew4 < {w1,w2,w3}. Then sinceG is triangle-free, there is a permutationi jk of
{2, 3, 4} such thatwi / wj. Then (u2viwi , u2vjwj , u2u, u2vk) is a fork inG, a contradiction.
Sow4 ∈ {w1,w2,w3}.
Supposev4 ∼ w3. Thenw3 / v1 otherwise (v1w3v4, v1v5u3, v1w1, v1u1) would be a fork
in G. Now H′ := H/{v3, v4, v5} − {u′,w5} is both triangle-free and fork-free; soχ(H′) ≤ 3
by the choice ofG. Henceχ(H) ≤ 3, and so,χ(G) ≤ 3, a contradiction.
Now supposev4 ∼ w1. Thenw2 ∼ w3 to avoid the fork (u2v4w2, u2v3w3, u2u, u2v4).
Now v1 ∈ V3(G); otherwise letv′1 ∈ N1(v1) − {v1, v5,w1} then (v1w1v4, v1v5u3, v1u1, v1v
′
1)
would be a fork inG. Thenw5 ∈ V4(G), as otherwiseH − w5 is triangle-free and fork-free,
andχ(H − w5) ≤ 3 impliesχ(H) ≤ 3 (and henceχ(G) ≤ 3), a contradiction. However,
w5 / w2; otherwisew2 ∈ V4(G) (or else{w1,w3} would be a 2-cut inG), and letw′2 ∈
N1(w2) − {v2,w3,w5} then (w2v2u1,w2w5v5,w2w3,w2w′2) would be a fork inG. Thus there
existsw′5 ∈ N1(w5) − N1(u) ∪ N2(u) ∪ {u,w1,w2,w3}, Now (v5v1u1, v5w5w
′
5, v5u3, v5u4) is a
fork in G, a contradiction.
So we must havev4 ∼ w2. Thenw1 ∼ w3 to avoid the fork (u2v2w1, u2v4w5, u2u, u2v3).
If {v1,w2,w3} is independent inG, thenH′ := H/{v3, v4, v5} − {u′,w5} is triangle-free and
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fork-free, and henceχ(H′) ≤ 3 by the choice ofG, which impliesχ(H) ≤ 3 andχ(G) ≤ 3,
a contradiction. So{v1,w2,w3} is not independent inG.
Now v1 / w2 to avoid the fork (v1v5u3, v1w2v4, v1u1, v1w1); andv1 / w3 to avoid the fork
(v1v5u4, v1w3v3, v1u1, v1w1). Sow2 ∼ w3. Thenw2 ∈ V3(G), otherwise letw′2 ∈ N1(w2) −
{v1, v4,w3} then (w2w3v3,w2v4u4,w2v1,w2w′2) would be a fork inG. Also w3 ∈ V3(G),
for, if w′3 ∈ N1(w3) − {v3,w1,w2} then (w3w1v1,w3w2v4,w3w
′
3,w3v3) would be a fork inG.
Moreover,w1 ∈ V3(G); for if w′1 ∈ N1(w1) − {v1, v2,w5} then (w1v2u1,w1v4u4, w1w3,w1w
′
1)
would be a fork inG. But this implies that (v1,w5) is a 2-cut inG, a contradiction.
From Claims 4 and 5, we see thatN2(u) is an independent set inG. Recall thatu′v5v′5
is a long arm ofF. The other long arm ofF is u′v2w1, or u′v2w2, or u′v3w3, or u′v4w4.
Claim 6. F , (u′v5v′5, u
′v2wp, u′u3, u′u4), for p ∈ {1, 2}.
Proof. SupposeF , (u′v5v′5, u
′v2wp, u′u3, u′u4) for somep ∈ {1, 2}. Thenv′5 < {w1,w2}.
If v5 ∼ wi for somei ∈ {1, 2} then, sincewi / vj for some j ∈ {3, 4}, (v5wiv2, v5u jvj ,
v5u7− j, v5v′5) would be a fork inG. So Further,v5 / wi for i = 1, 2.
Since v5 ∈ V4(G), let w5 ∈ N1(v5) − {u3, u4, v′5}. If w5 / v3 and w5 / v4 then
(v5u3v3, v5u4v4, v5v′5, v5w5) is a fork in G, a contradiction. So by the symmetry between
v3 andv4, we may assume thatw5 ∼ v4. If w5 / v3 thenw5 ∼ wi for i = 1, 2, to avoid
the fork (u2v2wi , u2v4w5, u2u, u2v3); but then (w5v4u2,w5v5u3,w5w1,w5w2) is a fork inG, a
contradiction. Sow5 / v3.
Recall thatv3, v4 ∈ V4(G). So letwi ∈ N1(vi) − {u2, vi,w5} for i = 3, 4. If {w3,w4,w5}
is independent inG thenH′ := H/{v3, v4, v5} − {u′,w′5} is both triangle-free and fork-free,
andχ(H′) ≤ 3 by the choice ofG; so χ(H) ≤ 3 (and henceχ(G) ≤ 3, a contradiction.
So {w3,w4,w5} is not independent inG. SinceG is triangle-free, we must havew3 , w4
andw3 ∼ w4. Then{w1,w2} , {w3,w4}. Because ofF, wp < {w3,w4}. So by symmetry
betweenw3 andw4, we may assumew3−p = w3. Thenw3 ∈ V3(G); otherwise letw′3 ∈
N1(w3) − {v2, v3,w4}, and we see that (w3v3u3,w3w4v4,w3v2,w3w′3) would be a fork inG.
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This, in particular, impliesp = 1.
So w1 ∼ w4; otherwise (u2v2w1, u2v4w4, u2u, u2v3) would be a fork inG. Also w4 ∈
V3(G), otherwise letw′4 ∈ N1(w4)−{v3, v4,w1} and we see that (w4w3v3,w4v4u4,w4wp,w4w
′
4)
would be a fork inG.
Moreover,w5 ∈ V3(G). Otherwise, letw′5 ∈ N(w5) − {v3, v4, v5}. Thenw
′
5 , w1; or
else {v1, v5} would be a 2-cut inG. Then (v3w5w′5, v3w3w4, v3u3, v3u3) is a fork in G, a
contradiction.
By Claim 6 and by the symmetry betweenv3 andv4, we may assumeF = (u′v5v′5, u
′v3w3,
u′v2, u′v4), herew3 is a neighbor ofv3. So w3 / {v2, v3, v4, v5, v′5}, and in particular,
w3 < {w1,w2}.
Recall thatv4 ∈ V4(G). We claim there existsw4 ∈ N1(v4)−(N1(u) ∪N2(u)∪ {u,w1,w2,w3, v′5}.
For, otherwise,v4 ∼ w1 andv4 ∼ w2. Then by Claim 2, fori = 1, 2, wi / v3 andwi / v5. So
(v4u2v3, v4u4v5, v4w1, v4w2) is a fork inG, a contradiction.
Supposew4 / v3. Thenv4 ∼ wi for i = 1, 2, 3; for otherwise, (u2v2wi , u2v4w4, u2u, u2v3)
(for i = 1, 2) or (u2v3w3, u2v4w4, u2u, u2v2) would be a fork inG. Sincewi / v4 some
i ∈ {1, 2}, (u2v2wi , u2v3w3, u2u, u2v4) is a fork inG, a contradiction.
Thusw4 ∼ v3 for any w4 ∈ N1(v4) − (N1(u) ∪ N2(u) ∪ {u,w1,w2,w3, v′5}, and hence
w4 ∼ v5 to avoid the fork (v3u2v2, v3u3v5, v3w3, v3w4). Hence,v4 ∼ wi for somei ∈ {1, 2}; so
w3−i / vj for j = 3, 4, 5. So by Claim 6,w3−i ∼ v′5. Moreover,w3−i ∼ w3, to avoid the fork
(u2v2w3−i , u2v3w3, u2u, u2v4).
Supposei = 2. Then (w1w3v3,w1v′5v5,w1v1,w1v2) is a fork inG, a contradiction. So
i = 1. Then (v2w2v′5, v2u2v3, v2w1, v2u1) is a fork inG, a contradiction.
Subcase 1.3: u1 ∈ V4(G) andu1 ∼ v3 in G. See Figure 12.
Let H := G/{u1, u2, u3, u4}−{u, v3}, and letu′ denote the vertex resulted from identifica-
tion. Clearly,χ(H) ≤ 3 implies thatχ(G) ≤ 3. Therefore, sinceG is irreducible,H contains
a triangle or a fork.














Figure 12: graph 1.2.3
Claim 1. v2 ∼ v5.
Supposev2 / v5. First, assumew3 ∼ v5. Thenw3 ∼ v4 to avoid the fork (v5v2u1, v5u4v4,
v5u3, v5w3), andw3 ∼ v1 to avoid the fork (u1uu4, u1v3w3, u1v1, u1v2) (note thatw3 / v2
sinceG is triangle-free). Thus{v1, v2, v4} is a cut inG, andv2 / v1 andv2 / v4 since
G is triangle-free. Sov1 / v4, as otherwise,v4 ∈ V4(G) and hence{v1, v2} is a 2-cut in
G, a contradiction. Thus{v1, v2, v4} is an independent set inG; so by Lemma 7.5,G is
3-colorable, contradiction.
Sow3 / v5. Hence,w3 ∼ v4 to avoid the fork (v3u2v4v3u3v5, v3u1, v3w3).
Next assumew3 ∼ v2. Thenw3 ∼ v1 to avoid the fork (v2u1v1, v2v5u4, v2u2, v2w3).
Hence{v1, v4, , v5} is a cut inG. Moreover,{v1, v4, v5} is independent inG: v4 / v5 sinceG
is triangle-free,v1 / v4 since{v1, v5} is not a cut inG, andv1 / v5 since{v1, v4} is not a cut
in G. By Lemma 7.5,G is 3-colorable, a contradiction. So we havew3 / v2.
Sincew3 / v2, w3 ∼ v1 to avoid the fork (u1uu4, u1v3w3, u1v1, u1v2). Now w3 ∈ V3(G),
for otherwise, letw′3 ∈ N1(w3)−N2(u) then (w3v3u3,w3v4u4,w3v1,w3w
′
3) would be a fork in
G. Also,v2 ∈ V3(G), for, letv′2 ∈ N1(v2) − N2(u) then (v2u2v4, v2v5v3, v2u1, v2v
′
2) would be a
fork in G. Then{v1, v4, v5} is an independent cut inG; and by the same argument as above
we arrive at a contradiction to Lemma 7.5, completing the proof of Claim 1.
Claim 2. v1 / v4.
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Supposev1 ∼ v4. First, assumew3 ∼ v4; so w3 / v1 sinceG is triangle-free. Then
w3 ∼ v5 to avoid the fork (v4v1u1, v4u4v5, v4u2, v4w3), and w3 ∼ v2 to avoid the fork
(u1uu4, u1v3w3, v1, u1v2). Hence the same argument in the proof of Claim 1 shows that
{v1, v2, v3} is independent and leads to a contradiction to Lemma 7.5.
Sow3 / v4. Thenw3 ∼ v5 to avoid the fork (v3u2v4v3u3v5, v3u1, v3w3).
Now assumew3 ∼ v1. If v1,w3 ∈ V3(G) then {v2, v4, v5} is independent inG, and
we obtain a contradiction by Lemma 7.5. Sov1 ∈ V4(G) or w3 ∈ V4(G). First, assume
v1 ∈ V4(G), and letw1 denote the unique member ofN1(v1) \ (N1(u)∪N2(u)∪ {w3}), which
exists sinceG is triangle-free. Thenw1 ∼ v5 to avoid the fork (v1v4u2, v1w3v5, v1u1, v1w1),
andw1 ∼ v2 to avoid the fork (u1uu4, uv1w1, uv2, uv3). If w1 ∈ V4(G) then letw′1 ∈ N1(w1) \
{u1, v4,w3} and (w1v2u2,w1v5u3,w1v1,w1w′1) would be a fork inG. Sow1 ∈ V3(G). Then
by Lemma 7.5,G is 3-colorable, contradiction. Thusv1 ∈ V3(G). Sow3 ∈ V4(G), and let
w′3 ∈ N1(w3) − {v1, v3, v5}. Note thatw3 / v2, as otherwise{v2, v4, v5} is an independent set
and we derive a contradiction to Lemma 7.5. Thus (w3v3u2,w3v5u4,w3v1,W3W′3) is a fork
in G, a contradiction.
So w3 / v1. Thenw3 ∼ v2 to avoid the fork (u1v3w3, u1uu4, u1v1, u1v2). SinceG is
3-connected,{v1,w3} cannot be a 2-cut inG; so{v2, v4, v5} * V3(G).
Supposev2 ∈ V4(G), and letw2 ∈ N1(v2) \ {u1, u2,w3}. Thenw2 ∼ v1 to avoid the fork
(u1uu4, u1v2w2, u1v1, u1v3), andw2 ∼ v5 to avoid the fork (v2w3v5, v2u2v4, v2u1, v2w2). So
w2 ∈ V3(G), as otherwise, letw′2 ∈ N1(w2) \ {v1, v2, v5} then (w2v2u2,w2v5u4,w2v1,w2w
′
2)
would be a fork inG. Thenv4 ∈ V3(G) for if there existsw4 ∈ N1(v4) \ {u2, u4, v1} then
(v4v1u1, v4u4v5, v4v1, v4w4) would be a cut inG. But now (v1,w3) is a 2-cut inG, and this
contradiction shows thatv2 ∈ V3(G).
Now supposev4 ∈ V4(G), and letw4 ∈ N1(v4) − {u2, u4, v1}. Thenw4 ∼ v5 to avoid the
fork (v4v1u1, v4u4v5, v4w4, v4u2). Hence,{v1,w3,w4} is a cut inG and is also independent.
So we derive a contradiction by Lemma 7.5.
Therefore,v4 ∈ V3(G). This then implies thatv5 has a neighborw5 < {u3, u4,w3}, and
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(v5u4v4, v5w3v2, v5u3, v5w5) is a fork inG, a contradiction.
Claim 3. v1 / v5.
Supposev1 ∼ v5. First, consider the case whenw3 ∼ v5. Note thatw3 / v1 since
G is triangle-free. Thenw3 ∼ v4 to avoid the fork (v5v1u1, v5u4v4, v5u3, v5w3), w3 ∼ v2
to avoid the fork (u1uu4, u1v3w3, u1v1, u1v2). Now {v1, v2, v4} is an independent cut inG,
contradicting Lemma 7.5.
Sow3 / v5. Thenw3 ∼ v4 to avoid the fork (v3u2v4, v3u3v5, v3w3, v3u1).
If v5 ∈ V3(G) thenH − v5 is triangle-free and fork-free, and soχ(H − v5) ≤ 3 by the
choice ofG; which implies thatχ(G) ≤ 3, a contradiction.
So v5 ∈ V4(G), and letw5 ∈ N1(v5) − {u3, u4, v1}. Thenw5 ∼ v4 to avoid the fork
(v5v1u1, v5u4v4, v5u3, v5w5). Alsow3 ∼ vi for somei ∈ {1, 2}, to avoid the fork (u1uu4, u1v3w3,
u1v1, u1v2). If w3 ∈ V4(G) then letw′3 ∈ N1(w3)−{v3, v4, vi}; now (w3v3u3,w3v4u4,w3vi ,w3w
′
3)
is a fork in G, a contradiction. Sow3 ∈ V3(G). Then {v1, v2,w5} is a cut inG. By
Lemma 7.5,{v1, v2,w5} is not independent inG; so v2 ∼ w5. Then i = 1, otherwise,
{v1,w5} would be a 2-cut inG. Also w5 ∈ V4(G), otherwise{v1, v2} would be a 2-cut in
G. So letw′5 ∈ N1(w5) − {u3, u4, v1}. Then (w5v5u3,w5v4w3w5v2,w5w
′
5) is a fork in G, a
contradiction.
By Claims 1-3, we know thatH is triangle-free. SoH contains a fork, sayF. Since
v2, v3, v4, v5 all have degree at most 3 inH, they cannot be the center ofF. Also, it is easy
to see that sinceG contains no fork,F must center onu′.
Suppose for somei ∈ {1, 2}, u′viwi is a long arm ofF. Thenwi = w3; for otherwise,
(u1viwi , u1uu4, u1v3−i , u1v3) would be fork inG. Now (v3u2v4, v3u3v5, v3u1, v3wi) is a fork in
G, a contradiction.
ThusF = (u′v4w4, u′v5w5, u′v1, u′v2), wherew4 ∈ N1(v4) andw5 ∈ N1(v5). Now w3 <
{w4,w5}; for if w3 = w4 then (v3u1v1, v3u3v5, v3u2, v3w4) would be a fork inG, and ifw3 = w5
then (v3u1v1, v3u2v4, v3u3, v3w5) would be a fork inG.
If w3 / v1 andw3 / v4 then (v3u1v1, v3u2v4, v3u3, v3w3) would be a fork inG; if w3 / v1
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andw3 / v5 then (v3u1v1, v3u3v5, v3u2, v3w3) would be a fork inG; if w3 / v4 andw3 / v5
then (v3u2v4, v3u3v5, v3u3, v3w3) would be a fork inG.
So |N1(w3) ∩ {v1, v4, v5}| ≥ 2.
If w3 ∼ v1 andw3 ∼ v4 then (v4u2v2, v4w3v1, v4u4, v4w4) (whenw3 / v2) or (v4w3v1, v4u4v5,
v4u2, v4w4) (whenw3 / v5) would be a fork inG. Sow3 / v1 or w3 / v4.
Now if w3 ∼ v1 andw3 ∼ v5 thenw3 / v4, and hence (v5w3v1, v5u4v4, v5u3, v5w5) is a fork
in G. Sow3 / v1 or w3 / v5. Thenw3 ∼ v4, w3 ∼ v5 andw3 / v1. NowH′ := H/{v4, v5}−w3
is triangle-free and fork-free. Soχ(H′) ≤ 3. This impliesχ(H) ≤ 3, and soχ(G) ≤ 3, a
contradiction.













Figure 13: graph 1.2.4
ConsiderH = G/{u1, u2, u3, u4} − {v5, u}, and letu′ denote the vertex resulted from
the contraction. SinceN1(v5) * N1(u), we may letw5 ∈ N1(v5) − {u1, u3, u4}. SinceG is
triangle-free,w5 < {u} ∪ N1(u) ∪ N2(u).
Claim 1. v1 / v3 or v / v4.
Supposev1 ∼ v3 andv1 ∼ v4. If v1 has a neighbor, sayw1, different fromu1, v3, v4, then
(v1v3u3, v1v4u4, v1u1, v1w1) is a fork inG, a contradiction. Sov1 ∈ V3(G).
If w5 / v3 and w5 / v4 then (v5u4v4, v5u3v3, v5u1, v5w5) would be a fork inG. So
w5 ∼ v3 or w5 ∼ v4. Moreover,w5 / v3 or w5 / v4; as otherwise,{v2,w5} would be a 2-cut
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in G. Then,w5 ∼ v2; for, otherwise,{v2, v4,w5} or {v2, v3,w5} is an independent cut inG,
contradicting Lemma 7.5. Sow5 ∼ v2.
Supposew5 ∼ v3; thenw5 / v4. Then there existsw′5 ∈ N1(w5) − {v2, v3, v5}, otherwise
{v2, v4} would be 2-cut inG. Now (w5v3v1,w5v5u4,w5v2,w5w′5) is a fork inG, a contradic-
tion.
Similarly, if w5 ∼ v4 thenw5 / v3, and there existsw′5 ∈ N1(w5) − {v2, v4, v5}; hence
(w5v4v1,w5v5u3,w5v2,w5w′5) is a fork inG, a contradiction.
Claim 2. v1 / v3 andv1 / v4.
Note the symmetry betweenv3 andv4; so it suffices to provev1 / v3. Suppose for a
contradiction thatv1 ∼ v3. Thenv1 / v4 by Claim 1.
First, assumew5 ∼ v3. Thenw5 ∼ v4 to avoid the fork (v3v1u1, v3u2v4, v3u3, v3w5).
Moreover, there existsw′5 ∈ N1(w5) − N2(u); otherwiseH − {w
′
5, v3} is triangle-free and
fork-free, andχ(H − {w′5, v3}) ≤ 3, which impliesχ(G) ≤ 3, a contradiction. On the other
hand,w′5 ∼ vi for i = 1, 2, as otherwise (v5u1vi , v5w5w
′
5, v5u3, v5u4) would be a fork inG.
If w′5 ∈ V3(G) then{v1, v2, v4} is an independent cut inG, contradicting to Lemma 7.5. So
w′5 ∈ V4(G), and letw
′′










5 ) is a fork
in G, a contradiction.
Sow5 / v3. Thenw5 ∼ v2 to avoid the fork (v5u1v2, v5u3v3, v5u4, v5w5), andw5 ∼ v4 to
avoid the fork (v5u3v3, v5u4v4, v5u1, v5w5). We may assume that there existw′5 ∈ N1(w5) −
N2(u); otherwise,H′ := H − {w5, v4} is triangle-free and fork-free, and soχ(H′) ≤ 3, which
impliesχ(G) ≤ 3, a contradiction. Now 5 ∼ v1 to avoid the fork (v5w5w′5, v5u1v1, v5u3, v5u4).
But then (w5w′5v1,w5v5u3,w5v2,w5v4) is a fork inG, a contradiction.
By Claim 2, H is triangle free. Then by the choice ofG, H must contain a fork, say
F. If there exists a permutationi jk of {2, 3, 4} such thatF = (u′viwi , u′vjwj , u′vk, u′v1)
then (u′viwi , u′vjwj , u′vk, u′u) would be a fork inG. So there existsi ∈ {2, 3, 4} such that
F = (u′v1w1, u′viwi , u′vj, u′vk), where{ j, k} = {2, 3, 4} − {i}.
Supposei = 2. Thenv5 ∈ wp for somep ∈ {1, 2}, to avoid the fork (u1v1w1, u1v2w2,
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u1u, u1v5). Then (v5u4v4, v5u1v3−p, v5u3, v5wp) is a fork inG, a contradiction.
So i , 2. Note the symmetry betweenv3 andv4. So we may assumei = 3. If w5 = wp
for somep ∈ {1, 3} then (v5u4v4, v5w5wp, v5u1, v5u3) would be a fork inG; sow5 < {w1,w3}.
If N(w5) ⊆ N2(u) then letw5 ∼ wp for somep ∈ {2, 3, 4}; and henceH′ := H − {w5, vp}
is both triangle-free and fork-free, andχ(H′) ≤ 3 impliesχ(H) ≤ 3 (and soχ(G) ≤ 3), a
contradiction.
So w5 is adjacent to at most two of{v1, v2, v3, v4}. If w5 / v3 and w5 / v4 then
(v5u3v3, v5u4v4, v5u1, v5w5) would be a fork inG; if w5 / v1 andw5 / v3 then (v5u1v1, v5u3v3,
v5u4, v5w5) would be a fork inG; if w5 / v1 andw5 / v4 then (v5u1v1, v5u4v4, v5u3, v5w5)
would be a fork inG; if w5 / v2 andw5 / v3 then (v5u1v2, v5u3v3, v5u4, v5w5) would be a
fork in G; if w5 / v2 andw5 / v4 then (v5u1v2, v5u4v4, v5u3, v5w5) would be a fork inG. So
N(w5)∩{v1, v2, v3, v4} = {v3, v4}. Thenw5 ∼ w1 to avoid the fork (u1v1w1, u1v5w5, u1u, u1v2).
But then (w5v3w3,w5w1v1, w5v4,w5v5) is a fork inG, a contradiction. 
If two of u2, u3, u4 has degree 4, the structure between (u2, u3, u4) and (v2, v3, v4, v5) is








Figure 14: graph H 1.2.5
then the degree ofu1 cannot be 3, otherwise we can identify (u2, u3, u4) asu′, delete
u, u1 and the another vertex adjacent tou1, the new graph is fork free, triangle free, i.e.G
is reducible, contradiction.
Whenu1 has degree 4, sincev2, v5 are symmetric,v3, v4 are symmetric, there are 3 types
of graph by symmetry:
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Figure 15: graph G 1.2.5
u2, u3, u4 as u′, deleteu, denote the new graph byH, obviouslyH is triangle free then
the only potential fork inH is the one centered onu′ with long arms (u′v2w2, u′v5w5)(here,
w2 is the vertex adjacent tov2, w5 is the vertex adjacent tov5), other forks inH can be
converted to a fork inG. However, this potential fork doesn’t exist, otherwise there is a
fork in G: (v2u4v5, v2u2v4, v2u1, v2w2). ThusH is fork free triangle free, i.eG is reducible.











Figure 16: graph 1.2.6
N1(v4) * N1(u), andN1(v3) , N1(v4), v3 must have the fourth neighborw3, v4 must have the
fourth neighborw4, thenv1 must be adjacent tow3,w4 to forbid fork centered onu1 with
one long armu1uu4. Then let’s identifyu2, u3, u4 asu′, deleteu, denote the new graph byH,
obviously,H is triangle free, we can see that the potential new fork inH must be centered
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on u′, sincev2, v3, v4, v5 have degree at most 3 inH.
Claim 1There is no fork centered onu′ in H.
Proof. suppose not, then two long arms of the fork must beu′v2w2, u′v5w5(w2 is adjacent
to v2, w5 is adjacent tov5), otherwise, it’s also a fork inG centered onu2/u3. If two long
arms of the fork areu′v2w2, u′v5w5, v1 cannot be adjacent tov2(herev1 has at most one more
neighbor sincedeg(v1) ≤ 4), otherwise there is a fork (v2u2v3, v2u4v5, v2v1, v2w2); also,v1
cannot be adjacent tov5 by symmetry. Thus, if we identifyu1, u2, u3, u4 in G, deleteu, v3, v4,
the new graph is fork free triangle free, i.e.G is reducible, contradiction.

By Claim 1and previous analysis,H is fork free, triangle free, i.e.G is reducible.











Figure 17: graph 1.2.7
same argument withSubcase 2.5
Case 3: |N2(u)| = 6, N2(u) = {v1, v2, v3, v4, v5, v6}, v1 ∈ S1(u) then we have several
subcases depending on the degree ofN1(u):
If u2, u3, u4 ∈ V4(G), thenG[{u2, u3, u4, v2, v3, v4, v5, v6}] is isomorphic toH1 or H2 in
Figure 18. Notice that inH2, v3 andv4 are symmetric, andv5 andv6 are symmetric.
Subcase 3.1: G[{u2, u3, u4, v2, v3, v4, v5, v6}]  H1.











Figure 18: Two Graphs
Claim 1: v3 / v6, andv2 / v5 Note the symmetry betweenv2 andv6 and the symmetry
betweenv3 andv5. So we need only provev3 / v6. Suppose, for a contradiction, that
v3 ∼ v6. Thenv3 / v1, to avoid the fork (v3u2v2, v3v6u4, v3u3, v3v1).
Assumev3 ∈ V4(G), and letw3 ∈ N1(v3) − {u2, u4, v6}. Thenw3 ∼ v2, to avoid the fork
(v3v6u4, v3u2v2, v3u3, v3w3); hencew3 ∼ v1 as otherwise (u1v2w3, u1uu3, u1v1, u1v6) would be
a fork inG. But then (v3v6u4, v3w3v1, v3u2, v3u3) is a fork inG, a contradiction.
Sov3 ∈ V3(G). Thenv2 / v5, or else there would be a fork (u3v3v6, u3v5v2, u3u, u3v4) in
G; and hencev1 / v5, as otherwise (u1v1v5, u1v6v3, u1v2, u1u) would be a fork inG. Then,
H := G/{u1, u2, u3, u4} − {u, v3, v4, v6} is triangle-free and fork-free, andχ(H) ≤ 3 implies
χ(G) ≤ 3. However, the choice ofG impliesχ(H) ≤ 3, a contradiction.
Now v4 / v1, for otherwise (v4u4v6, v4u2v2, v4u3, v4v1) would be a fork inG. Since
N1(v4) * N1(u), we havev4 ∈ V4(G); so letw4 ∈ N1(v4) − {u2, u3, u4}. Then sinceG is
triangle-free andv4 / v1, v2 < N1(u) ∪ N2(u) ∪ {u}. Sow4 ∼ v3 or w4 ∼ v5 to avoid the
fork (u3uu1, u3v4w4, u3v3, u3v5). So by symmetry betweenv3 andv5, we may assume that
w4 ∼ v5.
Also w4 ∼ v2 or w4 ∼ v6, to avoid the fork (v4u2v2, v4u4v6, v4u3, v4w4). So by sym-
metry betweenv2 and v6, we may assumew4 ∼ v6. Then w4 / v1 to avoid the fork














Figure 19: graph 1.3.1
H := G/{u2, u3, u4} − {u,w4, v4, v5} is triangle-free (v3 / v6 by Claim 1) and fork-free. So













Figure 20: graph 1.3.2
Subcase 3.2G[{u2, u3, u4, v2, v3, v4, v5, v6}] is the graph in Figure 20, whereu1 ∈ V3(G)
andu1 ∼ v2.
Notice that there is symmetry betweenv5 and v6, and betweenv3 and v4. Let v ∈
N1({v3, v4, v5, v6}) − {v1}. Thenv , v2 sinceG is triangle-free.
First, supposev ∼ vi for somei ∈ {5, 6}. Thenv ∼ vk for k = 5, 6, or v ∼ vj for
j = 3, 4. Otherwise, by symmetry betweenv5 andv6, we may assumev ∼ v5 andv ∼
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v6. Thenv ∼ v3 to avoid the fork (u3uu1, u3v5v, u3v3, u3v6), andv ∼ v4 to avoid the fork
(u4uu1, u4v5v, u4v4, u4v6).
Now supposev ∼ vi for somei ∈ {3, 4}. By symmetry betweenv3 andv4, assume
v ∼ v3. Thenv ∼ vk for somek ∈ {5, 6}, to avoid the fork (u3uu1, u3v3v, u3v5, u3v6). So by
the conclusion in the above paragraph, we have|N1(v) ∩ {v3, v4, v5, v6}| ≥ 3.
From the conclusions of the above two paragraphs, we derive that |N1({v3, v4, v5, v6}) −
{v1}| ≤ 2 andN1({v3, v4, v5, v6}) − {v1} is independent inG.
SinceG is 3-connected, letN1({v3, v4, v5, v6}) − {v1} = {w1,w2}.
We claim thatN1({v3, v4, v5, v6}) must be independent inG. Otherwise,v1 ∼ vi for
somei ∈ {3, 4, 5, 6}, andv1 sinw1 or v1 ∼ w2. Without loss of generality, assumev1 ∼ w1.
Supposev1 ∼ v3. Thenw1 / v3, and hencew1 ∼ v5 andv ∼ v6. (More details.)
Now H := G/{v3, v4, v5, v6}−({u, v2}∪N1(u)) is triangle-free and fork-free, andχ(H) ≤ 3
impliesχ(G) ≤ 3. But by the choice ofG, χ(H) ≤ 3, a contradiction.
Subcase 3.3: G[{u2, u3, u4, v2, v3, v4, v5, v6}] is the graph in Figure 21.
In this caseu1 ∼ v3. SinceN1(v3) * N1(u), let w3 ∈ N1(v3) − N1(u). SinceG is














We claim thatw3 ∼ vi for somei ∈ {1, 2}; as otherwise (u1uu4, u1v3w3, u1v1, u1v2) would
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be a fork inG. Also w3 ∼ vj for some j ∈ {5, 6}; or else (u3uu1, u3v3w3, u3v5, u3v6) would
be a fork inG. Now w3 ∼ v4 or w3 ∼ v11− j , to avoid the fork (u4uu1, u4v6w3, u4v4, u4v5).
This impliesw3 ∈ V4(G) andN1(w3) ⊆ N2(u).
Further,w3 ∼ v1. For, supposew3 / v1. Then N1(w3) ⊆ {v2, v3, v4, v5, v6}; H :=
G/u2, u3, u4 − {u,w3, v3, u1, v2} is both triangle-free and fork-free. So by the choice ofG,
χ(H) ≤ 3. However, this impliesχ(G) ≤ 3, a contradiction.
SoN1(w3) is one of the following:{v1, v3, v4, v5}, {v1, v3, v4, v6}, or {v1, v3, v5, v6}.
SupposeN1(w3) = {v1, v3, v4, v5} or N1(w3) = {v1, v3, v4, v6}. By symmetry between
v5 andv6, we only considerN1(w3) = {v1, v3, v4, v6}. If v5 / v1 andv5 / v2, thenH :=
G/{u1, u2, u3, u4} − {u,w3, v3, v4, v6} is both triangle-free and fork-free; soχ(H) ≤ 3 by the
choice ofG, which impliesχ(G) ≤ 3, a contradiction. Supposev1 ∼ v5. If v1 ∈ V3(G)
thenH := G − N1(u) ∪ {u,w3, v1, v3, v4, v6} is both triangle-free and fork-free; soχ(H) ≤ 3
by the choice ofG, which impliesχ(G) ≤ 3, a contradiction. Sov1 ∈ V4(G) and let
w1 ∈ N1(v1) − {u1, v5,w3}. Thenw1 ∼ v4 to avoid the fork (v1v5u3, v1w3v4, v1w1, v1u1);
w1 ∼ v2 to avoid the fork (u1uu4, u1v1w1, u1v2, u1v3), andw1 ∼ v5 or w1 ∼ v6 to avoid the
fork (u4uu1, u4v4w1, u4v5, u4v6). ThenH := G − N1(u) ∪ {u, v1, v3, v4, v6,w3} is triangle-
free and fork-free; and henceχ(H) ≤ 3 by the choice ofG, which impliesχ(G) ≤ 3, a
contradiction. So we have shownv1 / v5. Apply the very similar argument we can prove
thatv2 / v5.
The caseN1(w3) = {v1, v3, v4, v5} is similar by the symmetry betweenv5 andv6
Finally assumeN1(w3) = {v1, v3, v5, v6}. We can apply very similar argument above to
show thatG is reducible, contradiction.
Subcase 3.4: u1 is also adjacent tov5 in Figure 20. The graph is in Figure 22.
If one ofu2, u3, u4 has degree 3, then there are 2 cases by symmetry.
Subcase 3.5:
Lemma 7.7. In this graph, for any vertex x, x cannot be adjacent to four of(v2, v3, v4, v5, v6).



























Figure 23: graph 1.3.5
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that after we deletex, every vertex inN1(x) has at most degree 2, thus we can delete them.
Now,u′ also has degree 2, we can delete it to destroy possible triangle. Then the new graph
is fork free, triangle free, i.e.G is reducible, contradiction. 
First, notice that in this graph,v1 / v4, otherwise, there is a forku1uu3, u1v1v4, u1v2, u1v6
in G, contradiction.
Second, notice that in this graph,v2, v6 are symmetric,v3, v5 are symmetric. Also,u1
has degree 4, andu1 has a potential long arm which cannot be forbidden:u1uu3, thus we
can start the proof by exhausting all the possible structureon N2(u1):
Case 1:v2 ∼ v5, v3 ∼ v6. It’s impossible since there is a fork (u4v5v2, u4v6v3, u4v4, u4u).
Notice that herev2 / v4, v6, v3 / v4, v5 since triangle free.
Case 2:v2, v6 has degree 3, andv2 ∼ v5, the third neighbor ofv6 is w6, thenw6 ∼ v1
since hereu1v6w6 is another potential long arm ofu1. Thenw6 ∼ v4 or v5 to forbid the fork
(u4v5v2, u4v6w6, u4v4.u4u).
If w6 ∼ v5, thenv5 has degree 4 and has 3 potential long arms (v5v2u1, v5u4v4, v5u3v3),
w6 must be adjacent to bothv3, v4 to forbid the fork centered onv5, i.e. w6 must have degree
5, contradiction to our assumption. Thusw6 / v5.
If w6 ∼ v4, w6 ∼ v3 to forbid the fork (u2v2v5, u2v4w6, u2v3, u2u). Then we can identify
u1, u2, u3, u4 asu′, deleteu,w6, v2, v3, v4, v5, v6, the new graph is fork free, triangle free, i.e.
G is reducible, contradiction.
Case 3:v2, v6 has degree 3, andv6 ∼ v3, the third neighbor ofv2 is w2. This case is
symmetric with Case 2.
Case 4:v2, v6 has degree 3, and the third neighbor ofv2 is w2, the third neighbor ofv6
is w6, thenv1 ∼ w2,w6 to forbid the fork centered onu1.
Claim 1: v1 / v3, by symmetry,v1 / v5.
Suppose not,v3 must have degree 4, otherwise, we can identifyu1, u2, u3, u4, delete
u, v2, v3, v6, the new graph is fork free, triangle free, i.e.G is reducible. Denote the fourth
degree ofv3 by w3, thenw3 ∼ v4, v5 to forbid the forks (v3v1u1, v3u2v4, v3u3, v3w3) and
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(v3v1u1, v3u3v5, v3u2, v3w3), andw3 ∼ w2 or w6 to forbid the fork (v1v3w3, v1u1u, v1w6, v1w2).
If w3 ∼ w6, then let’s show thatv4 must have degree 3.v4 / w6 since triangle free, and
v4 / w2, otherwise there is a fork (v4w2v1, v4u4v6, v4u2, v4w3); denote the fourth neighbor
of v4 by w4, then there is a fork (v4u2v2, v4u4v6, v4w3, v4w4), contradiction. Next, let’s show
thatv5 also has degree 3.v5 / w6 since triangle free, andv5 / w2, otherwise, either there
is a two cut set (w2,w6), or this is the graphG, andG is 3-colorable, contradiction. denote
the fourth neighbor ofv5 by w5, thenw5 ∼ w6 to forbid the fork (u4v5w5, u4v6w6, u4v4, u4u),
then (w2,w5) is a 2-cut set, contradiction. Now, we have shown thatv4, v5 have degree 3,
then we can identifyu1, u2, u3, u4 asu′, deleteu, v1, v4, v5, v6, u′, the new graph is fork free,
triangle free, i.e.G is reducible, contradiction. Thusw3 / w6.
If w3 ∼ w2, we can apply very similar argument as above, prove thatv4, v5 have degree
3, andG is reducible, contradiction.
Claim 2: v1 / v4
Suppose not,v4 must have degree 4, otherwise, we can identifyu1, u2, u3, u4, delete
u, v2, v4, v6, G is reducible. Also, the fourth neighbor ofv4 cannot bew2 or w6 since triangle
free, then there is a fork centered onv4 with long arms (v4u2v2, v4u4v6), contradiction.
Now we have shown thatv1, v3, v4, v5 are independent. Also,v1 must have degree 3,
otherwise, denote the fourth neighbor ofv1 by w1, there is a fork (u1uu1, u1v1w1, u1v2, u1v6),
contradiction.
Claim 3: v4 has degree 3.
Suppose not, there are 4 situations:
If v4 ∼ w2, and the fourth neighbor isw4, there is a fork (v4w2v1, v4u4v6, v4w4, v4u2),
contradiction;
If v4 ∼ w6, and the fourth neighbor isw4, there is a fork (v4w6v1, v4u2v2, v4w4, v4u4),
contradiction;
If v4 ∼ w2,w6, thenw2 orw6 must be adjacent tov3 orv5 to forbid the fork (v4u2v3, v4u4v5,
v4w2, v4w6). However, for example, ifw2 ∼ v3, then we can identifyN1(u), deleteu,w2, v2,
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v3, v4, then new graph is fork free, triangle free, contradiction(notice that we have shown
thatv1, v5, v6 are independent); similarly, ifw2 ∼ v5 or w6 ∼ v3/v5, we can apply the same
argument which leads to a contradiction.
Otherwise, denote the third and fourth neighbor byw4,w′4, there is a fork (v4u2v2, v4u4v6,
v4w4, v4w′4), contradiction.
Thus, in graphG, v2, v4, v6 have degree 3, andv1, v3, v5 are independent, we can identify
u1, u2, u3, u4, deleteu, v2, v4, v6, the new graph is fork free, triangle free, i.e.G is reducible,
contradiction.
Case 5:v2, v6 ∈ V3, andv2, v6 have a common neighborw.
In this case, theN1(v1) − u1 ⊂ (v3, v5,w), otherwise there will be a fork centered onu1
with long arms (u1uu3, u1v1∗). First, v1 cannot be adjacent to all of (v3, v5,w), otherwise
there is a fork (v1v3u2, v1v5u4, v1w, v1u1). That meansv1 ∈ V3, thus there are 2 possibilities:
Subcase 1:v1 ∼ w, v3, or v1 ∼ w, v5. Here,w ∈ V4, otherwiseN1(w) ⊂ N1(u1), con-
tradictory to our assumption. However, the fourth neighborof w must be one ofv3, v4, v5,
otherwise there is a fork centered onw, with long arms (wv2u2,wv6u4). Then we can iden-
tify N1(u), deleteu,w,N1(w)(notice that here we can deletev1 sincev1 ∈ V3), the new graph
is fork free, triangle free, contradiction.
Subcase 2:v1 ∼ v3, v5. Now, let’s prove thatv3 ∈ V3. First v3 / w, otherwisew ∼ v4
to forbid the fork (v3v1u1, v3u2v4, v3u3, v3w), but it’s impossible by Lemma 7.3. Now let’s
denote the fourth neighbor ofv3 by w3, thenw3 ∼ v4 to forbid the fork (v3v1u1, v3u2v4,
v3u3, v3w3); andw3 ∼ v5 to forbid the fork (u4v5v1, u4v4w3, u4v6, u4u); andw ∼ v4 to forbid
the fork (u2v2w, u2v3v1, u2v4, u2u). Now, either this is the graphG, which is 3-colorable; or
w3,w is a 2-cut set, contradiction.
Thus, we have shown thatv3 ∈ V3, we can identifyN1(u), deleteu, v2, v3, v6, v1 in order,
notice that after we deletev3, v1 has degree 2, and can be deleted. The new graph is fork
free, triangle free, contradiction.
From Case 1∼ 5, we know that at least one ofv2, v6 has degree 4.
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Case 6:v2 has degree 4, andv2 ∼ v5, the fourth neighbor ofv2 is w2.
In this case,w2 ∼ v3 to forbid the fork (v2v5u4, v2u2v3, v2w6, v2u1); also,w2 ∼ v4 to
forbid the fork (v2v5u3, v2u2v4, v2w6, v2u1). Thenw2 ∈ V4, otherwiseN1(w2) ⊂ N1(u2),
contradictory to our assumption. However, by Lemma 7.3,w2 / v6, denote the fourth




That means, ifv2 ∈ V4, v2 / v5. By symmetry, ifv6 ∈ V4, v6 / v3.
Case 7:v2 ∈ V4, v6 ∈ V3, v2, v6 has a common neighborw6, and the fourth neighbor of
v2 is w2.
In this case,v1 ∼ w2 to forbid the fork centered onu1. Other neighbors ofv1 must be in
(w6, v3, v5),(recall thatv1 / v4) otherwise there will be a fork centered onu1.
Claim 1: v1 / w6.
Suppose not,v1 ∼ w6, thenw6 ∈ V4, otherwise,N1(w6) ⊂ N1(u1). If the fourth neighbor
of w6 is v3, then there is a fork (w6v3u3,w6v6u4,w6v2,w6v1), contradiction; if the fourth
neighbor ofw6 is v5, then there is a fork (w6v5u3,w6v2u2,w6v5,w6v1), contradiction; if the
fourth neighbor ofw6 is some other vertex, then there is a fork (w6v2u2,w6v6u4,w6v1,w6x),
contradiction. Thus, the only possible is,w6 ∼ v4.
Then, we claim thatv1 / v3. Suppose not,w2 ∼ v4 to forbid the fork (v1v3u3, v1w6v4,
v1u1, v1w2), thenw2 ∼ v5 to forbid the fork (v4u2v3, v4u4v5, v4w2, v4w6)(notice that herew6
is saturated,w2 / v3 since triangle free). Then we can identifyN1(u), deleteu,w2,w6,
v1, v2, v4, v5, v6 in order, the new graph is fork free, triangle free, contradiction. Thus,v1 /
v3, we can apply very similar argument to show thatv1 / v5. That meansv1, v3, v5 are
independent.
Now we can identifyN1(u) asu′, deleteu,w6, v2, v4, v6 in order, the new graph is fork
free sinceu′ ∈ V3, and triangle free, sincev1, v3, v5 are independent, contradiction. Thus
v1 / w6.
By our assumption,v1 has at least 3 degree, thusv1 need to be adjacent to at least one
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of v3, v5. At the same time,v1 cannot be adjacent to bothv3, v5, otherwise there is a fork
(v1v3u2, v1v5u4, v1u1, v1w2), contradiction. Thus there are 2 subcases:
Subcase 1:v1 ∼ v3, v1 ∈ V3. Here,w6 / v3, otherwise,v3 ∈ V4, and has one long
arm that cannot be forbidden:v3v1u1, and two potential long arms:v3u2v4, v3u3v5, that
meansw6 need to be adjacent to bothv4, v5 to forbid the fork centered onv3, the degree of
w6 is 5, contradictory to our assumption. Thusw6 / v3, thenw6 ∼ v4 to forbid the fork
(u2v3v1, u2v2w6, u2v4, u2u).
Next, let’s show thatv3 ∈ V3. Suppose not,v3 / w2 since triangle free,v3 / w6 by
Lemma 7.3, denote the fourth neighbor ofv3 by w3, thenw3 ∼ v4, v5, sincev3 has one
long arm that cannot be forbidden:v3v1u1, and two potential long arms (v3u2v4, v3u3v5).
Here,w3 ∈ V4, otherwise, we can identifyN1(u), deleteu,w3, v3, v4, v5, v6 in order, the new
graph is fork free, triangle free, contradiction. Then let’s look at the fourth neighbor ofw3,
w3 / w6 since triangle free. We also claim thatw3 / w2. Supposew2 ∼ w3, then either
w2 ∈ V3, or the fourth neighbor ofw2, denote byx, is adjacent tov5 to forbid the fork
(w2w3v5,w2v2u2,w2v1,w2x), in either case, there is a two cut set (w6, v5/x), or this is the
graphG, but it’s 3-colorable. Thusw3 / w2. Let’s denote the fourth neighbor ofw3 by m,
then there is a fork (v3v1u1, v3w3m, v3u2, v3u3), contradiction.
We have shown thatv3 ∈ V3, then we can identifyN1(u), deleteu, v3, v6, v1 in order, the
new graph is fork free, triangle free, contradiction.
Subcase 2:v1 ∼ v5. We can apply very similar argument to show thatw6 ∼ v4 and
v5 ∈ V3, then identifyN1(u), deleteu, v5, v6, v1 in order, the new graph is fork free, triangle
free, contradiction.
Thus, Case 7 is impossible.
Case 8:v2 ∈ V4, v6 ∈ V3, the third neighbor ofv6 is w6, the third and fourth neighbor of
v2 is w2,w′2.
In this case,v1 ∼ w6,w2,w′2 to forbid the fork centered onu1, thenv1 is saturated, i.e.vi,
i = 1...6 are independent.
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Claim 1: Any vertexx, cannot be adjacent to four ofN2(u).
Suppose not, we can identifyN1(u) asu′, deleteu, x, and at least 3 ofN1(x).(if v1 ∈
N1(x), we cannot deletev1.) Then the graph is fork free, sinceu′ has at most 3 degree;
the new graph is also triangle free, sincevi are independent. That meansG is reducible,
contradiction.
Now look atv2, there is a long arm onv2 which cannot be forbidden:v2u1v6; also, there
are 2 potential long arms onv2, v2u2v3/v4. There are 2 possible ways to forbid the fork
centered onv2. The first way isw2 ∼ v3, v4. It’s impossible byClaim 1. By symmetry,w′2
cannot be adjacent to bothv3, v4. The second way isw2 ∼ v3,w′2 ∼ v4. If so, w6 ∼ v3 or v4
to forbid the fork (v1w2v3, v1w′2v4, v1u1, v1w6). (recall thatw2 / v4, w
′
2 / v3 by Claim 1.). If
w6 ∼ v3, w6 / v4, v5, w′2 / v5 by Claim 1, w
′
2 / w6 since triangle free. then there is a fork
(u4v4w′2, u4v6w6, u4u, u4v5), contradiction. Ifw6 ∼ v4, w6,w
′
2 / v3, v5 by Claim 1, then there
is a fork (v4u2v3, v4u4v5, v4w′2, v4w6), contradiction.
Case 9:v2 ∈ V4, v6 ∈ V3, v6 ∼ v3, the third and fourth neighbor ofv2 is w2,w′2.
In this case,v1 ∼ w2,w′2 to forbid the fork centered onu1. Here,w2 / v3, otherwise
there is a fork (v3v6u4, v3w2v1, v3u2, v3u3); by symmetry,w′2 / v3. Then,v4 ∼ w2,w
′
2 to
forbid the forks (u2v3v6, u2v2w2/w′2, u2v4, u2u). Thenw2 ∼ v5 or w
′
2 ∼ v5 to forbid the fork
(v4u2v3, v4u4v5, v4w2, v4w′2).(recall that we have shownw2.,w
′
2 / v3). By symmetry, we can
only consider the casew2 ∼ v5, that means after identifyN1(u) asu′, we can deleteu, w2,
v2, v4, v5, v6, u′ in order, the new graph is fork free, triangle free, contradiction.
From Case 1, and 6∼ 9, we know that both ofv2, v6 have degree 4. From Case 6, we
know thatv2 / v5, v6 / v3.
Case 10:v2 ∈ V4, v6 ∈ V4, and they have common neighborsw1,w2.
In this case, the neighbor ofv1 must be inv3, v5,w1,w2, otherwise, there is a fork cen-
tered onu1. (recall that there is a potential long armu1uu3, andv1 / v4).
Notice that in this graphw1,w2 are symmetric,v3, v5 are symmetric. Sincev1 has at
least 3 neighbors, there are several possible cases by symmetry as follows:
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Subcase 1.v1 ∼ w1,w2. Here,w1,w2 ∈ V4, otherwiseN1(w1),N1(w2) ⊂ N1(u1). The
fourth neighbor ofw1/w2 must be one of (v3, v4, v5), otherwise there is a fork centered on
w1/w2 with long arms (w1/w2v2u2,w1/w2v6u4). That means, after we identifyu1, u2, u3, u4
asu′, we can deleteu,w1,w2, v1(after deletew1,w2, v1 has at most degree 2),v2, v6, and
the fourth neighbor ofw1/w2, thenu′ has at most degree 2, we can delete it, too. The new
graph is fork free, triangle free, contradiction.
Subcase 2.v1 ∼ w1. From subcase 1, we know thatv1 / w2. Now we claim thatv1 ∈ V3.
Suppose not, ifv1 ∼ v3, v5, there is a fork (v1v3u2, v1v5u4, v1w1, v1u1).
Thusv1 ∈ V3. Now look atw1, w1 ∈ V4, otherwiseN1(w1) ⊂ N1(u1), contradiction to
our assumption. However, the fourth neighbor ofw1 must be one ofv3, v4, v5, otherwise
there is a fork centered onw1 with long arms (w1v2u2,w1v6u4). That means, after identify
N1(u), we can deleteu,w1 andN1(w1), (recall that herev1 ∈ V3, thus we can delete it.), then
the new graph is fork free, triangle free, contradiction.
Subcase 2 shows thatv1 / w1, by symmetry,v1 / w2. But v1 has at least 3 degree, thus
v1 is and is only adjacent to bothv3, v5.
Subcase 3:v1 ∈ V3, andv1 ∼ v3, v5. Herew1 / v3, otherwise, to forbid the fork
(v3v1u1, v3u3v5, v3u2, v3w1), w1 ∼ v5, but it’s impossible by Lemma 7.3. By symmetry,w1 /
v5, w2 / v3, v5. Thus,w1,w2 ∼ v4 to forbid the fork (u2v2w1/w2, u2v3v1, u2v4, u2u). Then
there is a fork (v4u2v3, v4u4v5, v4w1, v4w2), contradiction.(recall that herew1,w2 / v3, v5 by
Lemma 7.3)
Case 11:v2 ∈ V4, v6 ∈ V4, and they have one common neighborw, v2 ∼ w2, v6 ∼ w6.
In this case,v1 ∼ w2,w6 to forbid the fork centered onu1.
Claim 1: v1 / v3. By symmetry,v1 / v5.
Suppose not,v1 ∼ v3, first we claim thatw / v3. Suppose not, by Lemma 7.3,w / v5,
then there is a fork (v3v1u1, v3u3v5, v3u2, v3w), contradiction.
Thusw / v3, thenw ∼ v4 to forbid the fork (u2v3v1, u2v2w, u2v4, u2u).
Next we will show thatv3 ∈ V3. First, v3 / w2,w6 since triangle free;v3 / w by
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Lemma 7.3. Denote the fourth neighbor ofv3 by w3, thenw3 ∼ v4, v5 to forbid the fork
(v3v1u1, v3u2v4, v3u3, v3w3), and the fork (v3v1u1, v3u3v5, v3u2, v3w3). Here,w3 ∈ V4, oth-
erwise, we can identifyN1(u), deleteu,w3, v3, v4, v5 in order, then the new graph is fork
free, triangle free, contradiction. Also, the fourth neighbor ofw3 can only bew2, otherwise
there is a fork (v3v1u1, v3w3∗, v3u2, v3u3), thusw3 ∼ w2. Now there are 4 possible unsatu-
rated vertices:w2,w,w6, v5. Then look atw2, there are two possible long arms centered on
w2: w2v2u2,w2w3v5, that means eitherw2 ∈ V3, or w2 share a common neighbor withv5. If
w2 ∈ V3, then eitherv5 ∼ w6, orv5 ∈ V3, otherwise there is a fork (v5u4v6, v5w3w2, v5u3, v5∗),
(recall thatv5 / w by Lemma 7.3), in each situation,w w6 is a two cut set, contradiction;
if w2 share a common neighbor withv5, denote it byx, then x ∼ w6 to forbid the fork
(v1w2x, v1v3u2, v1u1, v1w6). Here there are only 3 possible unsaturated vertices:w, x,w6,
w6 ∈ V3 otherwise there is a fork (w6v1v3,w6v6u4,w6x,w6∗), contradiction. That means
x,w is a 2-cut set, contradiction. Thus, we have shown thatv3 ∈ V3.
Next, we will show thatv4 ∈ V3. Firstv4 / w2, otherwise there is fork (v1w2v4, v1v3u3,
v1u1, v1w6); alsov4 / w6, otherwise,v5 ∼ w6 to forbid the fork (v4u4v5, v4u2v3, v4w, v4w6),
recall that we have provedv3 ∈ V3 and w / v5 by Lemma 7.3, then there is a fork
(w6v5u3,w6v4u2,w6v1,w6v6), contradiction. Let’s denote the fourth neighbor ofv4 by w4,
then there is a fork (u2v4w4, u2v3v1, u2v2, u2u), a contradiction.
Now, we have prove thatv3, v4 ∈ V3, let’s identify N1(u) asu′, deleteu, v3, v4 in order.
Since we have known all the neighbor ofv1, v2, v6, we can see none of them can use as a
long arm for fork centered onu′, thus there’s no fork centered onu′, the new graph is fork
free, triangle free, contradiction. So far, we have finishedthe proof ofClaim 1.
Claim 2: For any vertexx, x cannot be adjacent to 4 ofN2(u)
If x is adjacent to 4 ofv2, v3, v4, v5, v6, it’s impossible by Lemma 7.3; ifx ∼ v1, and 3 of
v2, v3, v4, v5, v6, we can identifyN1(u) asu′, deleteu,w, andN1(w) exceptv1, by Claim 1,
this graph is triangle free, also it’s fork free sinceu′ ∈ V3, contradiction.
Claim 3: v1 ∈ V3.
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Suppose not, the fourth neighbor ofv1 must be one ofv3, v5,w, otherwise there is a
fork centered onu1. By Claim 1, the only possibility isv1 ∼ w. Thenw ∈ V4, otherwise
N1(w) ⊂ N1(u1); also, the fourth neighbor ofw cannot be one ofv3, v4, v5 by Claim 2, then
there is a fork centered onw with long arms (wv2u2,wv6u4), contradiction.
Claim 4: v3 cannot be adjacent to 2 ofw2,w6,w.
Suppose not,v3 has 2 potential long arms: (v3u2v4, v3u3v5), then at least one ofw2,w6,w
is adjacent to 4 ofN2(u), by Claim 2, it’s impossible.
Claim 5: If v3 ∈ V4, v3 / any ofw2,w6,w.
Suppose not, there are 3 possibilities byClaim 4:
1. v3 ∈ V4, v3 ∼ w2, and the fourth neighbor ofv3 is w3. Here,w3 ∼ v4, v5 to forbid the
fork (v3w2v1, v3u2v4, v3u3, v3w3), and the fork (v3w2v1, v3u3v5, v3w3, v3u2). Now, look atv4,
eitherv4 ∈ V3, or v4 ∼ one ofw2,w6,w, otherwise there is a fork centered onv4 with long
arms (v4u2v2, v4u4v6); then look atw, for w, either it’s adjacent to one ofv3, v4, v5, orw ∈ V3,
otherwise there is a fork centered onw with long arms (wv2u2,wv6u4). That mean, after
we identifyN2(u) asv′, we can deleteu,N1(u),w2,w3,w, since they have at most degree 2;
thenv′ has at most degree 2,w6 and the fourth neighbor ofv5(recall we have shown thatv4
doesn’t have the fourth neighbor other thanw,w2,w6), then we can deletev′, too. The new
graph is fork free, triangle free, contradiction.
2. v3 ∈ V4, v3 ∼ w6, and the fourth neighbor ofv3 is w3. It’s symmetric with previous
case.
3. v3 ∈ V4, v3 ∼ w, and the fourth neighbor ofv3 is w3. It’s not symmetric with case
1, but we can apply very similar argument, first show thatw3 ∼ v4, v5 to forbid the fork
(v3wv6, v3u2v4, v3u3, v3w), and the fork (v3wv6, v3u3v5, v3u2, v3w). And after identifyN2(u),
we can delete all the vertices with degree less than 2, and geta fork free, triangle free graph,
contradiction.
Claim 6: v3 ∈ V3, by symmetry,v5 ∈ V3.
Suppose not, byClaim 4andClaim 5, we can denote the third and fourth neighbor ofv3
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by x1, x2, thenx1 or x2 must be adjacent tov5 to forbid the forkv3u3v5, v3u2v2, by symmetry,
we can only consider the casex1 ∼ v5.
First we will prove thatw2 / v4. Suppose not, byClaim 2, w2 / v5; alsow6 / v4,
otherwise byClaim 2, w6 / v5, then there is a fork (v4u2v3, v4u3v5, v4w2, v4w6), con-
tradiction. Thenw6 ∼ v5 to forbid the fork (u4v4w2, u4v6w6, u4v5, u4u)(notice that here
w2 / w6 since triangle free.). However, ifw6 ∼ v5, then v4 ∼ x1 to forbid the fork
v5u4v4, v5w6v1, v5u3, v5x1(notice that here we have proved thatv4 / w6). Then we can iden-
tify N2(u) asv′, deleteu,N1(u),w2,w6, x1, v′ in order, the new graph is fork free, triangle
free, contradiction.
Second, we will prove thatx2 / v4. Suppose not, then to forbid the fork (u4v4x2, u4v5x1,
u4v6, u4u), eitherx2 ∼ v5, or x1 ∼ v4, notice that herex1 / x2 since triangle free. However,
if x1 ∼ v4 there is a forkv4u2v2, v4u4v6, v4x1, v4x2, contradiction, that meansx2 ∼ v5. Now
we claim thatN1(N2(u)) = N1(u), x1, x2,w2,w6,w. Actually, we only need to checkv4,
which is the only unsaturated vertex. If the fourth neighborof v4 is w4, then there is a
fork (v4u2v2, v4u4v6, v4x2, v4w4), contradiction. Also, forw, either w ∈ V3, or three of
N1(w) ∈ V2(u), otherwise there is a fork centered onw with long arms (wv2u2,wv6u4),
contradiction; similarly, forx1, eitherx1 ∈ V3, or three ofN1(x1) ∈ V2(u), otherwise there
is a fork centered onx1 with long armsx1v3u2, x1v5u4, contradiction. That means, after we
identify N2(u) asv′, we can deleteu,N1(u),w, x1, x2, v′ in order, then the new graph is fork
free, triangle free, contradiction.
Now we have shown thatw2, x2 / v4, thenw2 ∼ x2 to forbid the fork (u2v2w2, u2v3x2,
u2v4, u2u).
Next, let’s show thatx1 / w2. If x1 ∼ w2, thenv5 ∼ x2 to forbid the fork (w2v2u2,w2x1v5,
w2v1,w2x2) (recall that herev5 / v1 by claim 3); also,x1 or x2 must be adjacent tow6 to for-
bid the fork (w2v1w6,w2v2u2,w2x1,w2x2). If x1 ∼ w6, then there is a fork (x1w2v2, x1w6v6,
x1v3, x1v5), a contradiction; ifx2 ∼ w6, then there is a fork (x2w2v2, x2v5u4, x2v3, x2w6),
contradiction. Thusx1 / w2.
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Now, we have shown thatw2, x2 / v4, x1 / w2, then to forbid the fork (v3u2v4, v3x2w2,
v3x1, v3u3), x1 ∼ v4.
Next, let’s show thatw / x2. Supposew ∼ x2, then there are 4 ways to forbid
the fork (v6wx2, v6u4v5, v6u1, v6w6): x2 ∼ w6, x2 ∼ v5, v5 ∼ w, v5 ∼ w6. However,
x2 / v5, otherwise there is a fork (x2v3u2, x2v5u4, x2w, x2w2). If x2 ∼ w6, then x1 ∼ w6
to forbid the fork (v3u2v2, v3x2w6, v3u3, v3x1), here all the vertices are saturated except
w,w2, v4, v5, but w cannot have a new neighbor, otherwise there is a fork centered on w
with long arms (wv2u2,wv6u4), andv4 cannot have a new neighbor, otherwise there is a
fork centered onv4 with long arms (v4u2v2, v4u4v6), that means either this is the graph
G, which is 3-colorable, orw2, v5 is a 2-cut set, contradiction. Ifv5 ∼ w, then there is
a fork (wv2u2, ,wv5u3,wv6,wx2), contradiction. Ifv5 ∼ w6, we can see thatN1(N2(u)) =
w2,w6,w, x1, x2(here, we only need to check the possible fourth neighbor ofv4, v4 cannot
have a new vertex as its neighbor, otherwise there is a fork center d onv4 with long arms
v4u2v2, v4u4v6, contradiction), also, eitherw ∈ V3, or w ∼ v4 or v5, otherwise there is a fork
centered onw with long arms (wv2u2, ,wv5u3), contradiction. That means we can identify
N2(u) asv′, deleteN1(u), u, x1,w,w6, v′ in order, the new graph is fork free, triangle free,
contradiction.
So far, we have shown thatw / x2, thenv4 ∼ w to forbid the fork (v2u2v4, v2w2x2,
v2u1, v2w) (recall that we have shown thatw2, x2 / v4).
Now look atw, w must have degree 4, otherwise, we can identifyN1(u), deleteu,w, v2,
v4, v6 in order, the new graph is fork free, triangle free, contradiction. Also,w / w2, x1,w6
since triangle free, andw / v5 by Lemma 7.3,w / x2 as we have shown, thenw must
have a new vertex as its fourth neighbor, denote it byw′, thenw2 ∼ w′ to forbid the fork
(v2u2v3, v2ww′, v2u1, v2w2).
Now, look at the fork centered onw2: (w2v1w6,w2x2v3,w2w′,w2v2), there are 2 ways to
forbid it: w6 ∼ x2, or w6 ∼ w′.
If w6 ∼ x2, thenv5 ∼ x2 or v5 ∼ w6 to forbid the fork (v6w6x2, v6u4v5, v6w, v6u1),
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however, ifv5 ∼ w6, then we can identifyN2(u) asv′, deleteN1(u), u,w, x1,w6, v′ in order,
the new graph is fork free, triangle free, contradiction; ifv5 ∼ x2, then there is a fork
(v5u4v6, v5x2w2, v5u3, v5x1), contradiction. Thusw6 / x2.
If w6 ∼ w′, now look atx2, x2 / w′, x′ since triangle free;x2 / w6, otherwise there
is a fork (v3u2v2, v3x2w6, v3x1, v3u3), contradiction; x2 / v5, otherwise there is a fork
(u4v5x2, u4v6w6, u4v4, u4u), since we have shown thatx2 / w6. Thus,x2 must have a new
vertex as its neighbor, denote is byx, x ∼ x1 to forbid the fork (v3u2v2, v3x2x, v3u3, v3x1),
and thenx ∼ w′ to forbid the fork (v4ww′, v4x1x, v4u2, v4u4), now there are only 3 unsat-
urated vertices in the graphx, x2, v5,w6, but here,x2 ∈ V3, otherwise the fourth neighbor
of x2 must bev5, to forbid the fork centered onx2 with long arms (x2w2v2, x2v3u3), then
there is a fork (u4v5x2, u4v6w6, u4v4, u4u), contradiction; also we claim thatv5 ∈ V3. First
v5 / w6, x, otherwise either this is the graphG, or there is a cut vertexw6 or x in this
graph, contradiction, supposev5 has the fourth neighborw5, thenw5 ∼ w6 to forbid the
fork (u4v5w5, u4v6w6, u4v4, u4u), thenw5, x is a 2-cut set, contradiction. So far, we have
shown thatv5, x2 ∈ V3, then either is this the graph, which is 3-colorable, orw6, x is a 2 cut
vertex, contradiction.
So far, we have finishedClaim 6, v3 ∈ V3, by symmetry,v5 ∈ V3. Then we can identify
N1(u) asu′, deleteu, v3, v5, by Claim 3, the new graph is triangle free; then we can check
N1(v1, v2, v6)(sinceN1(v1, v2, v6) has been fixed), we can see that there is no fork centered
onu′; also there is no fork centered onv1, v2, v4, v6 since their degrees are less than 4. Thus,
the new graph is fork free, triangle free, contradiction, i.e. Case 11 is impossible.
Case 12:v2 ∈ V4, v6 ∈ V4, and they do not have common neighbors, i.e.v2 ∼ w2,w′2,
v6 ∼ w6,w′6.
This case is impossible sincev1 ∼ w2,w′2,w6,w
′
6 to forbid the fork centered onu1,
contradictory to our assumption that∆G ≤ 4.
By far, we have exhausted all the possible situation forN2(u1), each case leads to a
















7.4 |S(u)| = 4
We useG to denote the family of triangle-free and fork-free graphs with maximum degree
at most four.
Let G be a graph inG, and letS1,S2, . . . ,Sl be disjoints independent sets ofV(G). We
useG(x1, x2, . . . , xl) = G[S1,S2, . . . ,Sl] to denote the graph obtained fromG by identifying
the vertices inSi into a new vertexxi, 1 ≤ i ≤ l, and removing all multi-edges. A sequence
of vertices (x1, x2, . . . , xk) of G is reducibleif dG(x1) ≤ 2, anddG−{x1,x2,...,xi }(xi+1) ≤ 2 for
each 1≤ i ≤ k − 1. We say thatG is reducibleif there exist disjoint independent sets
S1,S2, . . . ,Sl of G such that the graph obtained fromG(x1, x2, . . . , xl) = G[S1,S2, . . . ,Sl]
by removing a reducible sequence is still inG. If G is reducible, a reducible sequence
of G(x1, x2, . . . , xl) is also called a reducible sequence ofG or convenience, and the new
graph obtained fromG by above procedure is called areductionof G.
Let G be a minimum counterexample to Theorem 7.1. Suppose that|S(x)| > 1 for each
4-vertex ofG.
Lemma 7.8. G is not reducible.
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Proof. Suppose thatG is reducible. LetG′ be a reduction ofG. ThenG′ is 3-colorable by
the minimality ofG, and any 3-coloringφ′ of G′ yields a 3-coloring ofG by extendingφ′
in the reverse order of its reducible sequence. 
Let S(u) = {v1, v2, v3, v4}. There are two cases by symmetry, one is thatv1/v2/v3 ∼ u1
andv4 ∼ u2, and the other is thatv1/v2 ∼ u1 andv3/v4 ∼ u2.
We consider the former case first. Since each vertex inN2(u) \ S(u) has at least two
neighbors inN(u), and sinceN(x) * N(y) for any two verticesx andy, we may suppose
by symmetry thatv5 ∼ u2/u3, v6 ∼ u3/u4, andv7 ∼ u2/u4. Then,u4 / v5 for avoiding
N(u3) ⊆ N(u4), andu3 / v7 for avoidingN(u4) ⊆ N(u3).
Since N(v1) , N(v3), v1 has a neighbor, sayw1, not adjacent tov3. Suppose that
w1 / v2. Then,w1 , v5 for avoiding (u1uu4, u1v1w1, u1v2, u1v3), w1 , v6 for avoiding
(u1uu2, u1v1w1, u1v2, u1v3), andw1 , v7 for avoiding (u1uu3, u1v1w1, u1v2, u1v3). But this
implies thatG has a fork (u1uu2, u1v1w1, u1v2, u1v3). Therefore,w1 ∼ v2, and thus|N(v1) ∪
N(v2) ∪ N(v3)| ≤ 5 by symmetry.
Let G(u′, v′) = G[S1, {v1, v2, v3]. Then,G is reducible as (u, u1, v4) is reducible, contra-
dicting Lemma 7.8.
Now, we consider the latter case. Again, since each vertex inN2(u) \ S(u) has at least
two neighbors inN(u), and sinceN(x) * N(y) for any two verticesx andy, we may suppose
by symmetry thatv5 ∼ u1/u3, v6 ∼ u3/u4, v7 ∼ u2/u4, andu4 / v5 andu3 / v7.
If v1 ∼ v6, then (u1uu2, u1v1v6, u1v2, u1v5) forcesv2 ∼ v6, and thusN(v1) = N(v2)
contradicting Lemma 7.3. Therefore, we suppose by symmetrythatv6 / v1/v2/v3/v4.
By Lemma 7.3,N(x) \ N(y) , ∅ for any two verticesx andy. Let w1 (resp.w2,w3,w4)
be the vertex inN(v1) \N(v2) (resp.N(v2) \N(v1), N(v3) \N(v4), N(v4) \N(v3)). If w1 , v7
(resp. w2 , v7), then (u1uu2, u1v1w1, u1v2, u1v5) (resp. (u1uu2, u1v2w2, u1v1, u1v5)) forces
w1 ∼ v5 (resp.w2 ∼ v5). The same argument shows that each vertex in{w3,w4} is adjacent
to v7 unless it isv5. We distinguish two cases.
Case1. Suppose thatw1 = v7. Then,w2 , v7, and hencew2 ∼ v5. If v5 < {w3,w4}, then
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w3/w4 ∼ v7 contradictingd(v7) ≤ 4. So, we suppose, by symmetry, thatw3 = v5. Then,
w4 ∼ v7, and (v2u1u, v2v4w4, v2w2, v2v3) forcesw2 ∼ w4.
If w2 ∈ V4, let x2 < {v2, v5,w4} be a neighbor ofw2, then x2 ∈ {u3, u4} to forbid
(v2u1u, v2w2x2, v2v3, v2v4). But this impliesw2 ∈ N2(u) \ S(u) and thusw2 ∼ u3/u4, contra-
dicting w2 ∈ V4. Therefore, we suppose by symmetry thatw2,w4 ∈ V3, and then{u3, u4}
forms a 2-cut ofG, contradicting Lemma 7.4.
Case2. By symmetry, we suppose thatw1 , v7 , w2 andw3 , v5 , w4. Then,w1/w2 ∼ v5,
andw3/w4 ∼ v7. Let G1 = G(v′1, v
′
3) = G[{v1, v2, v5}, {v3, v4, v7}]. Then,G is reducible since
(u1, u2, u) is reducible, contradicting Lemma 7.8.
7.5 |S(u)| = 3
In this section, we suppose that for every 4-vertexx of G, 1 < |S(x)| ≤ 3. Suppose that
S(u) = {v1, v2, v3}. We consider two possibilities by symmetry, one is thatv1/v2/v3 ∼ u1,
and the other is thatv1/v2 ∼ u1 andv3 ∼ u2. Note that we setS1 = {u2, u3, u4}.
First supposev1/v2/v3 ∼ u1. Since each vertex inN2(u) \ S(u) has two neighbors
in N(u), by Lemma 7.3 we may suppose thatv4 ∼ u2/u3, v5 ∼ u3/u4 andv6 ∼ u2/u4.
If u2, u3, u4 ∈ V3, let G(u′) = G[S1], then G is reducible sinceu itself is reducible,
contradicting Lemma 7.8. Therefore, there are exactly two 4-vertices inS1. Note that
S(u1) = {u2, u3, u4}. We may suppose by symmetry thatu3, u4, v1, v2 ∈ V4, andv3, u2 ∈ V3.
Suppose thatv′6 ∼ u3/u4, w1/w
′
1 ∼ v1/v2, w2 ∼ v2/v3, andw3 ∼ v1/v3. If {w1,w
′
1,w2,w3}∩
{v4, v5, v6, v′6} , ∅, supposew1 = v4 for instance, letG(u
′, v′) = G[S1, {v1, v2, v3}], thenG is
reducible as (u, u1,w1) is reducible, contradicting Lemma 7.8. Therefore,{w1,w′1,w2,w3}∩
{v4, v5, v6, v′6} = ∅. Now, {u, u2, u3, u4} ∩ S(v1) = {u}. Since each vertex inS(v1) \ {u} has to
be adjacent tou by Lemma 7.5,|S(v1)| = 1, contradicting our assumption.
Now, we suppose thatv1/v2 ∼ u1 andv3 ∼ u2. Without loss of generality, we suppose
that if |S(x)| = 3 for a 4-vertexx, then the three vertices inS(x) are not adjacent to a same
vertex inN(x). Let w1 ∈ N(v1) \ N(v2) andw2 ∈ N(v2) \ N(v1). Let S2 = {v1, v2}. We
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consider two cases depending ond(u1).
Case1. In this case, we supposeu1 ∈ V3. SinceN(x) * N(y) for any distinctx, y, we
suppose thatv4 ∼ u2/u3, v5 ∼ u3/u4, andv6 ∼ u2/u4. SinceS(u) = {v1, v2, v3}, either
u3, u4 ∈ V3, or u3, u4 ∈ V4 implying u3 andu4 that have a common neighbor, sayv′5, other
thanu andv5.
We first consider the situation thatu3, u4 ∈ V4. Then,u1 ∈ S(u2) ∩ S(u3) ∩ S(u4),
and thusS(u2) ∪ S(u3) ∪ S(u4) ⊆ {u1, v1, v2} by Lemma 7.5. Letw5 andw′5 be vertices in
N(v5) \ N(v′5) andN(v
′




exceptv3 novi can be adjacent to bothv1, v2. (1)
Since|S(u2)| ≥ 2, there exists at most one edge fromv4 (resp.v6) to S2. If v5 ∼ v1/v2,
thenw′5 < {v1, v2}, and hencew
′




5, u4v5, u4v6), w
′
5 ∼ v4 for
avoiding (u3uu1, u3v′5w
′
5, u3v4, u3v5). Note that ifv6 / v1/v2, then its neighbor other than





4) = G[S1,S2, {v4, v
′
5, v6}]. Then,
G is reducible as (u, u1, v5,w′5, u
′, v3, v′1) is reducible, contradicting Lemma 7.8. The same
happens ifv′5 ∼ v1/v2. Therefore, (1) holds.
Note that|S(u3)| ≥ 2. We suppose by symmetry thatv1 ∈ S(u3). Thenv2 < S(u3) by
Lemma 7.5 and (1). We consider three possibilities upon{v1, v2} ∩ {w5,w′5}.
First, supposew5 = v1 andw′5 = v2 by symmetry. Then,v2 ∼ v4 for otherwisev2 ∈
S(u3), and hencev2 ∈ S(u4). So,v1 ∼ v6 for otherwise{u1, v1, v2} ⊆ S(u4). But then, both
v1 andv2 are not inS(u2) implying that|S(u2)| = 1, a contradiction to our assumption.
Next, suppose thatw5 = v1 and w′5 , v2. Sincew
′
5 / v5, w
′
5 ∼ v6 for avoiding
(u4uu1, u4v′5w
′
5, u4v5, u4v6), andw
′




5, u3v4, u3v5). If v2 ∼ v
′
5,
thenv1 / v′5 by (1), and hencev2 can be viewed asw
′
5. So, we suppose thatv2 / v
′
5. If
v3 ∼ v′5, there would be a fork (u3uu1, u3v
′
5v3, u3v4, u3v5). So, we suppose thatv2/v3 / v5/v
′
5.
If v1 ∼ v6, thenv2 / v6 by (1), and hence|S(u4)| = 1 asv2 / v5/v′5, a contradiction. Note
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thatv1 / v′5/v6 andv2 / v5/v
′
5, v2 ∼ v6 implies thatS(u4) = {u1, v1, v2}, also a contradiction.
Therefore,v6 / v1/v2. With the same arguments as used in the proof of (1), one can show
thatG is reducible.
The third, we suppose{w5,w′5} ∩ {v1, v2} = ∅, i.e., each ofv1 andv2 is either adjacent to
bothv5 andv′5, or adjacent to non of them. Then, (u3uu1, u3v5w5, u3v4, u3v
′
5) forcesw5 ∼ v4,
(u4uu1, u4v5w5, u4v′5, u4v6) forcesw5 ∼ v6, and the similar arguments show thatw
′
5 ∼ v4/v6.
Thus,v1 < S(u3), a contradiction.
Now, we suppose thatu3, u4 ∈ V3, and distinguish two subcases depending upond(v3).
Subcase1.1. We first consider the subcase thatv3 ∈ V4. Let w3 be the vertex in
N(v3) \ {u2, v1, v2}. Sincev3 ∼ v5 producing a fork (u2uu1, u2v3v5, u2v4, u2v6), w3 , v5. So,
w3 < {v1, . . . , v6} (2)
asG is triangle-free. Forced by (u2uu1, u2v3w3, u2v4, u2v6), we suppose by symmetry that
w3 ∼ v4. Then,u ∈ S(v3) andN(u) ∩ S(v3) = ∅, and hence each vertex inS(v3) must be
adjacent tou2 by Lemma 7.5, and thusv6 ∈ S(v3) by our assumption|S(v3)| ≥ 2. So,
v6 / v1/v2/w3. (3)
Sincew1 / v2 andw2 / v1, w1/w2 ∼ w3 forced byS(v3). Letw6 < {u2, u4} be a neighbor
of v6. Then,w6 ∼ v4 for avoiding (u2uu1, u2v6w6, u2v3, u2v4), and thusv6 ∈ V3, and
v1/v2 / v4 (4)
sinceN(v4) = {u2, u3,w3,w6}.
If w1 = v5, let G(u′, v′1, v
′
4) = G[S1,S2, {v4, v5, v6}], thenG is reducible since (u, u1, u
′,
v3,w3, v′4) is reducible, contradicting Lemma 7.8. Therefore,w1 , v5 , w2 by symmetry,
and hence following (2), (3) and (4),
{w1,w3,w3} ∩ {v1, v2 . . . , v6} = ∅.
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Sinceu ∈ S(v3), N(v1) ∩ S(v3) = ∅ = N(v2) ∩ S(v3) by (3). Eitherv1, v2 ∈ V3, or they
have another common neighbor, sayw′1, other thanu1 andv3. In the former situation, let
G(v′1) = G[S2], thenG is reducible sinceu1 itself forms a reducible sequence, contradicting
Lemma 7.8. So, we suppose the latter occurs. Sincev6 ∈ V3, w′1 , v6. Note thatu, u2 ∈
S(v1) ∩ S(v2). Each vertex in (N(w′1) ∪ N(w1) ∪ N(w2)) \ {v1, v2,w3} is adjacent to all of
w′1,w1,w2. By letting G(v
′
1,w
′) = G[S2, {w′1,w1,w2}], one can check thatG is reducible.
This contradicts Lemma 7.8 and completes the proof of this subcase.
Subcase1.2. Suppose thatv3 ∈ V3. We consider two possibilities depending on whether
there exist edges between{v1, v2} and{v4, v6}.
First we suppose that there exists no edge between{v1, v2} and {v4, v6}. If v4 ∈ V3,
let w4 < {u2, u3} be a neighbor ofv4. Otherwise, letw4,w′4 < {u2, u3} be the other neigh-
bors ofv4. Then,w4 ∼ v6 to avoid (u2uu1, u2v4w4, u2v3, u2v6), andw′4 ∼ v6 by symmetry.
Furthermore, we suppose, by symmetry, thatw4 ∼ v5 to forbid (v4u2v3, v4u3v5, v4w4, v4w′4)
while v4 ∈ V4. Wheneverv4 ∈ V4, let G(u′, v′) = G[S1, {v4, v5, v6}], thenG is reducible as
(u, u1, u′, v3, v1, v2,w4, v′) is reducible, contradicting Lemma 7.8. So, we suppose by sym-
metry thatv4, v6 ∈ V3. Note thatv5 ∈ V4 implies thatv5 ∼ w4 to avoid the fork with
long armsv5u3v4 andv5u4v6. Let G(u′′, v′′) = G[S1, {v4, v5, v6}]. Then,G is reducible as
(u, u1, u′′, v3, v1, v2, v′′) is reducible, contradicting Lemma 7.8 again.
Next, we suppose that there exists edge between{v1, v2} and{v4, v6}. If v4 ∼ v1/v2, then
w1 ∼ w2 forced by (v4v1w1, v4v2w2, v4u2, v4u3), and hence a fork (v1u1u, v1w1w2, v1v3, v1v4)
occurs inG. Therefore,v4 (resp.v6) is adjacent to at most one ofv1 andv2. Without loss of
generality, we suppose thatv1 ∼ v4, i.e.,w1 = v4. If v4 ∈ V3, let G(u′, v′) = G[S1, {v3, v4}],
thenG is reducible as (u, u1, v1, v′, u′) is reducible, contradicting Lemma 7.8. So, we sup-
pose thatv4 ∈ V4. Letw4 < {u2, u3, v1} be a neighbor ofv4. Then,w4 , v2 sincew1 / v2. The
fork (v4v1u1, v4u3v5, v4u2, v4w4) forcesw4 ∼ v5, the fork (u2uu1, u2v4w4, u2v3, u2v6) forces
w4 ∼ v6. If v6 ∈ V4, let w6 < {u2, u4,w4} be a neighbor ofv6, then (u2uu1, u2v6w6, u2v3, u2v4)
forcesw6 ∈ {v1, v2}. Whateverv6 ∈ V4 or not, let= G(u′, v′) = G[S1, {v4, v5, v6}]. Then,G is
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reducible as (u, u1, u′, v3, v1, v2, v′) is reducible, contradicting Lemma 7.8. This completes
the proof of Case 1.
Case2. Now, we supposeu1 ∈ V4.
If u1 andu2 have another common neighbor other thanu, then one can check easily that
eitherN(u3) ⊆ N(u4) or N(u4) ⊆ N(u3), both contradict Lemma 7.3. Therefore, we suppose
that {u} = N(u1) ∩ N(u2), and suppose by symmetry thatu1 andu3 have another common
neighbor other thanu. We discuss in two subcases depending uponN(u2) ∩ N(u3) = {u} or
not.
Subcase2.1. We first suppose thatN(u2) ∩ N(u3) , {u}. Let v4 , u be a common
neighbor ofu2 andu3, v5 , u be a common neighbor ofu1 andu3. Then, one can check
easily by Lemma 7.3 thatu3 andu4 have another common neighbor, sayv6 , u, andu2 and
u4 have another common neighbor, sayv7 , u.
Claim 7.9. u4 / v4.
Proof. Suppose to the contrary thatu4 ∼ v4. Then,u2, u4 ∈ S(u1), and any other vertex in
S(u1) should be adjacent to bothu2 andu4. Since|S(u1)| ≤ 3, |{w1,w2} ∩ S(u1)| ≤ 1. By
symmetry, we may supposew1 ∈ S(u1) andw2 < S(u1) whenever|{w1,w2} ∩ S(u1)| = 1.
Then,w2 ∼ v5 for avoiding (u1uu2, u1v2w2, u1v1, u1w5), andw1 ∈ {v4, v7} wheneverw1 ∈
S(u1).
We considerw1 ∈ S(u1) first.
Suppose thatw1 = v4. Then (u3v4v1, u3v5w2, u3u, u3v6) forces eitherv1 ∼ v6 or w2 ∼
v6. If the former occurs, thenv2 ∼ v6 sincev6 < S(u1), let G(u′, v′) = G[S1,S2], one
can easily check thatG is reducible as (u, u1, v4, v6, v′, v3, u′) is reducible, contradicting
Lemma 7.8. So, we assume the latter situation, i.e.,w2 ∼ v6 andv1 / v6. If v2 ∼ v6,
then v2 ∈ S(u4) implying v1 < S(u4) by Lemma 7.5 and thusv1 ∼ v7, and one can
check easily thatG is reducible by lettingG(u, v′1, v
′
5) = G[S1,S2, {v5, v6, v7}] and reducing
(u, u1, v4, u′, v3, v′1,w2, v
′
5). So, we suppose thatv1/v2 / v6. If v6 ∈ V4, let w6 < {u3, u4,w2}
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be a neighbor ofv6, thenv7 ∼ w6 for avoiding (u4uu1, u4v6w6, u4v4, u4v7), v3 ∼ w6 for
avoiding (u2uu1, u2v7w6, u2v3, u2v4), w2 ∼ w6 for avoiding (v3u2u, v3v2w2, v3v1, v3w6), v1 ∼
v5 for avoiding (u3v4v1, u3v6w6, u3u, u3v5), and thus{v2, v7} is a 2-cut ofG contradicting
Lemma 7.3. So,v6 ∈ V3. Then, one sees thatG is reducible by lettingG(u′, v′) = G[S1,S2]
and reducing (u, u1, v4, v6).
Next, we suppose thatw1 = v7. We show that
besidesv1v3, v2v3, v1v7 there is no edgevivj for 1 ≤ i < j ≤ 7. (5)
Sincev7 = w1 ∈ S(u1), v7 / v2/v5. SinceG is triangle free,v4 / v3/v5/v6/v7.
Sincev1 andv2 cannot be adjacent tov4 both, ifv1 ∼ v4 thenv4 can be viewed asw1. By
the above discussion, we may suppose thatv1 / v4. If v1 ∼ v6, thenv2 ∼ v6 sincev6 < S(u1),
and hence{u, u2, u3, u4} ⊆ S(v2) contradicting|S(v2)| ≤ 3. Therefore,v1 / v4/v5/v6.
If v2 ∼ v4, notev5 / v7 asv7 = w1 ∈ S(u1), a fork (u1v1v7, u1v2v4, u1u, u1v7) occurs. If
v2 ∼ v6, thenv1 ∼ v6 implying {u, u2, u3, u4} ⊆ S(v2) contradicting|S(v2)| ≤ 3. Therefore,
v2 / v4/v5/v6/v7.
If v3 ∼ v5, thenw2 ∼ v6 for avoiding (v5v3u2, v5u3v6, v5u1, v5w2), and furthermore either
w2 ∼ v4 or w2 ∼ v7 for avoiding (u4uu1, u4v6w2, u4v4, u4v7). By discussing onS(u1) and
S(u4), we see thatv6 ∈ V3 asv6 / v1/v2, andv7 ∈ V3 wheneverw2 ∼ v4. In both cases,
let G(u′, v′1, v
′





reducible, contradicting Lemma 7.8. Ifv3 ∼ v6, thenw2 ∼ v6 for avoiding (v3u2u, v3v2w2,
v3v1, v3v6), and furthermorew2 ∼ v4 or w2 ∼ v7 for avoiding (u4uu1, u4v6w2, u4v4, u4v7),
the same argument as just used on the casev3 ∼ v5 yields a contradiction. Therefore,
v3 / v4/v5/v6/v7.
We have proved (5). Letw6 < {u3, u4} be a neighbor ofv6. Then,w6 , vi for any i by
(5). Sincew6 ∼ v3 producing a fork (v3u2u, v3w6v6, v3v1, v3v2), w6 / v3. Sinceu1 ∈ S(u4)
andw6 / u1, w6 < S(u4) by Lemma 7.5, and hencew6 ∼ v4 or w6 ∼ v7 for avoiding
(u4uu1, u4v6w6, u4v4, u4v7). If w6 ∼ v4, thenw6 ∼ v5 for avoiding (v4u2v3, v4u3v5, v4u4, v4w6)
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(notew6 / v3), and thus for avoiding (u1uu4, u1v5w6, u1v1, u1v2), eitherw6 ∼ v1 producing a
fork (v1u1u, v1w6v4, v1v3, v1v7), or w6 ∼ v2 producing a fork (v2u1u, v2w6v4, v2v3, v1w2), both
are contradiction. Otherwise, we havew6 ∼ v7. Then,w6 ∼ v4 for avoiding (u2uu1, u2v7w6,
u2v3, u2v4), furthermorew6 ∼ v5 for avoiding (v4u2v3, v4u3v5, v4u4, v4w6) (notew6 / v3),
and thus a fork (u1uu4, u1v5w6, u1v1, u1v2) occurs.
Finally, we suppose thatw1 < S(u1), i.e., |{w1,w2} ∩ S(u1)| = 0. By symmetry, we may
suppose further thatN(v1) ∩ S(u1) = ∅ = N(v2) ∩ S(u1). Then,w1/w2 ∼ v5.
If v1 ∼ vi for i = 4, 6, 7, thenv2 ∼ vi for otherwisevi ∈ S(u1) contradictingN(v1) ∩
S(u1) = ∅. So, v1/v2 / v4. If v1 ∼ v6, let G(u′, v′) = G[S1,S2], then G is reducible
as (u, v4, v6, u1) is a reducible sequence, contradicting Lemma 7.8. The samehappens if
v1 ∼ v7. Therefore, we suppose thatv1/v2 / v4/v5/v6/v7.
If v3 ∼ v6, then fori = 1, 2, wi ∼ v6 for avoiding (v3viwi , v3u2u, v3u6, v3v3−i), contradict-
ing d(v6) ≤ 4. Sincev6, v7 ∈ N2(v4), v4 / v6/v7.
We have shown that
besidesv1v3, v2v3 there is no edgevivj for 1 ≤ i < j ≤ 7. (6)
Let w6 < u3, u4} be a neighbor ofv6. Then,w6 , vi for any i by (5). Sincew6 ∼ v3
producing a fork (v3u2u, v3w6v6, v3v1, v3v2), w6 / v3. To forbid (u4uu1, u4v6w6, u4v4, u4v7),
w6 ∼ v4 or w6 ∼ v7. But for i ∈ {4, 7}, w6 ∼ vi and w6 / v11−i will produce a fork
(u2uu1, u2viw6, u2v3, u2v11−i). Therefore,w6 ∼ v4 and w6 ∼ v7, and thusv6 ∈ V3. Let
G(u′, v′) = G[S1,S2]. Then,G is reducible as (u, u1, v4, v6,w6, v7, u, v3, v5) is reducible,
contradicting Lemma 7.8.
This completes the proof of Claim 7.9. 
Claim 7.10. u4 / v5.
Proof. Suppose to the contrary thatu4 ∼ v5. Sincev5 ∼ u1/u3/u4, at most one ofw1 andw2
may be adjacent tov5, and thus|{w1,w2} ∩ S(u1)| ≥ 1. Sinceu2 ∈ S(u1), if w1,w2 ∈ S(u1),
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then u2w1w2u2 is a triangle by Lemma 7.5. Therefore, we may suppose, by symmetry,
that w1 ∈ S(u1) andw2 < S(u1). Then,w1 ∈ {v4, v7} for otherwisew1 / u2 contracting
Lemma 7.5, andw2 ∼ v5 for avoiding (u1uu2, u1v2w2, u1v1, u1v5). By symmetry, we suppose
thatw1 = v4. Then,v1 ∼ v6, or w2 ∼ v4, or w2 ∼ v6 for avoiding (u3v4v1, u3v5w2, u3u, u3v6).
If v1 ∼ v6, thenv2 ∼ v6 sincev6 < S(u1), w2 ∼ v7 for avoiding (u4v5w2, u4v6v1, u4u, u4v7),
andw2 ∼ v4 for avoiding (u2uu1, u2v7w2, u2v3, u2v4). But then,{v3, v7} is a 2-cut contradict-
ing Lemma 7.4. So, we suppose thatv1 / v6.
If w2 ∼ v4, thenw2 ∼ v7 for avoiding (u2uu1, u2v4w2, u2v2, u2v7). Let w6 < {u3, u4}
be a neighbor ofv6. If w6 = v3, there would be a fork (u4v6v3, u4v7w2, u4u, u4v5). If
w6 = v2, there would be a fork (u1uu2, u1v2v6, u1v1, u1v5) (note thatv1 / v6). Therefore,
w6 < {v1, v2, . . . , v7}. Then,w6 ∼ v1 for avoiding (u3v4v1, u4v6w6, u3u, u3v5), w6 ∼ v2 for
avoiding (u1uu2, u1v1w6, u1v2, u1v5), and hence a fork (v2v3u2, v2w6v6, v2u1, v2w2) occurs.
So, we further suppose thatw2 / v4.
The only remaining situation is thatw2 ∼ v6. Then,w2 ∼ v7 for avoiding (v5u3v4, v5u4v7,
v5u1, v5w2), and thus produces a fork (u2uu1, u2v7w2, u2v3, u2v4). This contradiction com-
pletes the proof of Claim 7.10. 
By Claims 7.9 and 7.10,u4 / v4/v5. Then,u4 ∈ V3. We show that
{w1,w2} ∩ {v4, v5, v6, v7} = ∅. (7)
SinceG is triangle-free,w1 , v5 , w2. Sincew1 = v4 producing a fork (u1uu4, u1v1v4,
u1v2, u1v5), andw1 = v6 producing a fork (u1uu2, u1v1v6, u1v2, u1v5), we have{w1,w2} ∩
{v4, v6} = ∅ by symmetry.
To prove (7), we need only to show thatw1 , v7 by symmetry. Suppose to the contrary
thatw1 = v7. Then,w2 ∼ v5 for avoiding (u1uu4, u1v2w2, u1v1, u1v5). Let w4 < {u2, u3} be a
neighbor ofv4. SinceG is triangle-free,w4 < {v3, v5, v6, v7}. We prove thatw4 , v1, v2.
Suppose thatw4 = v1. Then,v4 ∼ v2 by (7). If v7 ∈ V3, let G(u′, v′) = G[S1,S2], then
G is reducible as (u, v4, v7, u1, v5, v′, v3) is reducible. Otherwise, suppose thatv7 ∈ V4 and let
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w7 , {u2, u4, v1} be a neighbor ofv7. Sincev7 ∼ v5 producing a fork (u3v4v2, u3v5v7, u3u, u3v6),
v7 / v5. Then,w7 ∼ v3 for avoiding (u2uu1, u2v7w7, u2v3, u2v4), w2 ∼ w7 for avoiding
(v3u2u, v3v2w2, v3v1, v3w7), and furthermorew2 ∼ v6 for avoiding (v7w7w2, v7u4v6, v7u2, v7v1),
and thus{v6,w7} is a 2-cut, contradicting Lemma 7.4. Therefore,
w4 < {v1, v2, . . . , v7}.
If w4 = w2, thenw2 ∼ v7 for avoiding (u2uu1, u2v4w2, u2v3, u2v7), and hence forcing a
fork (v7u4v6, v7w2v2, v7u2, v7v1). So, we suppose thatw4 , w2. Then, eitherw4 ∼ v3 or
w4 ∼ v7 for avoiding (u2uu1, u2v4w4, u2v3, u2v7). In the former case,w4 ∼ v7 for avoid-
ing (v3u2u, v3v1v7, v3v2, v3w4), andw2 ∼ w4 for avoiding (v3u2u1v3v2w2, v3v1, v3w4), and
thus a fork (w4v4u3,w4v7u4,w4v3,w4w2) occurs. In the latter case,w4 ∼ v6 for avoiding
(v7u4v6, v7v1u1, v7u2, v7w4), then by lettingG(v′1, v
′
4) = G[{v1, v2, v5}, {v4, v6, v7}], one sees
thatG is reducible as (u1, u4,w4, u, u2, u3, v3) is reducible. This proves (7).
To avoid (u1uu4, u1v1w1, u1v2, u1v5), w1 ∼ v5. The same argument shows thatw2 ∼ v5.
Thus, eitherv1, v2 ∈ V3, or they have a common neighborw′1 other thanu1 and v3. If
v3 ∈ V3, let G(v′1) = G[{v1, v2, v5}], thenG is reducible as (u1, v3) is reducible. So,v3 ∈ V4.
Let w3 < {u2, v1, v2} be a neighbor ofv3. Sincew3 = v6 impliesw1/w2 ∼ v6 for avoiding
(v3u2u, v3v1w1, v3v2, v3v6) and (v3u2u, v3v2w2, v3v1, v3v6) that contradictd(v6) ≤ 4,
w3 < {v1, v2, . . . , v7}.
Sinceu ∈ S(v3), w1,w2 < S(v3), and thusw1/w2 ∼ w3 for avoiding (v3u2u, v3v1w1,
v3v2, v3w3) and (v3u2u, v3v2w2, v3v1, v3w3). To avoid (u2uu1, u2v3w3, u2v4, u2v7), w3 ∼ v4 or
w3 ∼ v7.
If w3 ∼ v4, then by (7), eitherv7 ∼ v1/v2, or v7 ∈ V3 andv7 andv4 have a common




G[{S1,S2, {v4, v6}, {w1,w2}], thenG is reducible as ((u, v7, u1, v5, u′, v3, v′1,w3) is reducible.
In the latter case, letG(u′, v′1, v
′
4,w
′) = G[{S1,S2, {v4, v6, v7}, {w1,w2}], thenG is reducible
as (u, u1, v5, u′, v3, v′1,w3) is reducible.
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Suppose thatw3 ∼ v7. The same as above, eitherv4 ∼ v1/v2, or v4 ∈ V3 andv4 andv7
have a common neighbor other thanu2 for avoiding a fork atu2, one gets a contradiction.
Subcase2.2. Now, we suppose thatN(u2) ∩ N(u3) = {u}. Let v4 , u be a common
neighbor ofu1 and u3, v5 , u be a common neighbor ofu3 and u4, andv6 , u be a
common neighbor ofu2 andu4. If {u2, u3, u4} * V3, then eitherd(u3) = d(u4) = 4, or
d(u2) = d(u4) = 4. In the former case, suppose thatN(u3) ∩ N(u4) = {u, v5, v′5}. In the latter
case, suppose thatN(u2) ∩ N(u4) = {u, v6, v′6}.
Sinceu2, u4 ∈ S(u1), if |S(u1)| = 3, thenv6 ∈ S(u1) by Lemma 7.5. Sincev5 / v4 and
v5 < S(u1), w1 , v5 , w2.
Suppose thatw1 = v6. Then, w2 ∼ v4 for avoiding (u1uu2, u1v2w2, u1v1, u1v4). If




3) = G[{u2, u4}, {v1, v2, v4}, {v3, v6}]. If d(u3) = d(u4) =
4, by considering the possible forks with centeru4, one sees that eitherv5 (resp. v′5)






5) = G[{u2, u4},
{v1, v2, v4}, {v3, v6}, {v5, v′5}]. If d(u2) = d(u4) = 4, by considering the forks with cen-







G[{u2, u4}, {v1, v2, v4}, {v3, v6, v′6}]. In each situation, it is easy to check thatG is reducible.
Therefore, be symmetry, we suppose that{w1,w2} ∩ {v4, v5, v′5, v6, v
′
6} = ∅. Hence
w1/w2 ∼ v4 (8)
for avoiding (u1uu2, u1v1w1, u1v2, u1v4) and (u1uu2, u1v2w2, u1v1, u1v4), and
eitherv1, v2 ∈ V3, or they have a common neighbor other thanu1, v3. (9)
If v3 ∈ V4, let w3 < {u2, v1, v2} be a neighbor ofv3. If w3 = v5, there would be either
a fork (v3u2u, v3v1w1, v3v2, v3v5) or a fork (v3u2u, v3v2w2, v3v1, v3v5). Then,v5 , w3 , v′5
by symmetry. Therefore,w3 is not adjacent tou2, u3 andu4. To avoid forks with centerv3,
w1/w2 ∼ w3.
If d(u2) = 4, thenN(u2) ∩ N(u4) = {u, v6, v′6}. To avoid the fork with one long arm
u2uu1, one sees thatN(v6) = N(v′6), a contradiction to Lemma 7.3.
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So, we suppose thatd(u2) = 3. If d(v3) = 3, letG(u′, v′) = G[S1,S2], thenG is reducible
as (u, v3, u1) is reducible. Ifd(v3) = 4, let G(u′3, v
′
1,w
′) = G[{u3, u4}, {v1, v2, v4}, {w1,w2}],
thenG is reducible as (u1, u, u2, v3,w3) is reducible. This contradiction completes the proof
of Section 2.
7.6 |S(u)| = 2
In this section, we always suppose that|S(x)| = 2 for every 4-vertexx.
SupposeS(u) = {v1, v2}. There are two possibilities by symmetry: one is thatv1/v2 ∼
u1, and the other is thatv1 ∼ u1 andv2 ∼ u2. Note thatS1 = {u2, u3, u4}, andS2 = {v1, v2}.
We distinguish two cases accordingly.
Case1. Suppose thatv1/v2 ∼ u1.
First, we consider the situation thatu1 ∈ V3. Let v3 , u be a common neighbor ofu2
andu3, v4 , u be a common neighbor ofu3 andu4, andv5 , u be a common neighbor ofu2
andu4. If {u2, u3, u4} ⊆ V3, let G(u′) = G[S1], thenG is reducible as (u, u1) is reducible. If
there exists a vertex, sayv3, in N2(u) who is adjacent to each vertex ofS1, one sees thatG is
reducible by lettingG(u′) = G[S1]. So, we suppose that each vertex inN2(u) is adjacent to
at most two vertices ofS1. Then,{u2, u3, u4} * V4. By symmetry, we suppose thatu2 ∈ V3






If w4 = v1 andw′4 = v2, thenv1 ∼ v3 or v2 ∼ v3 for avoiding (u3v4v1, u3v
′
4v2, u3u, u3v3),
andv1 ∼ v5 or v2 ∼ v5 for avoiding (u4v4v1, u4v′4v2, u3u, u4v5). Whatever which occurs, one
sees, by the possible forks atu3 andu4, that eitherv4 andv′4 have a common neighbor other
thanu3, u4, or one of them has degree 3 and the other has a common neighborwith v3 and
v5. Let G(u′, v′1, v
′
3, v
′) = G[S1,S2, {v3, v5}, {v4, v′4}], thenG is reducible as (u, u1, u
′, v′) is
reducible.
If w4 = v1 andw′4 , v2, thenw
′




4, u3v3, u3v4) and
(u4uu1, u4v′4w
′
4, u4v3, u4v5). Note thatu1 ∈ S(u3) ∩ S(u4) and |S(u3)| = |S(u4)| = 2, by
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analyzing the possible forks atu3 andu4, eitherv3, v4, v′4, v5 ∈ V3, or there exists a new
vertex adjacent to at least two of them. LetG(u′, v′3) = G[S1, {v3, v4, v
′
4, v5}]. ThenG is
reducible as (u, u′, u1,w′4) is reducible.
Therefore, we assume by symmetry that{v1, v2} ∩ {w4,w′4} = ∅. Then,w4/w
′
4 ∼ v3/v5
for avoiding forks with centeru3 or u4. By lettingG(u′, v′3) = G[S1, {v3, v4, v
′
4, v5}], one sees
thatG is reducible.
Now, we suppose thatu1 ∈ V4. Let v3 , u be a common neighbor ofu1 andu2, v4 , u
be a common neighbor ofu2 andu3, v5 , u be a common neighbor ofu3 andu4, andv6 , u
be a common neighbor ofu2 andu4. For i = 1, 2, let wi ∈ N(vi) \ N(v3−i ). We distinguish
five subcases by symmetry.
Subcase1.1. Suppose thatu3 ∼ v3 andu4 / v4. Then,u4 ∈ V3 ∩ S(u1), andu2, u3 <
S(u1).
Let S(u1) = {u4, x}. Then,x ∼ u4 by Lemma 7.5, and thusx ∈ {v5, v6}. SinceG is
triangle-free,v3 / v4/v5/v6. Sinceu2 andu3 take the symmetric roles, we may suppose that
x = v5 = w1. Then,w2 ∼ v3 asS(u1) = {u4, v5}, and thusw2 < {v1, v2, . . . , v6}. To avoid
(v3u1v1, v3u2v6, v3u3, v3w2), eitherv1 ∼ v6 or w2 ∼ v6. We distinguish two possibilities
accordingly.
(a) v1 ∼ v6. Thenv2 ∼ v6 asv6 < S(u1), and thus for avoiding{v3, v4,w2} ⊆ S(v6),
v4 ∼ v1/v2 asv4 < S(u1) that forces{v5,w2} to be a 2-cut, contradicting Lemma 7.4.
(b) w2 ∼ v6. Sincew2 ∼ v5 implying S(v3) = {v1}, w2 / v5, and thusv5 ∈ S(v3). If w2 ∈
V3, thenw2 ∈ S(u3) implying v1 < S(u3) asv1 / w2, and thusv1 ∼ v4 implying v2 ∼ v4 as
v4 < S(u1). Let G(u′, v′1) = G[S1,S2]. ThenG is reducible as (u, v4, u1, v3, u
′, v5, v6,w2, v′1)
is reducible. Otherwisew2 ∈ V4, thenw2 ∼ v4 for otherwise the fourth neighbor ofw2
together withv1 andv5 makes|S(v3)| ≥ 3, and sou4 ∈ S(w2). Sincev5 ∈ S(u1), v2 / v5
implying v5 < S(w2), and thusS(w2) = {u4} contradicting|S(w2)| = 2.
Subcase1.2. Suppose thatu3 ∼ v3 andu4 ∼ v4. LetG(u′) = G[S1]. Then,G is reducible
as (u, v4) is reducible.
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After Subcases 1.1 and 1.2, we suppose, by symmetry, that
u3/u4 / v3. (10)
Then,S(u1) = {u3, u4}, and hencew1/w2 ∼ v3. Let w3 , u be a common neighbor ofv1 and
v2.
Subcase1.3.u3, u4 ∈ V3.
If {w1,w2,w3} ∩ {v4, v5, v6} , ∅, we suppose, as an instance, thatw3 = v4, let G(u′, v′) =
G[S1,S2], thenG is reducible as (u, v4, u1) is reducible. So, we suppose that
{w1,w2,w3} ∩ {v4, v5, v6} = ∅.
SinceS(u1) = {u3, u4}, if v1 ∈ V4, thenv1 andv2 have another common neighbor other
thanu1 andw3, and hence{u} = S(v1) = S(v2) by Lemma 7.5. Therefore,v1, v2 ∈ V3.
If there does not exist edge between{w1,w2} and {v4, v6}, thenS(u2) = {w1,w2} and
S(v3) = {v4, v6}, and hence each neighbor ofw1 other thanv1 must be adjacent tow2,




G[S1, {v1, v2, v3}, {v4, v6}, {w1,w2}]. Then, G is reducible as (u, u1) is reducible. So, we
suppose that there must be edges between{w1,w2} and{v4, v6}. Without loss of generality,
supposew1 ∼ v6.
If w1 ∼ v4, letG(u′, v′1, v
′
4) = G[S1, {v1, v2, v3}, {v4, v6}], thenG is reducible as (u, u1,w1)
is reducible. Therefore, we suppose that each ofw1 andw2 has at most one neighbor in
{v4, v6}, and vice versa. We distinguish two possibilities.
(a) w2 ∼ v4. Then the two vertices inS(v3), say x1 and x2, are adjacent tow1 and
w2 respectively, and the two vertices inS(u2), sayw4 andw6, are adjacent tov4 andv6
respectively. Supposex1 ∼ w1, x2 ∼ w2, w4 ∼ v4, andw6 ∼ v6.
If x1 = w4, thenv4 ∈ S(w1), andw2 ∈ S(w1) asw2 / v6/x1/v1, contradictingu4 ∈ S(w1)
by Lemma 7.5. By symmetry, we may suppose that|{x2, x3,w4,w6}| = 4. Then,S(w1) =
{w2, u4}, contradicting Lemma 7.5.
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(b) Suppose thatw2 / v4. If w2 ∈ V3, let x2 < {v2, v3} be a neighbor ofw2. Otherwise,
let x2, x′2 < {v2, v3} be the neighbors ofw2.
If w2 ∈ V4 andx2/x′2 / w1, thenS(v3) = {v4, x2, x
′
2} asw1 / v4, contradicting|S(v3)| = 2.
If w2 ∈ V4 andx′2 ∼ w1, thenS(v3) = {x2, v4}, and hencev4 ∼ x2 by Lemma 7.5. Since
u4 ∈ S(w1), S(w1) = {u4, v5} and thusv5 ∼ x′2. Sincew3 < S(w1), w3 ∼ v6 or w3 ∼ x
′
2. In the
former situation,w3 ∼ v4 asS(u2) = {w2, x2}, this forcesS(v4) = {v2,w2} that further forces
v5 ∼ x2 for otherwisev5 ∈ S(v4). But then,{x2, x′2} is a 2-cut. Therefore, we suppose that








2w3) occurs, a contradiction.
So, we suppose by symmetry thatw2, v4 ∈ V3. Note thatv4 ∈ S(v3) asv4 / w1/w2.
If x2 ∼ w1, thenx2 < S(v3) and thusS(v3) = {v4}, a contradiction. So, we assume that
x2 / w1. Then,x2 ∈ S(v3) and thusv4 ∼ x2 by Lemma 7.5. Now,w1, v6 ∈ V3 for otherwise
|S(v3)| > 2 or |S(u2)| > 2. Let G(u′, v′) = G[S1, {v1, v2, v3}]. Then G is reducible as
(u, u1, v6, v5,w1,w2, u′, v′) is reducible.
Subcase1.4. u3, u4 ∈ V4. By (10), this happens if and only ifu3 andu4 have another
common neighborv′5 , u. Using the same arguments as that used in Subcase 1.3, one
shows that{w1,w2,w3} ∩ {v4, v5, v′5, v6} = ∅, andv1, v2 ∈ V3. Let S(u3) = {u1, x}. Then,x ∈
{v1, v2, v3} by Lemma 7.5. But this means{w1,w2,w3} ∩ {v4, v5, v′5, v6} , ∅, a contradiction.
Subcase1.5. The only remaining subcase is thatu3 / v3 but u4 ∼ v4. Using the same
arguments as that used in Subcase 1.3, one shows that{w1,w2,w3} ∩ {v4, v5, v6} = ∅, and
v1, v2 ∈ V3. Let S(u4) = {u1, x}. Then, x ∈ {v1, v2, v3} by Lemma 7.5. But this means
{w1,w2,w3} ∩ {v4, v5, v6} , ∅, a contradiction.
Case2. Suppose thatvi ∼ ui for i = 1, 2. Then,v1 ∼ v2 by Lemma 7.5. Without loss of
generality, we suppose that
(*) for each 4-vertexx, the two vertices inS(x) have no common neighbor.
SinceN(u3) * N(u4), |N(u1) ∩ N(u2)| ≤ 2, andN(ui) ∩ N(u j) , {u} for somei ∈ {1, 2}
and j ∈ {3, 4}. By symmetry, we suppose thatv3 , u be a common neighbor ofu1 andu3.
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Subcase2.1. Suppose thatN(u1) ∩ N(u2) = {u, v′1}. Let v4 , u be a common neighbor
of u3 andu4, andv5 , u be a common neighbor ofu2 andu4. SinceN(u3) * N(u4) and
N(u4) * N(u3), u3 / v5 andu4 / v3. Eitheru3, u4 ∈ V3, or u3 andu4 have another common
neighbor, sayv′4 < {u, v4}.
First, we suppose thatu3, u4 ∈ V3. LetS(u1) = {u4, x}. Then,x ∈ {v4, v5} by Lemma 7.5,
andv2 ∼ v3 asv2 < S(u1). The same argument by discussing onS(u2) (noteu3 ∈ S(u2)), we
havev1 ∼ v5. If v5 < S(u1), thenv5 ∼ v3 that forcesu4 ∈ S(v3), and thusS(v3) ⊇ {u4, v′1, v4}
contradicting|S(v3)| = 2. So,S(u1) = {u4, v5}. Let w′1 < {u1, u2} be a neighbor ofv
′
1. Since
w′1 < S(u1), w
′
1 ∼ v1 or w
′
1 ∼ v3. If w
′
1 ∼ v1, thenw
′
1 = v4 for otherwiseS(u2) = {u3,w
′
1}
asw′1 / v5, contradicting Lemma 7.5. So,w
′
1 ∼ v3. To forbid (v3v2u2, v3u3v4, v3u1, v3w
′
1),




1 < S(v2) by Lemma 7.5, and
hencev′1 ∼ v4 andw
′
1 ∼ v1 that imply{v5,w
′
1} is a 2-cut ofG. If w
′
1 ∼ v4, sinceu2 ∈ S(v3)
forcesS(v3) = {u2, v5}, v5 ∼ w′1, thenS(u1) = {u4, v5} andS(u2) = {u3, v3} force either
v′1, v1, v2 ∈ V3 that impliesv4 is a cut vertex, or they have a common neighborx that implies
{v4, x} is a 2-cut ofG, both contradict Lemma 7.4.
Suppose,u3 andu4 have another common neighbor, sayv′4 < {u, v4}. Sinceu4 ∈ S(u1),
S(u1) contains one ofv4, v′4, v5, and thenv2 < S(u1) that forcesv2 ∼ v3. Sinceu3 ∈ S(u2),
S(u2) contains one ofv3, v4, v′4, and thenv1 < S(u2) that forcesv1 ∼ v5. If v5 < S(u1), then
v5 ∼ v3 that forcesu4 ∈ S(v3), contradictingv′1 ∈ S(v3) by Lemma 7.5. So, we suppose that
S(u1) = {u4, v5}. The same arguments as above one can deduce contradictions.
From now on to the end of the proofs, we always suppose that
N(u1) ∩ N(u2) = {u}.
Note that the number of edges betweenN(u) andN2(u) \ {v1, v2} is at most 14. Since
each vertex inN2(u) \ {v1, v2} has at least two neighbors inN(u), |N2(u)| ≤ 7.
If d(u1) = 4 andN(u1)∩N(u3) = {u}, then{u2, u3} ⊆ S(u1), contradicting our assumption
(*). So, we suppose by symmetry that
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(**) for i ∈ {1, 2}, if d(ui) = 4 thenN(ui) ∩ N(u j) , {u} for 3 ≤ j ≤ 4.
Subcase2.2. First suppose that each vertex inN2(u) \ {v1, v2} has exactly two neighbors
in N(u). Then, 6≤ |N2(u)| ≤ 7. Note thatN(u1 ∩ N(u2) = {u}. By our assumption (**),
we suppose thatN(u1) ∩ N(u3) = {u, v3}, N(u2) ∩ N(u3) = {u, v4}, N(u1) ∩ N(u4) = {u, v5},
N(u2) ∩ N(u4) = {u, v6}, and suppose thatN(u3) ∩ N(u4) = {u, v7} while |N2(u)| = 7.
We show that
there is no edgevivj with 3 ≤ i < j ≤ 7. (11)
SinceG is triangle-free, the only possible edges arev3v6 andv4v5. Sincev3 ∼ v6 and
v4 ∼ v5 produce a fork (u1v3v6, u1v4v5, u1u, u4v1), we suppose by symmetry thatv3 ∼ v6 and
v4 / v5.
If v6 < S(u1), thenv6 ∼ v1 that forcesu3, v5 ∈ S(v6), contradicting Lemma 7.5. So, we
suppose thatv6 ∈ S(u1), i.e., S(u1) = {u2, v6}. Sincev2 < S(u1), v2 ∼ v3 or v2 ∼ v5. If
v2 ∼ v5 andv2 / v3, thenS(u2) ⊇ {u1, v3, v5} contradicting|S(u2)| = 2. So, we suppose
that v2 ∼ v3. Thenv2 ∼ v5 for avoiding (v3u1v5, v3u3v4, v3v2, v3v6), andS(v2) = {u, u4},
andv4 ∼ v1 asv4 < S(v2) andv4 / v5, but this implies{u2, v6, v4} ⊆ S(u1) contradicting
|S(u1)| = 2.
We have proved (11). Next, we show that
there is no edgevivj for 1 ≤ i ≤ 2 and 3≤ j ≤ 7. (12)
If v1 ∼ v7, thenS(u1) = {u2, v7} asv7 / v3/v5 by (11), contradicting Lemma 7.5. The
same happens ifv2 ∼ v7. So,
v1/v2 / v7. (13)
To prove (12), we only need to show thatv1 / v4 by symmetry.
Suppose to the contrary thatv1 ∼ v4. Then,S(u2) = {u1, v3} or {u1, v5}. By rearranging
u3 andu4, one sees thatv3 andv5 take the same roles. So, we suppose
S(u2) = {u1, v3}. (14)
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By (11)
v3 ∼ v2, and v5 / v2. (15)
We further distinguish two possibilities upond(v4).
(a) Assumev4 ∈ V4. Let w4 < {u2, u3, v1} be a neighbor ofv4. Then,w4 , vi for any
1 ≤ i ≤ 7 by (11), andw4 ∼ v2 or w4 ∼ v6 asw4 < S(u2). Now, we have
S(u1) = {u2, v4}. (16)
(a-1) Supposew4 ∼ v2. ThenS(v2) = {u, u3}, andv6 < S(v2) forcesv6 ∼ v1 orv6 ∼ w4 by
(11). Sincev6 ∼ v1 forcesv6 ∈ S(u1) contradicting (16),v6 ∼ w4 that forcesS(v4) = {u1, v3}.
Let w5 , {u1, u4} be a neighbor ofv5. Thenw5 , vi for any i, andw5 ∼ v1 or w5 ∼ v3 for
otherwisew5 ∈ S(u1) contradicting (16).
First supposev5 ∈ V3. If w5 ∼ v1, thenS(v1) = {u, u3}, andw5 ∼ v3 or w5 ∼ w4 as
otherwise the third neighbor ofw5 would be inS(v1). In the former situation,w5 ∼ v3,
thenS(v3) = {u2, v4} forcing w4 ∼ w5 as otherwisew4 ∈ S(v3), and this implies that{v6, v7}
is a 2-cut contradicting Lemma 7.4. So, we suppose the lattersituation, i.e.,w5 ∼ w4
andw5 / v3. Then,w5 ∈ V3 as otherwise the fourth neighbor ofw5 would be inS(v1)
contradicting Lemma 7.5 asu ∈ S(v1). But this forcesv3 ∈ V3 as otherwise the fourth
neighbor ofv3 would be inS(u1) contradicting (16), and thus{v6, v7} is a 2-cut again. By
using almost the same argument, one can deduce the same contradiction ifw5 / v3.
Therefore, supposev5 ∈ V4. Let w′5 , {u1, u4,w5} be the fourth neighbor ofv5. Fol-
lowing above analysis, we may suppose by symmetry thatw5 ∼ v1 andw′5 ∼ v3. Since
d(w5) ≥ 3, w5 ∼ w4 for otherwise the third neighbor ofw5 would be inS(v1) contradicting
Lemma 7.5 asu ∈ S(v1). Then,S(v3) = {u2,w4}, again contradicting Lemma 7.5.
(a-2) Suppose thatw4 ∼ v6 andw4 / v2. Then,S(v4) = {u1, v3} or {u1, v5}.
(a-2-1) Suppose thatS(v4) = {u1, v5}. Then,v5 ∼ w4, v3 ∼ w4 as v3 < S(v4), and
|N2(u)| = 6 as otherwisev7 ∈ S(v4) asv7 / v1 by (13). By (15),v5 / v2.
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If v5 ∈ V4, let w5 < {u1, u4,w4} be the fourth neighbor ofv5, thenw5 ∼ v1 asw5 < S(u1),
and thusS(v1) = {u, u3}. Let x < {v1, v5} be a neighbor ofw5, thenx ∼ v2 asx < S(v1), and
thusx , v6 asG is triangle-free. SinceS(u2) = {u1, v3} andS(v1) = {u, u3}, v6,w5 ∈ V3 that
forcesx to be a cut vertex, contradicting Lemma 7.4. The same contradic ion would occur
if v6 ∈ V4. Therefore,v5, v6 ∈ V3 that forces{v1, v2} to be a 2-cut contradicting Lemma 7.4.
(a-2-2) Suppose thatS(v4) = {u1, v3}. Again, by (15),v5 / v2. Let w5 < {u1, u4} be a
neighbor ofv5. Then,w5 ∼ v1 or w5 ∼ v3 asw5 < S(u1).
(a-2-2-1) Suppose thatw5 ∼ v1. Then,S(v1) = {u, u3}. Note thatw4 / v2, w4 ∼ w5 as
w4 < S(v1).
If |N(u)| = 7, then,v7 ∼ w4 asv7 < S(v4) andv7 / v1 by (13). Thus,v5 ∈ S(w4)
by (11). LetS(w4) = {v5, x}. Thenx ∼ v5 by Lemma 7.5, andx ∼ v6 or x ∼ v7 by our
assumption (*). Sincex < S(u1), x ∼ v3, and thusS(v3) = {u2, v4}. If x ∼ v6, thenx ∈ S(u2)
contradicting Lemma 7.5. Ifx ∼ v7, thenw5 ∈ S(v7). Let S(v7) = {w5, y}. Theny ∼ x,
y ∼ v2 asy < S(v3), andy ∼ w5 by Lemma 7.5. Therefore,{v6, y} is a 2-cut, contradicting
Lemma 7.4.
So, we suppose that|N(u)| = 6. If v5 ∈ V4, let w′5 < {u1, u4,w5} be a neighbor ofv5,
thenw′5 ∼ v3 asw
′
5 < S(u1), and henceS(v3) = {u2, v4}. Let x < {v3, v5} be a neighbor
of w′5. Then, x ∼ v2 as x < S(v3), and x ∼ v6 as x < S(u2), and furtherw5 ∼ x as
otherwiseS(v2) = {u, u3,w5}. But thenw′5 is a cut vertex contradicting Lemma 7.4. The
same contradiction would occur ifv6 ∈ V4. Therefore,v5, v6 ∈ V3, and hencev2, v3 ∈ V3 for
otherwise the fourth neighbor ofv3 would be inS(u1) contradictingS(v1) = {u, u3}, and the
fourth neighbor ofv2 would be inS(u2) contradictingS(u2) = {u1, v3}. Then eitherw4 ∈ V3
or w4 ∼ v3 for otherwise the fourth neighbor ofw4 would be inS(v1). It is easy to check
thatG is 3-colorable.
(a-2-2-2) We suppose thatw5 ∼ v3 andw5 / v1. Then,S(v3) = {u2, v4}. Without loss
of generality, we may suppose thatv5 ∈ V3 for otherwise the fourth neighbor ofv5 must be
adjacent tov1, and thus we reduce it to case (a-2-2-1). Then,v1 ∈ V3 also as otherwise the
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fourth neighbor ofv1 would be inS(u1). Let x < {v4, v6} be a neighbor ofw4.
If |N2(u)| = 6, thenx ∈ S(v4) asw4 / v2 contradicting our assumption thatS(v4) =
{u1, v3}. Therefore,|N2(u)| = 7. Then,v7 ∼ w4 asv7 < S(v4), i.e., x = v7. If w4 ∈ V4, the
fourth neighbor ofw4 would be inS(v4) again, thenw4 ∈ V3.
If v6 ∈ V4, let w6 < {u2, u4} be a neighbor ofv6. Sincev6 ∼ v1 forcesv6 ∼ S(u1)
contradicting (16),w6 , vi for any 1≤ i ≤ 7. Then,w6 ∼ v2 asw6 < S(u2), andS(v2) =
{u, u3}. To forbidw5 ∈ S(v2), w5 ∼ w6. By discussing onS(v2) andS(v3), it is easy to see
thatw5,w6 ∈ V3. Then,v7 is a cut vertex. This contradiction completes the proof of the case
(a). So, we suppose thatv6 ∈ V3. Hencev2 ∈ V3 for otherwise the fourth neighbor ofv2
would be inS(u2) contradicting (14). But then,{v7,w5} is a 2-cut contradicting Lemma 7.4.
(b) Assumev4 ∈ V3. Sinced(v6) ≥ 3 and the third neighbor ofv6 must be adjacent to
v2 asS(u2) = {u1, u3} by our assumption (14),v2 ∼ V4. Let w2 < {u2, v1, v3} be the fourth
neighbor ofv2. Then,w2 , vi for 1 ≤ i ≤ 7 by (11), andw2 ∼ v6 asv4 ∈ V3, andv6 ∈ V3 as
otherwise its fourth neighbor would be inS(u2).
First suppose that|N2(u)| = 6. If v5 ∈ V3, let G(u′, v′1) = G[S1, {v1, v3}], thenG is
reducible as (u, v4, v6, u1, v5, u′, v2) is reducible. So, we suppose thatv5 ∈ V4, let w5,w′5 <
{u1, u4} be two neighbors ofv5. Then,v6 ∈ S(v5) forcing S(v5) = {v6,w2}. Sincew5,w′5 <
S(u1), we suppose thatw5 ∼ v1 andw′5 ∼ v3 by symmetry. ThusS(v1) = {u, u3} that forces
w2 ∼ w5 asw2 < S(v1). Let x < {v3, v5} be a neighbor ofw′5. Then,x , w2 asw2 ∈ S(v5),
x ∼ w5 as x < S(v5). Therefore,w′5 ∈ V3 for otherwise its fourth neighbor would be in
S(v5), and then{w2, x} is a 2-cut ofG.
Next, we suppose that|N2(u)| = 7, and suppose thatv3 ∈ V4. Let w3 < {u1, u3, v2} be
a neighbor ofv3. Then,w3 , vi for any i by (11), S(v3) = {u2, v4}, and thusv5 < S(v3)
forcing v5 ∼ w3 asv5 / v2 by (15), andv7 < S(v3) forcing v7 ∼ w3. By (13) and (15),
v2 ∈ S(u3). Let S(u3) = {v2, x}. Thenx ∼ v2 by Lemma 7.5. Ifx ∼ v7, thenx = w2 (by
(13)) forcing{u3, v1,w2} ⊆ S(u3), contradicting|S(u3)| = 2. Therefore,x / v7 and thus
v7 ∈ V3. SinceS(v3) = {u2, v4}, w2 < S(v3) forcing w2 ∼ w3. Now we considerS(w3).
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Note thatv6 ∈ S(w3). Then,S(w3) = {v6} asv6 ∈ V3 andu2, u4 < S(w3), contradicting
|S(w3)| = 2.
Finally, we suppose that|N2(u)| = 7 andv3 ∈ V3. Then,v5 ∈ V3 for otherwise one of its
neighbor would be inS(u1) contradicting (16). Letw5 < {u1, u4} be a neighbor ofv5. Then,
w5 ∼ v1 asS(u2) = {u1, v3}, andw5 , v2 by (15). Then,S(v2) = {u, u3}, w5 < S(v2) that
forcesw5 ∼ w2. If v7 ∼ w5, then{v7,w6} is a 2-cut. Ifv7 ∼ w2, then{v7,w5} is a 2-cut. So,
v7 / w2/w5, and henced(v7) = 2 or |S(u4)| ≥ 3 asv5, v6 ∈ V3. This completes the proof of
case (b).
We have proved (12).
SinceS(u1) = {u2, v2} andS(u2) = {u1, v1}, for each vertexw ∈ N3(u), either|N(w) ∩
{v1, v2, . . . , v6}| = 0 or |N(w) ∩ {v1, v2, . . . , v6}| ≥ 2, and further|N(w) ∩ {v1, v2, . . . , v6}| = 4
if w ∼ v2i/v2 j−1 for some 1≤ i, j ≤ 3. Let W = {w1, . . . ,wl} ⊆ N3(u) be set of vertices
that have four neighbors{v1, v2, . . . , v6}, and letG(u′, v′1, v
′
2) = G[S1, {v1, v3, v5}, {v2, v4, v6}].
ThenG is reducible as (u, u1,w1,w2, . . . ,wl, u′) is reducible.
Subcase2.3. Suppose now thatv3/v4 ∼ u4. SinceN(u3) * N(u4) and vice versa, we
may suppose thatv5 ∼ u1/u3 andv6 ∼ u2/u4. We show that
exceptv1v2 there exists no edgevivj for 1 ≤ i < j ≤ 6. (17)
If v1 ∼ v4, thenv1 ∈ V3 as otherwise{u, u3, u4} ⊆ S(v1) contradicting|S(v1)| = 2.
Let G(u′) = G[S1], thenG is reducible as (u, v4, v1, u1, v3) is reducible. By symmetry, we
suppose thatv1 / v4 andv2 / v3.
Suppose thatv1 ∼ v6. Then,S(u2) = {u1, v5} asv3 / v2/v4/v6, and hencev5 ∼ v2 or
v5 ∼ v6. If v5 ∼ v6, thenS(u3) = {v6} contradicting|S(v6)| = 2. So, we suppose that
v2 ∼ v5. ThenS(u1) = {u2, v6} asv4 / v1/v3/v5, andS(u2) = {u1, v5} asv3 / v2/v4/v6.
By consideringS(u1), one sees that{v1, v2, v3} ∩ V3 = ∅ only if v1, v2, v3 have a common
neighbor inN3(u). The same happens tov2, v4 andv6. Further more, if a vertex, sayw ∈
N3(u), has neighbors in both{v1, v2, v3} and{v2, v4, v6}, thenw has four neighbors inN2(u).
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It is easy to check thatG is reducible by lettingG(u′, v′1, v
′
2) = G[S1, {v1, v2, v3}, {v2, v4, v6}].
By symmetry, we suppose further thatv1 / v6 andv2 / v5.
We have showed thatv1 / v4/v6 andv2 / v3/v5. Then,S(u1) = {u2, v2}, and hence
v5 / v6 as otherwisev6 ∼ S(u1). This proves (17).
By (17), every vertex inN3(u) has at least two neighbors in either{v1, v3, v5} or in
{v2, v4, v6}, and if a vertex, sayw, in N3(u) has neighbors in both{v1, v3, v5} and{v2, v4, v6},
thenw has four neighbors inN2(u). Let G(u′, v′1, v
′
2) = G[S1, {v1, v3, v5}, {v2, v4, v6}]. It is
easy to check thatG is reducible.
Subcase2.4. Suppose now thatv3 ∼ u4 but v4 / u4. SinceN(u4) * N(u3), u4 has a
neighbor, sayv5, not adjacent tou3. There are two possibilities: one is thatv5 ∼ u1, and
the other isv5 ∼ u2. We prove the former one. The latter can be dealt with almost the same
arguments.
(a) Suppose thatv5 ∼ u1.
First we consider the situation thatu3 ∼ v5. If u2, u4 ∈ V4, let v6 , u be a com-
mon neighbor ofu2 and u4. Let w3,w5 be the vertices inN(v3) \ N(v5) and N(v5) \
N(v3), respectively. Ifw3 = v2, then v4 ∼ v1 or v6 ∼ v1 as otherwiseS(u1) = {u2}.
Let G(u′, v′1, v
′




G[S1, {v1, v3, v5}, {v2, v4, v6}] while u2, u4 ∈ V4. It is easy to see thatG is reducible. So,
w3 , v2. The same arguments show thatw5 , v2. Therefore,{w3,w5} ∩ N2(u) = ∅.
If w3 ∼ w5, then at most one ofw3 andw5,sayw3, may be adjacent tov1, and thus
w5 ∈ S(u1) contradicting Lemma 7.5 asu2 ∈ S(u1). So we suppose thatw3 / w5.
Then, w3/w5 ∼ v1 as w3,w5 < S(u1), one ofw3 and w5, say w5, is adjacent tov4 for
avoiding (u3v3w3, u3w5v5, u3u, u3v4), and thusw5 ∼ v2 or w5 ∼ v6 while d(u2) = 4 as
w5 < S(u2). Let G(u′, v′) = G[S1, {v3, v5}] while u2, u4 ∈ V3, and letG(u′, v′1, v
′
2) =
G[S1, {v1, v3, v5}, {v2, v4, v6}] while u2, u4 ∈ V4. In both cases, one sees thatG is reducible.
Next, we suppose thatu3 / v5. There are four possibilities. Letw5 be a vertex in
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N(v5) \ N(v3), and letw3 be the fourth neighbor ofv3 while v3 ∈ V4.
(a-1) Suppose thatu2, u3, u4 ∈ V3.
If w5 = v2, then v4 ∼ v5 or v4 ∼ v1 as otherwiseS(u1) = {u2}, and it is easy to
see thatG is reducible by lettingG(u′, v′1, v
′
2) = G[S1, {v1, v3, v5}, {v2, v4}]. If w5 = v4,
thenv2 ∼ v3 or v2 ∼ v5 or v4 ∼ v1 as |S(u1)| = 2, and one sees thatG is reducible by
lettingG(u′, v′1, v
′
2) = G[S1, {v1, v3, v5}, {v2, v4}]. So,w5 < N2(u). The same arguments show
that w3not ∈ N2(u). Thusw5 ∼ v1, andw3 ∼ v1 or w3 ∼ v5, asw3,w5 < S(u1). Let
G(u′, v′) = G[S1, {v3, v5}. Then,G is reducible as (u, u1) is reducible.
(a-2) Suppose thatu2 andu4 have another common neighbor other thanu andv4. By
using the similar arguments as that used in the case (a-1), wecan show thatw5 < N2(u),
w3 < N2(u) if it exists, and thusw5 ∼ v− 1, andw3 ∼ v1 or w3 ∼ v5.




4) \ N(v4). By using the same
arguments as that used onw5, we can show thatw4,w′4 < N2(u), and thusw4/w
′
4 ∼ v2
asw4,w′4 < S(u2). By letting G(u
′, v′2, v
′
3) = G[S1, {v2, v4, v
′
4}, {v3, v5}], one sees thatG is
reducible.
The remaining two possibilities, one thatu3 andu4 have a common neighbor other than
u, and the other thatu2 andu4 have a common neighbor other thanu, can be treated with
the same arguments, and we omit the details.
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